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ABSTRACT
Pierce and Pine:
Diane di Prima, Mary Norbert Korte
And the Meeting of Matter and Spirit
by
Iris Cushing

Advisor: Ammiel Alcalay
Diane di Prima (1934-2020) and Mary Norbert Korte (b. 1934) are two poets
whose contributions to postwar American poetry are vitally important, and yet
their status on the margins of mainstream literary culture has left their work
largely unstudied. Di Prima, the granddaughter of Italian Anarchist Domenico
Mallozzi (with whom she shared a close relationship) grew up in an ItalianAmerican community in Brooklyn and bore witness to the cultural schizophrenia
of WWII as a child. Korte was raised in an affluent Bay Area family, and
encountered hardships (including the death of her father when she was 12) that
affected her deeply. Both poets made conscious decisions to depart from the
paths prescribed to them at a young age: Korte became a Dominican nun in San
Francisco at age 18, while di Prima dropped out of Swarthmore College at age
19 to pursue the life of the independent poet in New York’s East Village. Both
poets went on to live lives that merged spiritual/religious practice, political
activism, and a profound commitment to poetic integrity. Both were guided by
their own intuition throughout their lives, making writing in ways that refused to
conform to institutionally-administered categories of knowledge.
Pierce and Pine: Diane di Prima, Mary Norbert Korte and the Meeting of Matter
and Spirit examines the lives and works of these two poets across eight decades.
In doing so, the dissertation aims to establish these poets’ essential place in
postwar American poetry. Drawing largely on conversations with di Prima and
Korte, primary-source research in institutional archives (and in the poets’
personal archives), close-readings of published and unpublished manuscripts,
Pierce and Pine takes up poet Charles Olson’s vision of history as a process of
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“finding out for oneself.” The chapters in Pierce and Pine offer histories of Korte’s
embrace of, and departure from, the Catholic church; di Prima’s pivotal role in the
small-press poetry communities of 1950s New York; Korte’s environmental
activism in the California Redwoods; and di Prima’s innovative, hermeticallydriven interpretations of Romantic poetry. Numerous voices contribute firsthand
to the creation of these histories, including the poet and scholar David
Henderson, whose first book was published by di Prima’s Poets Press in 1967.
Pierce and Pine concludes with a narrative of the author’s encounter at a young
age with di Prima’s Memoirs of a Beatnik; this narrative aims to recuperate the
value of di Prima’s “potboiler” erotic novel as an important proto-feminist work.
Part cultural history, part research document, part literary criticism, part memoir,
Pierce and Pine distills the presence of two poets who, against great odds,
merged material and spiritual knowledge in the living body of poetry.
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Pierce and Pine: An Introduction
“The 1965 Berkeley Poetry Conference was the greatest experience of my life,”
Mary Norbert Korte told Roshi Richard Baker once in a conversation, and
recently repeated to me over the phone.1 Korte, who speaks with a brand of
confidence and sincerity that’s seldom encountered in ordinary life, is prone to
expressions of sweeping significance. When Korte says that an experience was
the greatest one of her life (or that a person was the greatest love of her life, that
a job was the greatest job of her life), she is being absolutely clear, without a
touch of exaggeration. So when she recounted her statement about the 1965
Berkeley Poetry Conference to Baker, I took note. I noted this fact, the flashpoint
of the Conference in Korte’s life, as one notes the brightness and color of Mars in
the sky on a clear night, the way the planet orients the rest of the heavens
around itself.

In July of 1965, Korte set out from St. Rose Convent on the corner of Pierce and
Pine Streets in San Francisco and made her way to the train station at the
Embarcadero that carried her across the Bay Bridge. She arrived in her nun’s
habit, equipped with a notebook and pen, and crossed the lawns of the UC
Berkeley campus to California Hall. Her very presence at the conference
represented a major break from the rigors of her life as Dominican sister. She’d

1

Baker was the abbot at the San Francisco Zen Center from 1971, following Shunryu Suzuki, to
1984. Years before his initiation into Zen Buddhist monasticism, Baker was also present at the
1965 Berkeley Poetry Conference: he contributed to the organization of the Conference as its
Program Coordinator.
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secured reluctant permission from the Mother General to attend; a group of poets
gathering to talk about politics, philosophy and poetics struck the Mother as yet
another node of the sort of hippie counterculture that was gradually but
undeniably emerging in San Francisco, which Korte showed interest in, and
which the Mother saw as incompatible with Dominican Catholic values. The
tension was growing.

In the days she attended the Conference, Korte heard readings and talks that
activated an awareness in her psyche that had been latent her whole life. She
heard Robert Duncan speak about “Psyche-myth and the Moment of Truth”; she
heard Jack Spicer2 speak about the intersection of poetry and political will; she
met and spoke with Lew Welch, whom she initially bonded with as a fellow
redhead, and who later became her most significant poetic mentor.

The awareness that came alive for Korte during those days in July 1965
amounted to a new recognition of how humans are situated in the world we
inhabit—the complexity of what Charles Olson, whom she also heard in those
days, termed “a human universe.”3 The gathering of poets in Berkeley in 1965
marked a culmination of epistemological inquiries that had been building for the
previous twenty years, since the end of WWII—inquiries in fields ranging from

2

Fifteen years earlier, in 1950, Spicer had refused to sign a McCarthyist Loyalty Oath to the
United States as a condition of his employment at UC Berkeley, and was consequently forced out
of his job there.
3
Charles Olson, “The Stance.” In The Special View of History, ed. Ann Charters (Berkeley: Oyez,
1970), 20.
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Alfred North Whitehead’s process philosophy to Jean Paul Sartre’s existentialism
to Aimé Césaire’s groundbreaking work on colonialism. The poets who
participated in the conversations that took place in Berkeley were considering
how poetry could address the urgent epistemological questions that had been
swirling around in public discourse, at the dawn of another war. Traveling home
and processing the lectures, discussions and poems she’d heard read (by Allen
Ginsberg, Robin Blaser, Robert Creeley, Duncan, Olson, Welch and others),
Korte came to a new realization: of the true unity between subjectively inner and
outer worlds, between ways of knowing that dominant discourses of power—
primarily, in Korte’s case, the Catholic Church—insisted were separate.

What were these “ways of knowing” that suddenly illuminated Korte’s mind and
turned her world inside out? Beyond the binary of religious doctrine or secular
reasoning, how else might a person know?

On the other side of the country, Diane di Prima was as immersed in the study of
the formation of knowledge as one could be: the means of transmission, the
origins, the limits. She has spent her entire life getting to know poetry as one gets
to know oneself, as a living entity, always in flux, unbound by culturally or
institutionally-administered categories. The summer of 1965 found di Prima living
in the Broadway Central Hotel with her husband, Alan Marlowe, and three
children, the family having been evicted from their Houston Street apartment
when the rent was raised beyond what they could afford. Di Prima’s best friend
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and close collaborator, the dancer Fred Herko, had died the previous fall,
prompting di Prima to initiate a 49-day prayer cycle for Herko’s spirit based on a
practice described in the Tibetan Book of the Dead. From there, di Prima began
to leave her previous life behind in order to follow lineages of esoteric knowledge.
She left New York City with her family in the fall of 1965 to live at Dr. Rammurti
Mishra’s Ananda Ashram in upstate New York.4 While there, practicing Vedanta
yoga, cooking macrobiotic meals and singing satsang, she undertook the project
of writing an introduction to a two-volume book of the writings of the 15th-century
Renaissance alchemist Paracelsus. Her notebooks from this time are starred
with lines from Paracelsus:
To conjure is nothing more than to observe [anything] rightly, to recognize
and see what it is.
Of man the heart will remain. Of the universe the flower will be
indestructible.
Imagination is the star within man.
Di Prima was building an understanding of an Olsonian “human universe,” in her
own inimitable way. She’d corresponded with Olson as she published his poems
in The Floating Bear, a mimeographed poetry newsletter she’d been editing since
1961. In the summer of 1966, a year after Korte heard Olson speak at the
Berkeley Poetry Conference, di Prima met Olson for the first time. On their way
back from a road trip in Nova Scotia, di Prima and Marlowe stopped to visit the

4

Accounts of di Prima’s time at Ananda Ashram are written in Grail is a Green Stone, an as-yetunpublished memoir of di Prima’s life after 1965, which I consulted for this project.
4

poet John Wieners and his girlfriend, Panna Grady,5 at Grady’s summer house in
Gloucester, Massachusetts. Olson joined them at Grady’s house, and the group
bonded over a nightlong LSD trip (the acid in question having been supplied to di
Prima by Timothy Leary). In her lecture for the Charles Olson Memorial Lecture
Series, di Prima describes that first meeting with Olson in detail.6 The two poets
joyfully examined some building blocks of the “human universe” that night. They
discussed Buddhist fourfold logic, the migrations of the earliest peoples to the
North American continent, the possible existence of a “Proto-Indo-European”
language from which Sanskrit derived (“I was dubious that it had ever existed,” di
Prima says, “and when Charles called it ‘P.I.E.,’ I came back with ‘PIE in the
sky.’”7) Their meeting was a sort of Paracelsian conjuring, an occasion to
observe and share in the voracity of each poet’s will to know. And it was rooted in
happiness. Di Prima writes, “Open-ended like the poems, the conversations [with
Olson] didn’t propose to solve anything, but wandered everywhere, mainly for the
pleasure of wandering/wondering.”8

Open-ended conversations, moving not in a straight line, but in a complex,
improvisational formation: these are the kinds of conversations that I had with

5

Panna Grady was a friend and patron of poets beginning in the mid-1960s. Grady had romantic
relationships with John Wieners and Charles Olson, and was known for her generous hosting of
gatherings at her apartment in the Dakota in New York and at her summer home in Gloucester.
She moved to France with the writer Phillip O’Connor in the late 1960s. Grady lived with
O’Connor until his death in 1998, and still resides in France. The Panna Grady Collection (19502015) is held at The Poetry Collection at the University of Buffalo, and includes Grady’s
correspondence with di Prima, Olson, Wieners, Ed Dorn, Allen Ginserg, and others.
6
Diane di Prima, “Old Father, Old Artificer,” Charles Olson Memorial Lecture, Lost & Found:
CUNY Poetics Document Initiative, Series III, 2012.
7
Ibid., 14.
8
Ibid., 14-15.
5

Diane di Prima and Mary Norbert Korte, which form the basis for this dissertation.
Between 2014 and 2018, I met with di Prima on numerous occasions, and I’ve
been in communication with Korte regularly since 2017. A distillation of what I’ve
found out from talking to these poets is here in these pages. Olson, while not
discussed in depth here, hovers as an abiding spirit over my method of
“research” in speaking to these two poets— both of whom count Olson as a
central figure—and my approach in writing about Korte and di Prima as
significant figures in American literary history.

In a series of lectures given when Olson was rector at Black Mountain College in
1956 and collected in the volume The Special View of History, Olson takes up
the language Plato, Aristotle, Homer and Herodotus used to convey historical
accounts, or as Olson puts it, “what went on.”9 Olson draws clear distinctions
between, on the one hand, logos (“what is said”) and its interchangeable term
muthos (the mouth, and what is spoken), and, on the other hand, the origins of
“history.” According to Olson, “Herodotus may have been conscious of a
difference he was making when he did add the word ‘history.’ The first words of
his book—oi logoi—are ‘those skilled in the logoi—not ‘historians’.’ ‘istorin in him
appears to mean ‘finding out for oneself,’ instead of depending on hearsay.”10 A
bit later on in the lecture, Olson refines the meaning of ‘istor thus: “‘istor equals to
know, and initia means to begin to find out.” The vocation of the historian and

9

Olson, The Special View of History, 19.
Ibid., 20

10
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that of the poet were indistinguishable for Herodotus, as Olson explains:
“Herodotus, I set out to say, called himself and was taken seriously as, enough to
be made a citizen of Athens, a mythologist, a ‘poet’—mutho-logos, the practice of
life as story.”11

The practice of life as story, a story (and a history) one learns for oneself—these
are the principles that have guided me in my writing about the lives and work of
di Prima and Korte. Firsthand accounts have been my primary mode of gathering
information, supplemented with study in the archives, institutional and otherwise.
As a further guiding star for this method, I consider that both Olson (in 1946) and
di Prima (in 1956) met and spoke with Ezra Pound, after he was incarcerated at
St. Elizabeth’s psychiatric hospital.12 The foundational Modernist poet had by
then been thoroughly disgraced, disavowed, tried for treason, and judged
“insane” for his pro-Fascist views. Both Olson and di Prima were able to hold
their admiration for Pound at the same time they were repelled by his antiSemitism and fascism, enough to value speaking with him directly. Di Prima had
been a reader of Pound’s writings on language and poetics for years before she
met him, and, in her early years living in Manhattan, sought out and read the
texts in Latin that Pound mentioned in his works. When the opportunity to meet

11

Ibid., 21.
Olson was the first person to visit Pound upon his arrival at St. Elizabeth’s in January of 1946,
and visited him 24 times that winter. Di Prima traveled to Washington D.C. to meet with Pound
over a two-week period when she was 21 years old. See accounts of these visits in Charles
Olson and Ezra Pound: An Encounter at St. Elizabeths, ed. Catherine Seelye (New York:
Grossman/Viking, 1975), and in di Prima’s Recollections of My Life as a Woman, (New York:
Viking, 2001).
12
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Pound and speak to him about his thinking presented itself, di Prima went for it.
The courage and the curiosity required of di Prima to go and meet one of her
cultural heroes, no matter how complicated: this spirit is something I have carried
into my own meetings with di Prima and Korte (although the circumstances are,
of course, much different).

The “practice of life as story” presented in these pages begins in the most recent
past, before moving back in time. The first chapter, “Into the Long Long Time:
Mary Norbert Korte’s Spirit of Place,” takes as its center the thirty-plus year battle
waged by Korte to prevent 426 acres of old-growth redwood forest deep in the
Mendocino woods from being logged by lumber corporations. In this chapter, I
contextualize Korte’s involvement with the Bay Area poetry community that
blossomed in the 1950s and 60s, and which was exploding when she made the
decision to leave St. Rose Convent after 17 years. I then narrate Korte’s
transition to a life in the woods of rural Mendocino County, where she worked as
an educator with the Coyote Valley Band of Pomo Indians. It was after this
transition that Korte discovered her passion for environmental activism, and,
drawing on the strategic skills she learned from her attorney father, embarked on
a single-minded battle to save one of the largest tracts of wild forest on the
California coast. This story is grounded in a recognition of the continuity between
poetry, spiritual practice, and political activism, a continuity that defines Korte’s
life. Reading Korte’s poems focused on wild ecosystems (including two
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previously-unpublished poems), I consider how sound, spiritual ritual and intuition
combine to form Korte’s particular poetics of place.

The second chapter, “Origins,” examines the early lives of di Prima and Korte,
seeking the through-lines of trauma and affinity that formed each poet’s
sensibility. It is in this chapter that I aim to show the meaningful correspondences
between the two poets that led me to look at them alongside each other: born on
opposite coasts in the same year (1934), both poets were raised in nominally
Catholic households, and each came to poetry as a refuge at an early age.
Drawing on published memoirs, poems, conversations and photographs, this
chapter examines the role that certain cultural conditions—most significantly,
WWII and its network of consequences—had on di Prima and Korte when they
were children. It accounts for the poets’ early experiences of racism and ethnic
bias as it related to theirs and others’ identities. This chapter also considers the
family relationships that influenced these poets’ sense of who they were: for di
Prima, her grandfather, Italian Anarchist Domenico Mallozzi, and for Korte, her
anti-union attorney father, Norbert. An eagerness to find out about the conditions
that first set di Prima on the path of the mystic-poet-autodidact, and Korte on the
path of poet-mendicant, guided my inquiry in writing “Origins.”

From there, the dissertation’s focus turns to a pivotal moment in the lives of its
subjects and introduces a new subject along the way. 1968 was the year in which
di Prima and Korte encountered each other for the first time, in the context of

9

working with the Diggers in San Francisco.13 The preceding year had been one in
which both poet’s lives had changed utterly. Korte left the convent in the summer
of 1968; that same summer found di Prima settling in California after a lifetime on
the east coast. Before leaving New York, however, di Prima published the first
book of the poet and scholar David Henderson (b. 1942) with her Poets Press
imprint, titled Felix of the Silent Forest. The crucial role di Prima played in her
community as an independent publisher is considered here, through the lens of
Henderson’s book. This chapter takes up the notion of small-press publishing as
a form of countercultural resistance, considering in particular how di Prima’s
publishing practice contributed to the circulation of Black poetry in the 1960s.
Over in California the same year, Korte’s first book, Hymn to the Gentle Sun, was
put out by Robert Hawley’s Oyez Press.14 “The First Books of David Henderson
and Mary Norbert Korte” reads these two first books side-by-side. I examine the
books from multiple angles (as objects, as texts, as artifacts, as history) in an
attempt to situate Henderson, Korte and di Prima in a bicoastal ecosystem of
poetic affinity. As with the other chapters, my research into the context these

13

The San Francisco Diggers, active in the mid-late 1960s, took their name from the radical
English Protestant Diggers of the 17th century. They were a radical community-action group
based in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood, whose work included running “stores” that gave away
goods for free; providing free medical care, housing and transportation; and staging free concerts
and guerilla theatre performances. Their central principle was the total abolition of buying, selling,
and private property in general.
14
Robert Hawley (1929-2017) came to San Francisco in 1957 after studying at Black Mountain
College with Charles Olson, John Wieners and Robert Duncan. Hawley and Stevens van Strum
of Cody’s Books in Berkeley conceived of Oyez Press in 1964. Between that year and 1986,
Oyez put out over 130 publications, including books, chapbooks and broadsides. Hawley worked
with printers such as David Haselwood (at San Francisco’s Auherhan Press) and Graham
Mackintosh, both of whose work was essential to the small-press print culture that propelled New
American poetry.
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books emerged from relies heavily on conversations, in this case with
Henderson, in addition to Korte and di Prima, and on materials found in Korte’s
archived papers at the University of Rochester.

The following chapter looks further into di Prima’s singular methods for
scholarship and poetics. “A Dowsing Rod of the Heart: Diane di Prima’s
Scholarship of Intuition” takes up the interpretive principles di Prima learned from
her years studying hermetic systems—alchemy, astrology, the mythologies of
Pre-Christian and non-Western spiritual traditions, for instance—and considers
how she applied these principles in some of her later work. The chapter offers a
close reading of di Prima’s previously-unpublished lecture, written in 1984, on
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s 1812 lyrical play Prometheus Unbound. Di Prima
proposes that Shelley’s text was written as a “magickal working,” a text with the
instrumental capacity to transform the imagination of the reader; the way
Shelley’s text performs this function is explained in lucid detail by di Prima. This
lecture is exemplary of di Prima’s practical, direct way of using esoteric tools to
forge a new understanding of a canonical text. Sheppard Powell, di Prima’s
partner, found the lecture (one in a series of three on Shelley’s life) written on a
sheaf of aging yellow legal paper during one of the summers I worked with di
Prima. My process of transcribing the Prometheus Unbound lecture is narrated in
the chapter, as an instance of the particular kind of archival transmission that
occurred between di Prima and myself. The chapter also examines the first
emergence of di Prima’s Loba poems, as they appeared in a 1973 chapbook. I
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consider the synthesis of influences that undergirded the Loba poems at their
inception, as they began to grow into an ever-expanding meditation on divine
feminine principle that culminated in di Prima’s epic poem. Grounded in the
poet’s early contact with hermetic traditions with her 1965 reading of Paracelsus,
“A Dowsing Rod of the Heart” begins to imagine the breadth of di Prima’s
practice of “looking into the heart of matter to study the matter of the heart.”15

The final chapter of this dissertation, “My Memoirs of a Beatnik,” is, as the title
implies, the chapter that most directly weaves biography and memoir. The
chapter moves through a parallel set of stories. The first story is that of di Prima’s
composition of her controversial “potboiler” erotic novel, Memoirs of a Beatnik,
which she wrote in 1968 and published, as legend has it, solely in order to pay
her rent and bills. I consider the network of circumstances leading up to this
event in di Prima’s life, including her previous writing, her relationship to “beatnik”
female subjectivity, and the complexities surrounding her gender and sexual
identity. The second story is that of my reading, at age 12, of Memoirs of a
Beatnik, which I discovered on my mother’s bookshelf in my small Northern
California town. I narrate the profound effect that the book had on my adolescent
imagination; Memoirs easily influenced my early sense of sexuality more than
anything else. Beyond that, the book keyed me in to everything a female writer
was capable of, and presented me with a vision of an empowered intellect that
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From di Prima’s essay “Paracelsus: An Appreciation,” in The Alchemical Tradition in the Late
Twentieth Century, ed. Richard Grossinger (Berkeley: North Atlantic Books, 1984), vii.
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far transcended the book’s superficial genre. “My Memoirs of a Beatnik” traces
my own years-long journey in the wake of first reading the book and arrives at my
meeting, twenty years later, with di Prima herself. The “practice of life as story”
wrought by this arc, this homecoming, is where the dissertation ends.

Scholar Miriam Nichols, in her essay “How to Walk on the Slippery Earth,”
characterizes the difference between a poetic practice that “accommodates the
‘felt world’” and mere “self-indulgent expression.” Nichols says that the former is
defined by “...the poet’s ability to present an art precise to his or her earned
perspective on the world.”16 This description is enormously helpful to me in my
thinking about why I’ve chosen Mary Norbert Korte and Diane di Prima as my
subjects. Both poets are singularly skilled at communicating the perspective their
experience has given them. They express in ways that are openly and joyfully
rebellious against artificial divisions of vocation: they merge spiritual ritual,
political activism, and poetry as if they were always one thing, never separate.
And essentially, they are both willing to transmit their experience to me, a grateful
recipient of the knowledge of a lineage of poets whose work indelibly shaped
American consciousness.

In the time since I’ve started writing these chapters, Diane di Prima died, in the
presence of her loved ones at the age of 86. My current task is to hold both my
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Miriam Nichols, “How to Walk on the Slippery Earth” in Radical Affections: Essays on the
Poetics of Outside (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press Modern and Contemporary Poetics,
2010), 6. The phrase “felt world” comes from Robert Duncan.
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sorrow at the loss of her physical being and my awe at her longevity. The power
of longevity is a crucial theme for di Prima and Korte, who both outlived/are
outliving the majority of their contemporaries, showing us what a poet of their
generation is capable of in the twenty-first century. Most of the formative figures
of Beat and New American poetry didn’t live into this century: Olson died in 1970,
Welch in 1971, Ginsberg in 1997, Kerouac in 1969, Spicer in 1965. In the time
I’ve been at work on this project, most of the few remaining poets, writers and
artists of that generation have left us: David Meltzer, Michael McClure, Joanne
Kyger, Bobbie Louise Hawkins, Jonas Mekas, and most recently, di Prima and
Lawrence Ferlinghetti have all died in the last few years (leaving, I think, Gary
Snyder and Mary Korte as the last of their ilk born in the 1930s). The decades
that span between the flowering of what’s known as New American and Beat
poetry and the world we live in now are almost incomprehensible in their
complexity. These poets, whom I’ve been so fortunate to know, are masters at
bridging that gap, forging a self-made continuity between worlds.

On one of my last trips to San Francisco, I walked with my sister, Grace Morgan,
from the San Francisco Zen City Center on the corner of Laguna and Page
Streets to St. Dominic’s Catholic Church, about a mile and a half away. The
church was towering, an elaborate marvel of statuary and stone, gleaming in the
late afternoon light. We entered the chapel, stopping to flick holy water from
silver bowls on each other’s faces. St. Dominic’s was the church that Mary Korte
called home for almost 17 years, teaching in the elementary school, rising before
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dawn to pray in the sanctuary. On the diagonal corner from St. Dominic’s, at the
corner of Pierce Street and Pine Street, is the building that was once St. Rose
Convent, where Korte was in residence. The building is an apartment complex
now, but a plaque on the outside notes its history. I wrote down the coordinates
of the former convent—Pierce and Pine—and the phrase stayed with me.

I choose “Pierce and Pine” as the title of this dissertation because it captures, as
only a “found” phrase can, a true, vivid sense of the lives of these two poets. In
my mind, di Prima is the “Pierce” —a mind that cuts or pierces through layers of
received knowledge, getting to the truth. A heart that is pierced by all it has
known. Korte is the “Pine” —a verb that means to yearn, to be devoted, yes, but
also a genus (genius) of tree, in all of its wise forms: Douglas fir, rock pine,
juniper, ponderosa and redwood. “Pierce and Pine” conjures the meeting of
matter and spirit, which is something Korte and di Prima lived, with greater
intensity as time passes: the spark of spirit dwelling fiercely in the matter of the
body as it ages, withers, continues, its imagination glowing under the surface of
its language.

15
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Into the Long Long Time:
Mary Norbert Korte’s Spirit of Place

Noyo Redwoods Jubilee
“We have to find a way to pay a man
more to leave a tree standing
than to cut it down.”
-EarthFirst! Slogan
Big old ancient trees
anchored to the river
by cable rail road
ties trestles five little
creeks like fingers
crossed fingers coming
together into one
long braceleted arm
through first hillside
trees to stand up
to Pacific winds
nursery to bear cougar
fisher even the famous
marbled murrelet nests
in canopy with great
blue heron grumpy
looking for convenient fish
A Lumberman’s dream someone said
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every once in a while
the Lumberman’s dream
leaps the great daring
beyond board feet beyond
straight grain more than con
heart vastly more than con heart
beyond pride of workmanship
beyond resource to that
place in history occupied
by the Great Trees themselves
a place where these will stay
forever for our great great
great great etc. Grand Children
to see sequoia sempervirens
big old ancient trees
greater than our lucky selves
Mary Norbert Korte
16 October 2010
Willits, CA
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I.

Noyo Redwoods Jubilee

The first time I met Mary Norbert Korte was on June 24th, 2017. My friend and
colleague Mary Catherine Kinniburgh and I drove up in a borrowed Tacoma from
San Francisco to a remote dirt road in the heart of Mendocino County, stopping
along the way for produce from the farmers market in Larkspur and snacks from
the health food store in Ukiah. We were instructed by Mary over the phone to
“bring our own food,” because everyone at the off-the-grid compound where she
lived was “flat broke” after paying their property taxes that spring. MC and I
figured it would be a kindly gesture to bring food to share, something of a picnic,
so we brought with us homemade potato salad, hummus, bread, carrots,
peppers, basil, and a few types of cheese. These goods sat in the back of the
truck, under a rickety camper shell, as we wound our way up Highway 101 and
on to Route 20, heading west. As we dropped onto the switchbacks leading us
toward the place where we’d turn to get to Mary’s house, the air around us filled
with the dense, startlingly fresh smell of redwood needles. Redwoods and
Douglas firs covered the mountains, rising and falling in the direction of the
horizon. We smelled the ocean along with the trees, and a moment later, saw its
gray-blue in the distance between mountains.
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Mary Korte hadn’t wanted to give me her address over the phone, and although
she didn’t say so outright, I had the feeling that she didn’t want me to look up
directions to her house using Google. Instead, she narrated directions, which I
wrote down: exactly seven miles after leaving the town of Willits, look for a sharp,
steep right-hand turn onto a dirt road between two redwood trees. “It will look as
if you are going off a cliff,” she said. “Follow the dirt road down a hill until you
cross a river on a wooden bridge, then you’ll come to a fork. Stay to the left.
Follow that road for a while, through an open gate, and follow that until you arrive
at the old train tracks. After the train tracks, look for a banner that says “Save Old
Growth Trees.” Then you’ll be close.”

The road ambled through thick forest, punctuated by meadows full of tall grass
and St. Johnswort flowers. June 24th is St. John’s Day, and it is from this day
that the weedy wildflower known as St. Johnswort gets its name, for late June is
when the flower enters its full bloom. Our truck bumped slowly over a rocky dirt
road shaded thickly by pines, and then the road flattened out and a meadow
spread out around us. I spotted a few St. Johnswort plants; as we moved along,
more and more of the yellow blossoms appeared, edging the road. I stopped the
truck so that we could pick some. The sky that day was clear, the air overflowing
with the scents of ocean and tree sap and several other smells I know, but could
only recognize by affinity, not by name. It was then, about 10 minutes after
leaving Highway 20, that I knew we were certainly in another world. Like those
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fictional children climbing into an old wardrobe to enter Narnia, we had driven
through a portal, a doorway leading from our ordinary world to this one.

We turned down Mary’s driveway after about 45 minutes on the rutted, bumpy
dirt road. I pulled our truck in a clearing among a handful of other vehicles: a
broken-down old Honda Civic hatchback, a couple of rusty pickups, a school bus
painted with flowers and psychedelic designs with a stovepipe emerging from its
roof. The sound of the Noyo river rushing past a few yards away sparkled in the
air. A small, energetic white-haired woman rose from a picnic table in the yard in
front of her small cabin, and walked toward us. At age 83, Mary Korte moved
assuredly with a cane in one hand, holding the other hand out to embrace us.
She wore a black Grateful Dead t-shirt that hung down past her hips, a floorlength floral skirt, and green Crocs. Her bright hair was cut close to her head, and
when I leaned in to hug her, I found that she had a clean, soapy smell, mingled
with tobacco and cannabis, and a certain bright scent not unlike the scent of the
pine trees. Several others sat at the table, and each greeted us one-by-one with
an embrace: Chris and Shanna, a couple in their 30 with matching dreadlocks
and cut-off t-shirts; Britt, a woman with a demeanor that exuded both toughness
and sensitivity; and Jude, a boy of about nine, with thick red hair and a restless,
vibrant body.

MC and I retrieved the food from the back of our truck, laying things out on the
picnic table. The shade of the redwood trees moved overhead in the breeze. I
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asked Mary if she had a refrigerator I could put everything else in. She motioned
me toward her cabin, a two-room, peak-roofed, sturdy-looking edifice with moss
growing along its shingles. We walked through the screen door and the living
room, past an altar lit with candles, a potbellied wood stove, and shelves filled
with books, straight back into the tiny kitchen. A gas stove that looked like it was
from the 1930s stood in one corner. A photo of Evo Morales cut carefully from a
magazine hung on one unfinished pine wall. “It’s right here,” Mary said, gesturing
to a small wooden door built into the kitchen wall. I pulled on a small ceramic
knob to open the door, and my face was suddenly filled with a rush of cool, moist
air. The sound of the river roared through the door. I peeked my head in and
found myself looking down through a box made of heavy-gauge wire mesh into
the river, directly below. Mary’s cabin sits on the very edge of the Noyo river, and
her refrigerator is a box built onto the side of her house, where the cool air from
the river will rise and circulate around whatever she puts inside. I breathed in the
river air, thick and silvery in my nostrils; a sensation like atomized silk filled my
lungs. I placed basil and lettuce, milk and eggs in their paper carton on the wire
shelf, and closed the door.
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Fig. 1. Altar on a redwood stump outside Mary Korte’s cabin. (Photo by Iris Cushing.)

I understood, in that moment, the extent to which Mary relied on the Noyo river
for her existence. The river, and the trees that surrounded it. Later on, I would
learn the extent to which the river redwood ecosystem relied, in turn, on her.
__________________
As we sat in Irmulco in the shifting sun around the picnic table, eating, talking,
and passing around a joint of homegrown grass, I studied the contours of the
realm I suddenly found myself in. The children weren’t in school; the dogs
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weren’t on leashes; the adults weren’t at work. No smartphone or any other kind
of electronic device was in sight. There was an utterly clear and relaxed feeling in
everyone’s gestures, faces and speech. I thought of Mary narrating directions to
bring us here, rather than giving us an address to look up on Google Maps. I had
written the directions by hand in a notebook. The giving and following of
directions represents, to me, a kind of folk knowledge: an understanding of
space, place and time that lives intuitively in people, that can’t be formulated by
corporatized or administered sources of knowledge such as Google. Giving and
following directions is a simple skill that almost everyone was able to do at one
time, but now, in the second decade of the 21st century, it’s something not many
people practice. It’s a method that requires a certain degree of improvisation,
authentic and precise description, and trust.

Mary Korte giving me directions to her house over the phone was the first
encounter I had with her. In a way, this exchange—this intuitive, un-administered,
even poetic way of forging a path, is the perfect metaphor for her journey in
saving the redwood trees at the Noyo river headwaters in Mendocino County.
The direction she took was one she made up herself, rather than letting an
institution make it for her. This is a good metaphor for her entire life: a life shaped
by a refusal to follow dictated rules, by a continual will to find her own truest way
forward.
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Mary Norbert Korte is, above all else, a poet. The poet’s imperative to make her
own world for herself undergirds everything that she does. She is also an activist
and a public intellectual; for many years, she was a teacher, and before that, a
Catholic nun. In our conversations about her time as a sister in San Francisco’s
St. Rose Convent, she emphasizes her love of prayer, liturgy, and study,
practices which she cherished in spite of the repressive and authoritarian culture
of the Church. Mary earned her bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Latin while in
the convent through the Catholic University of America, studying and translating
numerous texts from the Latin, including a translation of Virgil’s Georgics, that
great long poem of agriculture and ecosystems. She taught in the convent’s
schools (in the elementary and high schools, and the college) and found that she
loved teaching as a vocation. At the same time, she treasured the depth of
silence and solitude that life in the convent afforded her, and spent much of her
solitary time writing poems.

Mary’s life as a nun was transformed completely in the summer of 1965, when
she found out about the Berkeley Poetry Conference taking place on the UC
Berkeley Campus. The gathering featured readings and seminars from the group
that would come to be called the New American Poets: Robert Duncan, Lenore
Kandel, Ed Sanders, Jack Spicer, Allen Ginsberg, John Wieners, Joanne Kyger,
Robert Creeley, Charles Olson1, and Lew Welch, among others. Mary received a

1

Toward the end of his life, Olson embarked on his own passionate engagement with the natural
history and ecology of Gloucester, Massachusetts, his home and the subject of his epic Maximus
poem. These engagements are germane with Korte’s happening on the opposite coast. Olson’s
focus on protecting wild habitats of Gloucester is documented in his frequent letters to the editor
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special dispensation from her Mother General to travel across the Bay and attend
the conference. She went planning to make a case for the formally traditional
poetry that she loved (Petrarchan sonnets, ballads in iambic pentameter). Upon
hearing poetics lectures by Duncan and Olson, however, she found herself
completely riveted by the poets’ engagement with mythic consciousness, history,
and political life. She talked, for the first time, to poets who were also dissidents,
whose poetry actively refused institutional constraints. She met Lew Welch, who
would later on become her primary poetry mentor. She attended a lecture on
“Poetry and Politics” delivered by the poet Jack Spicer; in an archived recording
of the lecture, an exchange between Spicer and Korte can be heard. Spicer had
posited an irreconcilable contrast between political poetry and political action;
Korte stated, “Perhaps you don’t consider this poetry, but what about the labor
songs of the thirties?” Spicer responded, “you’ve made a very good point, and I
can’t really argue with it,” and then proceeded to sing Joe Hill’s “The Preacher
and the Slave.”2 Spicer and Korte struck up a friendship and a correspondence,

of the Gloucester Daily Times. In his introduction to Maximus to Gloucester: The Letters and
Poems of Charles Olson to the Editor of the Gloucester Daily Times 1962-1969, Peter Anastas
writes, “Long before ecology became a household word and ‘environmentalists’ were armed with
wetlands protection measures, Olson, who had been a close reader of Carl Sauer's ecological
geography, was speaking out against the filling of tidelands and productive marshes. He defined
ecology, in one letter, in terms of ‘creation as part of one's own being,’ while alluding to the
impact of topology on the quality of one's aliveness to the landscape, so that one could
understand that to erase the land of its original forms and contours, either natural or man-made,
would be to live a debased personal life on it.” See Charles Olson, Maximus to Gloucester: The
Letters and Poems of Charles Olson to the Editor of the Gloucester Daily Times 1962-1969,
edited and introduced by Peter Anastas, foreword by Gerrit Lansing (Gloucester, MA: Ten Pound
Island Book Co., 1992). See also: http://www.thing.net/~grist/ld/anastas/MAXIMUS.HTM
2

The lyrics of the song are as follows:

“Long-haired preachers come out every night
Try to tell you what's wrong and what's right
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which was cut short by Spicer’s death in August of that summer. The last letter
he wrote was to Korte.

The seeds of contemporary poetry and political activism were thus planted in
Korte’s heart. She began leaving the convent in secret to attend poetry readings
in San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district, and sneaking food from the convent
kitchen to the Diggers, whose food coordinator was Diane di Prima. She shed

But when asked how 'bout something to eat
They will answer with voices so sweet
Chorus
You will eat, bye and bye
In that glorious land above the sky
Work and Pray, live on hay
You'll get pie in the sky when you die
And the starvation army they play
And they sing and they clap and they pray
Till they get all your coin on the drum
Then they tell you when you are on the bum
If you fight hard for children and wife
Try to get something good in this life
You're a sinner and bad man, they tell
When you die you will sure go to hell
Workingmen of all countries unite
Side by side we for freedom will fight
When the world and its wealth we have gained
To the grafters we'll sing this refrain
Last Chorus
You will eat, bye and bye
When you've learned how to cook and to fry
Chop some wood, 'twill do you good
And you'll eat in the sweet bye and bye.”
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her fixation on rhymed and metered poetry and began to forge her own mystically
charged poetics, influenced by poetics theories from Olson and Duncan. Through
William Everson, himself a former monastic (Brother Antoninus), Korte met
Robert Hawley, publisher of Oyez Press in Berkeley. Korte’s first collection of
poems, Hymn to the Gentle Sun, was published by Oyez in 1967. The following
year, 1968, Korte formally left the Dominican order and embarked on the lay life
of the poet. Her second book, Beginning of Lines, also came out in 1968, and it
was in that year that she began to study poetry with Lew Welch.

In the years that followed, Korte lived in and around San Francisco, Berkeley,
Santa Cruz and Marin County, writing, teaching, and participating in actions to
protest the war in Vietnam. She worked various jobs, including as a secretary in
the Psychology department at UC Berkeley. In 1968 and 1969, she called the
legendary Rancho Olompali Commune home, living in the room that Jerry Garcia
had occupied before her. She wrote and published The Midnight Bridge (Oyez,
1970) and Breviary in Time of War (Cranium Press, 1970), and befriended poets
and artists such as Allen Ginsberg, Lenore Kandel, di Prima, Duncan, Jess
Collins, Everson, and Welch, who was her close friend and co-conspirator until
Welch’s disappearance into the woods in Marin county in 1971. In 1973, Korte
answered an ad to serve as a caretaker at Sanctuary Station, a group of empty
cabins in a defunct logging camp known as Irmulco (for Irvine Muir Lumber
Company). This is where I met Korte in 2017. When Korte arrived at Sanctuary
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Station with her then-boyfriend Peter Van Fleet, she heard a bodiless voice from
the woods say, “you will stay here for the rest of your life.”

Soon after moving to Irmulco, Korte became the Northern California Coordinator
for Poets in the Schools, a non-profit initiative that brings published poets in to
teach poetry to children in public elementary schools. She began to teach writing
and literature at the elementary school in Coyote Valley, a reservation of the
indigenous Pomo people outside Willits. She would later on become
Environmental Director at the Coyote Valley school, and integrate her knowledge
of forest ecosystems with her teaching in an indigenous community. She
participated in many direct and indirect actions in efforts to save old growth
redwoods, working alongside famous Earth First! activist Judi Bari 3. She also
wrote and published Mammals of Delight (Oyez, 1978) and Lines Bending (Oyez,
1978).

In 1979, Korte purchased the land and buildings at Sanctuary Station. Around
this same time, she learned that over 400 acres of old-growth redwood forest at
the headwaters of the Noyo River had been sold to the Georgia-Pacific lumber
company. Upon learning that the trees were slated to be logged, Korte vowed to
do everything in her power to save them.

3

Judi Bari (1949-1997) was the principal organizer for the Earth First! activist campaigns against
the logging of old-growth redwoods along the California coast in the 1980s and 90s. Through the
International Workers of the World (IWW) Local 1, she also worked as a labor organizer, notably
bringing timber workers and environmental activists together in common struggle. The story of
her work and life are told in the documentary film The Forest for the Trees (Bullfrog Films, 2006).
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_________
I first visited the California redwoods on a camping trip with my sixth-grade class.
Gill Walker, the science teacher, brought the entire sixth grade to the redwood
forest near the town of Occidental, California, in Sonoma County. I noticed right
away that the trees radiated wisdom. The first thing I learned about them was
that they live to be at least 500 years old, many of them much older, even
surpassing 2000 years—placing them among the oldest living things on earth.
They are generally thought to be the tallest trees in the world. I also learned that
they were an endangered species. Of the original redwood forests that once
grew along the California coast, only five percent remains4. But in their presence,
I found their resilience remarkable. A common sight was a tree that had been
split open at its trunk by lighting, hollowed out, its interior a glossy black charcoal
surface—yet a tree like this continued to grow as tall as all the others. A person
could stand inside a lightning-hollowed redwood tree and be completely
sheltered, as in a cave, standing on a floor or soft duff big enough to lie down on.
Mr. Walker explained to us that redwoods, unlike other trees, could withstand
being struck by lightning because they were exceptionally resistant to fire. They
even benefitted from forest fires, he told us, because fires would destroy other
tree species and make more room for redwoods; fire were also essential to the
germination of redwood burls. In the midst of the wild forest, we saw rows of

4

The earthquake and subsequent fires that decimated the city of San Francisco in 1906 are
responsible for much of the deforestation of the California Redwoods. The 1906 fires destroyed
roughly 80% of the city; much of the reconstruction of the city’s buildings and infrastructure was
done with redwood lumber, causing hundreds of thousands of acres of trees to be logged.
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redwood trees growing in straight lines. Walker explained that when a redwood
falls over dead, new sprouts emerge from the body of the fallen tree and grow up
in a uniform line. The trees also grew in circles, and I learned that this is because
a very large, old tree will often develop sprouts around the circumference of its
trunk as it is getting ready to die. As the parent tree is dying, a circle of new trees
grows up around it, and continue growing once the parent dies. Such a ring is
called a “fairy ring.”

At a state park visitor’s center, my class studied a cross-section of a felled
redwood, whose age could be counted by the rings from the center to the outside
edge. Markers noted what was happening during the years that the tree grew. In
the year 544, when the tree sprouted, chess was invented in India. The tree had
grown through the birth of Mohammad, the signing of the Magna Carta, the
invention of gunpowder, the fall of the Byzantine Empire. My heart and mind
reeled with wonder at the presence of this tree, growing silently as human history
unfolded. And shock at the final marker: “1936: Tree Cut Down.” Such a
marvelous relationship to time, ended in an instant, in a single contemptuous
gesture.

The smell of the forest both soothed and intrigued me. There was a brisk, spicy,
piney smell similar to that of other pine forests, but there was also a sweetness, a
silky, almost flowery undertone that seemed to emerge from the earth and the
redwood trees meeting. The redwood trees, I learned, made their own soil from
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the many generations of fallen needles that they dropped around themselves.
Picking up an individual fallen bunch of needles, it was possible to tell how long
that bunch had been growing before it fell: the symmetrical needles fanned out
along a stem and then tapered off, gathered themselves into a little bundle, then
fanned out anew. One section like this represented one year, one growing
season for the tree.

I’ve always treasured the California redwoods, and gone back to them when I
could. Their presence is medicinal in a completely singular way—offering the
medicine of insight, self-knowledge, presence, attention. To be in them is to
encounter the healing properties of devotion, of ritual sincerely carried out. When
I was offered the chance a few years ago to meet Mary Korte, a wise old poetwoman living in the redwood forest, I went to meet her without question.

Mary’s relationship with the trees is so intimate that, after spending some time
with her, I realized that she and the trees are inseparable beings. Sitting beside
the woodstove in the living room of her cabin, she tells me a few things I didn’t
know. For example, a redwood tree moves five to seven tons of water each day
from its roots to its crown. The reason they thrive in coastal regions is that they
get much of their water from fog, absorbing moisture from the densely foggy
ocean air. The water from the fog condenses on the leaves and falls in droplets
to the earth, thus allowing the tree to generate its own rain. Hearing her describe
this, it was as if I was hearing her talk about her own process, her own constant
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absorbing and transforming of nourishment from her surroundings, a living
exchange.

That first time visiting Korte in 2017, she told Mary Catherine and me a few small
stories about her environmental activism, and about her time working alongside
Judi Bari. She pointed us to her altar, where this poem of Jack Spicer’s was
prominently displayed in a frame. She read the poem aloud to us:

A redwood forest is not invisible at night. The blackness covers it but
it covers the blackness.
If they had turned Jeffers into a parking lot death would have been
eliminated and birth also. The light shines 24 hours a day on a parking lot.
True conversation is the effort of the artist and the private man to
keep things true. Trees and the cliffs in Big Sur breathe in the dark.
Jeffers knew the pain of their breath and their pain was the death of a firstborn baby breathing.
Death is not final. Only parking lots.5
Hearing her read the words “trees and the cliffs in Big Sur breathe in the dark,” I
got the sense that there was much, much more to tell about Korte and the trees.
As the evening grew later, Mary told us through a haze of marijuana and
cigarette smoke that she had spent 30 years fighting to protect some redwoods. I

5

Jack Spicer, My Vocabulary Did This to Me: The Collected Poetry of Jack Spicer. Ed. Peter
Gizzi and Kevin Killian. Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 2008, p. 377.
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made a mental note of this as we began to say goodbye and gather ourselves to
return to San Francisco.

I came back to spend a few days with Mary in January of 2018. Irmulco was
cloaked in chilly fog, sometimes too thick to see through. At night I slept in the
schoolbus, which Shanna had offered to let me use while she was visiting her
friend up north. During the day I sat beside Mary and talked with her about her
life, pausing occasionally to make coffee, stoke the fire, fix lunch.

Sometime shortly after I arrived, the subject of forest management arose in our
conversation. Questions of how human beings interact with forest ecosystems
were central to Mary’s activism, as well as her poetry. I asked her: how did the
Pomo people, whom she worked with for decades, work the forests they
inhabited? How did state or federal agencies manage them? What about
corporations that bought areas of forest for “sustainable” logging? Was there any
truly ethical way for people to “manage” forests?

Mary drew a deep breath. “Well, there’s those old growth redwoods I fought for
for thirty years,” she said, exhaling. “Would you like me to tell you how I did that?”
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II.

Into the Long Long Time

Locals call it The Hole that place
Of rhododendrons and arrowheads
I have a really magnificent collection
He said he didn’t know his
Collecting would render him up
Well she said turning the pages of the
Timber Harvest Plan
she never looked up as she spoke
People might pay attention when they
start dying like flies
The long long time is with us all the time
like calluses on our feet like the memory
of childhood bumps repeating themselves
repeating themselves
She learns to see the difference between
lithic scatter & shot-out beer bottle she learns
to look for lavender glass a sure settler sign
turned-up tools are imbued with the spirit
of those who used them so are shards of
Anglo glass the walls of every dwelling contain
the voices of those who lived there the voices
in the river will drive the Irishman mad
Best not to offend the river gods by throwing
tires & CocaCola cans remember to pull up
the pump let digger logs lie plant only natives
they will take over foreigners anyway
Except Scotch Broom
tear that out by the roots chanting kill kill
it’s for the good of the land guilt does not
extend to invasive species sorry
what about one’s self
Gurdjief said we came from a hole
in the sky invasive species
in the long long time
In the hole in the earth in the hole
in the forest surrounded by creatures pumping
5 to 7 tons of water a day through their veins
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& she thinks
we grabbed their power to bring them down
the Taliban Imam said to the western journalist
who are you to take me to task we brought down
idols some hundreds of years old made by people
when your people bring down thousand year old trees
made by God
what kind of Karma do we lay up for ourselves when
we manage the forests as the agencies say
also known as civilize also known as direct dictate
stipulate judge utilize resource-extract land we
never had a hand in making
All people who live in holes in the earth
in canyons along river banks
these are people who know when the butterfly
in China has batted her wings
who stayed up all night waiting when river
is in flood who must get out when flood
is miles upstream & triggers air raid sirens
none too soon
from Havasupai to Noyo hilljack we share light
so evasive as to die more hours than most
we run up hills climb rock walls
slide down unstable riverbanks trudge grownover skid roads to get to light we wonder
stubbornly will light never ever come back
we long for rain often never comes comes
too often shuts out light earlier & earlier
each day
Mendocino County
05 MAR 08
MNKorte

It’s impossible to put into writing the feeling of being in Mary’s presence and
hearing her tell a story. She’s a fantastic storyteller, making her tales into high,
compelling dramas, laden with cinematic details, twists and turns, and surprising
insights into human nature. When beginning to tell a story, she sits up straight
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and looks casually in one direction, toward the woodstove perhaps, and reaches
down for a pack of Camels. As she begins to speak, she shakes a cigarette from
the pack, quickly twists off the filter, and raises it to her lips to light between
sentences. With an easy yet methodical cadence, she lays out the foundation for
her tale: when it happened, what life was like at that time, who was there, how
she found herself in that particular situation. The story builds in terms of tension,
excitement, impending drama. Then all at once, she turns to look her listener in
the eye. Her own eyes widen, and she drops or raises her voice to ventriloquize
the person whose words she’s narrating in the story. Her face has a
magnificently plastic quality, her mouth spreading or narrowing, her whole
demeanor precisely reflecting the moods and nuances of the people and events
she’s recounting. Her hands move like an orchestra conductor’s as she
gesticulates the happening she describes. This story was one of the most thrilling
stories I heard her tell (or anyone, really). Later, after she relayed it to me, she
told me that she considered working to save these trees the greatest
accomplishment of her life.6

Korte’s first job upon arriving at Sanctuary Station in 1973 was working for a man
named Bruce Burton, a young logging entrepreneur who ran a portable mill in the
woods near where she lived, stacking “moonboards.”7 Burton was a third-

6

What follows is Mary’s oral history of her saving the trees at the headwaters of the Noyo river.
Her telling of the story is augmented with details culled from her archived correspondence at the
University of Rochester, and publicly-available information on the websites for the Save the
Redwoods League and the Mendocino Land Trust.
7
When a tree is logged and milled into lumber, the round sides of the tree are planed off to make
a square shape, which can then be cut down into smaller boards. The round sides that are planed
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generation graduate of the Forestry program at the University of California, and
generally respected in the local community, especially in contrast to the massive,
faceless corporate logging operations like Georgia Pacific (GP) and Louisiana
Pacific (LP). Korte got to know Burton, and the two formed a mutual respect for
each other. This was in spite of the fact that Korte was a leftist poet, soon to
become an environmental activist, and Burton a conservative-leaning
businessman who made his living cutting down the trees that Korte loved. From
the beginning of her time in the redwoods, Korte cultivated a familiarity with both
sides of the logging industry: those who opposed logging, and those who
practiced logging as a livelihood.

The Skunk Train is a railroad that runs between Willits and the coastal town of
Fort Bragg. The rail route between the two towns moves through a labyrinth of
wild, densely-forested areas, along riverbeds and between mountains. Although
the two towns are only 35 miles apart, the drive by car from one town to the other
takes an hour, and the trip on the Skunk Train takes over two hours. The Skunk
Train passes right through Irmulco—indeed, it passes right in front of Sanctuary
Station, about 200 yards from Korte’s front door 8 . It’s an odd thing to see a train

off, somewhat crescent-shaped on the end, are known as moonboards, and are stacked and
saved for various purposes.
8
“The Skunk Train” is the popular name for the California Western Railroad, which operates over
40 miles of track between Willits and Fort Bragg. The railroad was originally built in 1885 by the
Fort Bragg Redwood Company, to bring redwood logs from the coastal forests to a lumber mill in
Fort Bragg, and later operated by Union Lumber Company. Irmulco (former site of the Irvine Muir
Lumber Company, operating from 1908 to 1927) was one logging camp that used the railroad to
transport its lumber. In the teens and early 1920s, the rail connection at Fort Bragg became very
popular for passengers traveling to and from San Francisco; the railway added a Pullman car in
1921. As the logging industry declined throughout the 20th century, the railroad was bought and
sold by various companies. In 2003, Mendocino Coast Railway bought the failing railroad and
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pass through an area that feels otherwise so remote from the outside world. The
Skunk Train also passes through the place where five creeks converge at
Burbeck Creek, joining together to form the Noyo River.

Fig. 2. Topographical map of the convergence of creeks that form the Noyo River. (Courtesy
United States Geological Survey National Map.)

In 1978, Korte was approached by Earl Roach, a man who worked as a
conductor for the Skunk Train and knew that Korte lived at Sanctuary station.
Roach, who came from a logging family himself, informed Korte that Georgia
Pacific had filed a logging plan to cut down several hundred acres of old-growth
redwood trees there at the Noyo headwaters. Save for a few scattered groves,
these were the last old-growth trees in the area. In 1973, The California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire) passed the Z’Berg-Nejedly

transformed it into a popular tourist attraction, offering rides along some of the most scenic parts
of the Mendocino redwoods (including the forests of the Noyo watershed).
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Forest Practice Act9. This legislation imposed restrictions on logging that
negatively impacted threatened ecosystems, and strictly regulated freelogging
and clearcutting on private and corporate non-federal lands. Georgia Pacific
awaited approval of their plan to log this particular area. “I will lose my job if they
find out that I’m telling you this,” Roach said to Korte. “But you have to save
those trees.”

Mary says that she took this directive as orders. She knew that she would, in
fact, do whatever she could to save the trees. The loss of those trees, were they
cut down, would be too great to bear. The trees, Korte explained to me, are part
of a solid mass of redwoods extending from Willits to Fort Bragg, with all of their
root structures densely connected under the ground, forming almost a single
organism. To cut some of them down would be like cutting off a person’s leg, or
cutting out her heart. It would wipe out the ecosystem that thrived around the
place where the Noyo began, and the Noyo was (and still is) what gave Korte life,
what allowed her to exist in the place she belonged to. Without those trees,
everything necessary and vital about that particular habitat (the stability of the
Noyo’s banks, the soil, the water table, the dwellings of bears, mountain lions,

9

Under the Z’Berg-Nejedly Act, corporations wishing to log must file a Timber Harvest Plan
(THP), which is similar to the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) required to comply with the
California Environmental Quality Act. The THP must then be approved by a Registered
Professional Forester appointed by the Board of Forestry, thus ensuring that the assessment is
done by a party with no financial stake in the proposed logging. More information on this
legislation can be found on the website of the Environmental Protection Information Center
(www.wildcalifornia.org) and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ “Forest
Codes of Practice” site (http://www.fao.org/3/W3646E/w3646e0g.htm).
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and coyotes, the nests of owls and murellets, the homes of frogs, lizards, bats,
insects, mosses and ferns) would be gone.

She also recognized that most of the people whose vocations put them in close
proximity to the trees (loggers, Skunk Train employees, local businesspeople)
were afraid to speak up in opposition to GP’s logging plan, which would
potentially bring jobs and revenue to the community. Georgia Pacific and other
corporations created an atmosphere of intimidation for those working in the
logging industry, virtually forbidding them from voicing opposition. Logging was a
tradition in Mendocino county, dating back to the 1840s, and loyalty the industry
was deeply entrenched in the culture. A young logger named Gary, who worked
for Louisiana Pacific (LP), said in a TV interview that he didn’t think the oldgrowth trees should be cut down; he was pressured to quit his job shortly
thereafter. Meanwhile, the magnificent ancient redwood trees had become a
main tourist attraction in the area. Describing the clash between those for and
against the logging, Korte quotes then-Mendocino County Supervisor Jim Eddy:
“here we have the classic confrontation between the resource industry and
tourism.”

Mary decided to start a formal public opposition process by going to the City
Councils of Fort Bragg and Willits. She also went to the Chambers of Commerce
and the Chambers of Supervisors in each town, and inquired into the process of
opposing a logging plan. She spread the word about the looming demise of the
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trees in GP’s hands to everyone she knew. But in spite of growing negative
public opinion, the logging plan was partially approved, allowing GP to “log
selectively.” They cut down some of the redwoods at the Noyo headwaters,
including some old-growth trees, but, according to Korte, they did “a decent job”
and left most of the ancient groves alone. The logging companies saw that Korte
was trouble. A representative from LP told Mary’s neighbors that they would cut
down another beautiful grove of old-growth trees if she didn’t keep quiet (and
then later on, they did). She got complaints from some of her neighbors that she
was making a nuisance of herself, as well as anonymous threatening phone
calls—“we know where you live” and such. Other neighbors were supportive, and
gave Korte the affectionate nickname “our little radical.” Meanwhile, people who
publicly supported the logging were coming to her in secret, urging her to keep
fighting on behalf of the trees. “I must have been addicted to the drama of it all,”
she said. “I guess that’s why I kept doing it.”

In the spring of 1997, Judi Bari died from breast cancer at the age of 47. The
environmental activist community mourned Bari’s passing deeply. In August of
1999, as the community was still grieving, Korte learned that GP (under the
subsidiary Hawthorn Lumber) had filed another logging plan to cut down the rest
of the trees at the Noyo Headwaters. CalFire approved the logging plan. Korte
formed a group called Friends of the Noyo, along with several of her neighbors:
Ed Craig, Hanna Burkhardt, and Bill Ray. Burkhardt encouraged local folks to
send letters stating their views on the logging plan to CalFire; the Department
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received a flood of letters opposing the logging. The Willits City Council
organized a public meeting for people to come and discuss the possibility of GP
logging the redwoods. Many people turned out to speak in favor of the logging,
and many also came to speak in defense of the trees.

In preparation for the meeting, Korte glued together all of the topographical maps
of the stretch of land between Willits and Fort Bragg, and traced the Skunk
Train’s route through the complex system of mountains and streams. She aimed
to show that the magnificent grove of ancient trees could only be an asset to the
train’s business, which had become solely a tourist attraction by that point.
Riders could look out and observe the marvel of thick trunks rising into the fog,
hear birds singing in the canopies, smell the richness of the soil made from
redwood duff. As she was presenting this map to the court, pointing to the place
where the train passed through the grove in question, the general manager of the
Skunk Train got up. “Never trust anyone who wears polyester pants with cowboy
boots,” she said, laughing, as she described this man to me. As she spoke to the
court, the man physically pinned Korte —who is quite short—to the wall with his
butt. “He was about six-foot-three, with a very broad butt,” Korte remarked. No
one stopped him from doing this, and Korte had to struggle to get out from
behind him. He was in favor of the logging, believing that tourists would flock
from far and wide to see “a logging show”—to watch the giant trees as they were
being felled. GP chimed in and agreed with this idea, and they emphasized how
“decent” of a job they’d done the last time they logged. At that point, Korte saw
Bruce Burton—her friend and former boss—get up and walk to the back of the
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courtroom. By this time, Burton had started his own successful logging company,
Willits Redwood. He was also on the Willits City Council. He was in line to speak,
but he suddenly recused himself. This gave Korte the first inkling of an idea—that
Burton’s role in this drama was not over.

After the public meeting, Korte and her Friends of the Noyo gang decided to file a
lawsuit. They raised money to hire an attorney, and in June of 2000, they
officially took CalFire to court as plaintiff over their approval of the logging plan.
(Korte comes from a long line of lawyers—ironically, Korte’s own grandfather had
acted as an attorney in GP’s defense early in the 20th century. She believes that
her father would have encouraged her to go into law if he had lived). The case
was heard before a judge in August of 2001. Ultimately, the judge ruled that there
were no serious flaws that he could find in GP’s logging plan. But, he said, public
opinion was so marshaled against cutting down the trees that it would be a
mistake to proceed, and CalFire had to rescind their approval. Korte, it seemed,
had won her case. Soon thereafter, both Georgia Pacific and Louisiana Pacific
left Mendocino county for good.

Soon thereafter, Bruce Burton of Willits Redwood purchased the acreage that
included the woods that Korte had fought to protect. Korte considered the matter
finished, and was relieved in the knowledge that the redwood grove was now in
safe hands. Years passed, during which Korte continued to teach and work as
Environmental Director at the Coyote Valley Reservation, until her retirement in
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2006 at the age of 72. Then, in 2009, a woman named Linda Perkins contacted
Korte. Perkins worked for the Sierra Club, and called Korte to let her know that
Burton had filed a Timber Harvest Plan for the land at the Noyo headwaters, that
included the logging of many of the old-growth redwood trees10.

Korte visited her old friend Burton and asked him to reconsider his plan to log. He
was determined to go ahead and cut the trees down—after all, he owned them,
and he ran a lumber company, so no one could stop him. She teamed up with
Linda Perkins and re-launched efforts to inform the people of Willits and Fort
Bragg that the precious forest they’d wanted to protect years ago was again in
imminent danger. By this time, there was a mandatory 30-day period after a
logging plan was proposed, during which the public could post comments on
CalFire’s website before a plan was approved. A letter-writing campaign was
organized by the local public schools, and schoolchildren wrote to CalFire asking
them to leave the trees so that they might get to see them, and their children, and
further future generations. Overall, CalFire received more negative letters and
comments about this logging plan than any they’d received in their entire history.
One letter, Korte said, was an entire page of the little symbols people use to
indicate swear words (*@$%#^&! etc.) “People did not want to see those trees
cut down,” she said as she related this part of the story to me. In spite of this
public opposition, CalFire approved Burton’s logging plan in 2010. So Korte
decided to try a different tactic.
10

An official account of Burton’s Timber Harvest Plan can be found here:
http://www.mendocinolandtrust.org/explore/explore-our-lands/noyo-river-redwoods-1/
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She gathered together with Perkins and two other activists named Naomi
Wagner and Ellen Drell, after Burton’s THP was approved. They decided to make
a proposal to Burton: if they could find someone to buy the acreage at the Noyo
headwaters, would he be willing to sell it?

They didn’t have any money themselves and didn’t know if they would find
anyone to buy. But they figured it was worth a try, if only to get them some more
time. Korte describes the day that they conveyed this idea to Burton with
tremendous excitement. “Bruce invited Linda and me on a walking tour of the
acreage where the trees were,” she says, her voice kicking up an octave or two.
“As we walked around, I kept nudging and whispering to Linda, ‘can I tell him
now? How about now?’ Then, we were standing over a broken culvert. Bruce
was saying he’d need to fix it before he could begin logging, and started talking
about all of the various difficult tasks he would need to do to prepare the area to
be logged. I gave Linda a look that meant ‘okay, can I tell him now?’ and she
nodded. Then I turned to Bruce and said, ‘Bruce, if we were to find someone to
buy the property, would you be a willing seller?’ And Bruce just gave me this big
smile.”

Burton agreed to the proposal, but he also said that the price paid for the land
would have to include the value added from the trees themselves—the money he
would have made from selling the valuable lumber. He explained to them that he
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had a lot of support for logging from “the old guard”—the Rotary Club, the local
Chambers of Commerce—and thus, his agreement to negotiate a sale that would
protect the forest would have to remain confidential. So Korte, Perkins, Wagner,
and Drell signed a confidentiality agreement: the process of finding a buyer
would remain secret if and until a buyer was found. Burton wanted to log in late
spring of 2011, and he set a deadline for Korte and her crew to find a buyer
before that time. Another clause in the agreement was that if no buyer was found
by the deadline, Korte and her comrades would agree not to sue Burton to stop
his logging plan, as she had with GP years before. They also agreed not to sue
on any future plans involving logging at the Noyo headwaters. Mary recalls
Burton saying that, in making the agreement, he was impressed to find the
activists taking such a huge risk—negotiating with loggers wasn’t something he
had seen environmentalists ever do before. This led him to trust that Korte knew
what she was doing.

Perkins had contacts with Save the Redwoods League (SRL), a nonprofit
organization that works to protect redwood forests along the entire West coast.
She put forth the possibility of SRL raising money to purchase the Noyo
headwaters land from Burton, and they said they’d consider it. Burton’s
assessment of the land’s value was much higher than anyone else’s
assessment, but Perkins made sure that SRL understood that they would need to
raise enough money to pay the added value for the trees if they wanted to protect
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them. By the spring of 2011, SRL raised $7.5 million with which to purchase the
land from Burton11.

On April 27, 2011, Save the Redwoods League purchased a total of 426 acres of
land from Burton, a parcel which contains 30% of all of the old-growth redwood
and Douglas fir in the Noyo watershed 12. Mary describes this as a true turning
point in her life as an environmentalist. The outcome of this negotiation with
Burton made her realize that making arrangements to protect forests by buying
them was more effective—in some cases, at least— than organizing actions,
such as sit-ins or hearings or letter-writing campaigns. It was, moreover, a strong
example of the power of collaborating with someone who had previously been
considered an enemy. Korte and Burton were, in Korte’s words, “on opposite
sides of the world” politically. But she was able to see where their goals
converged: she wanted to save the trees, and he wanted the money he’d earn
from cutting them down. Her revolutionary move was her ability to see that both
of their needs could be met, without cutting the trees down, and without planting
animosity between them.

When SRL bought the Noyo headwaters land, Korte thought her fight was finally
over. It had been over 30 years since she had first vowed to save that forest, and
she rested in her assurance that it was finally safe from harm. But incredibly, in

11
12

Ibid.
Ibid.
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2012, when she was 78 years old, she learned of yet another logging
development. In the year since they’d bought the land, SRL had sold the land to
the Mendocino Land Trust (MLT) to manage. The MLT had purchased the
acreage from SRL using a $4 million Wildlife Conservation Board grant, and they
wanted to do a selective, small-scale logging of the area. By that point, however,
Korte felt strongly that the forest—one of the last wild forests on that part of the
California coast—should be left wild, especially after all of the effort that went into
protecting it. The Land Trust invited Mary and Perkins in for a consultation, and
the two objected strongly to the most recent logging plan. “That place needs to
be left alone,” Korte said, her voice grave and low. The MLT gave their reasons
for wanting to log the area anyway, as part of their standard forest management
practices. “To them, a forest is not a good forest unless it’s a managed forest,”
Korte tells me. “But the forest has its own autonomy. I’m hit with that fact every
day of my life.”

Further meetings with MLT followed. At once such meeting, Korte recalls bursting
into tears in front of the MLT board, saying, “what did we go through all this for, if
not to keep it safe?” At their final meeting, Perkins and Mary made a last plea to
the MLT to leave the Noyo headwaters forest completely untouched. The two of
them then stepped outside the meeting room and sat down to talk privately. Korte
had realized in that moment how exhausted she was—she had fought for so
long, and done everything imaginable to prevent those trees from being harmed
by human hands. She didn’t think there was anything more she and Perkins
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could do, and so the two agreed that they would concede. They were
heartbroken, but they prepared themselves to go back into the meeting and tell
the MLT board to go ahead and log. They walked into the room and sat down.
Before they could say anything, one of the board members told them that they’d
carefully considered Korte and Perkins’ entreaties to leave the forest untouched,
and decided that this was indeed the best course of action. The forest would
become a protected wilderness preserve, and would not be logged at all.

Today, the land at the headwaters of the Noyo is permanently protected by the
Mendocino Land Trust as the Noyo Redwoods Preserve. There are plans to build
hiking trails so that the public can walk among the stands of old-growth redwood
trees, but no trails exist as of now. The only way that people can experience the
forest that Korte saved is by taking a ride on the Skunk Train. The train takes
several tight hairpin turns as it passes through the dense forest. It stops at the
twistiest, narrowest part of the track at a place called Crowley, in the heart of the
towering ancient redwood forest. Posted on a plaque at the place where the train
stops is the second half of Mary’s poem, “Noyo Redwoods Jubilee”:
every once in a while
the Lumberman’s dream
leaps the great daring
beyond board feet beyond
straight grain more than con
heart vastly more than con heart
beyond pride of workmanship
beyond resource to that
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place in history occupied
by the Great Trees themselves
a place where these will stay
forever for our great great
great great etc. Grand Children
to see sequoia sempervirens
big old ancient trees
greater than our lucky selves

Fig. 3. The Skunk Train passing through Crowley. Mary Korte stands center (in gray sweatshirt
and jeans). (Save the Redwoods League; Photo by Paolo Vescia.)
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III.

“Oh God my right hand/is blind with sounds”

“I would like to think that I have come close enough in ecstasy to understand the
elemental language of mammals.”
-Mary Korte, response to Ghost Tantras
The event that sent Mary Catherine and I to visit Mary Norbert Korte in the first
place was a discovery: in the spring of 2017, Ammiel Alcalay happened upon a
handwritten manuscript by Korte in Michael McClure’s archived papers at Simon
Fraser University in British Columbia. In a copy of McClure’s 1964 book Ghost
Tantras, Korte had written a poem on each page in response to McClure’s
guttural, growling “beast language” poems, and sent the response-poems to
McClure in January of 196713. Alcalay photographed Korte’s sparkling verses
written neatly in all-caps, and emailed the photographs to Mary Catherine and
me; no one, besides McClure and Korte, had apparently seen them before. They
leapt out at me with their magic and strangeness, a message from an earlier era.

In March of that year, the foundational feminist Beat poet Joanne Kyger died.
Alcalay was in communication with Bill Ray, a mutual friend of Kyger and Korte’s
and a resident of Willits (and also a collaborator in the Friends of the Noyo effort),
and asked Ray if he’s heard anything from Korte in recent years. To everyone’s
delight, Ray gave Ammiel Mary Korte’s phone number and PO Box mailing
address in Willits, and encouraged us to get in touch with her.

13

These poems of Mary Korte’s were published as “a strange gift: Mary Norbert Korte’s
Response to Michael McClure’s Ghost Tantras,” Lost & Found: The CUNY Poetics Document
Initiative, edited by Mary Catherine Kinniburgh, Series VIII, Fall 2019.
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When Mary Catherine and I showed up in Irmulco on June 24th, 2017, the thing
we were most excited to share with Korte (besides our copy of the letter Jack
Spicer wrote to her shortly before his death, and our potato salad) was the
manuscript of her poems written in response to McClure’s Ghost Tantras. There
in her quiet wood-paneled cabin, while motes of dust floated through sunlight
coming in through the open door, we showed Korte pages of poems she hadn’t
laid eyes on in fifty years. In our conversation that day, Korte recalled buying a
copy of Ghost Tantras at City Lights bookstore sometime in 1966, reading the
book and being “enthralled by it.” She had seen a documentary shown on KQED
that featured a recording of McClure reading his Ghost Tantras to the lions in
cages at the San Francisco Zoo14. When I asked how McClure read his “beast
language” poems to the lions, Mary’s voice boomed forth, growling,
“GRAAAAAHEERRE! GRAHEEEEERRRRE! That’s the one I remember the
most. Graheere. He and the lions, they were talking to each other. And the lions
were saying, ‘who the fuck do you think you are?’”

14

Footage of McClure reading to caged lions at the San Francisco Zoo is included in the
documentary about McClure Abstract Alchemist of Flesh (2013, dir. Colin Still) and can be found
on YouTube. According to Joanna McClure, the McClures had a zookeeper friend who allowed
them in so that McClure could read to the lions early in the morning, before other visitors arrived.
I find the ethics of this enterprise questionable at best; I cite this anecdote because of the impact
it had on Korte, who has mixed feelings about it herself.
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Fig. 4 Michael McClure reading Ghost Tantras to a lion at the San Francisco Zoo, 1965. (Still
from USA Poetry Series, Richard O. Moore, 1966.)

When Mary dramatized McClure’s voice reading to the lions, her whole spirit lit
up, became electrified with energy. In an instant, I registered this elderly
woman’s profound connection to the utterances made by non-humans, and in
turn, to non-human consciousness. We paged through a printout of the
photographed pages of her Ghost Tantras response poems. The seventh poem
in the sequence reads:
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Seen alongside McClure’s rough-hewn utterances, the breathy, consonant
strangeness of the words Korte emphasizes in the first stanza (NOW OR
NOWHERE/WHICH) is suddenly very apparent. Her poetic dialogue with
McClure reveals a startling mammalian rawness undergirding words whose
meaning is taken for granted. In this poem, the sound qualities of the syllables
(NOW and NOWHERE15) surge to the forefront of the poet’s and the readers’
consciousness, and a sonic variety of spiritual ecstasy floods Korte’s hand as
she writes (“O GOD MY RIGHT HAND/IS BLIND WITH SOUNDS”). Korte’s
enthrallment with McClure’s poetry notwithstanding, her own poems from this
time—and indeed, much of the work she’s made in her life—convey an intimacy
with sound as an all-consuming and electrifying force, one capable of
communicating (and enacting) ecstasy. This is especially true of those sounds
made by animals, birds, trees, and water. Korte’s engagement with McClure’s
sound experiments in Ghost Tantras can serve as a point of departure into her
own complex and mystically-grounded explorations of sound in her poetry. The
places in Korte’s work where sounds emerge from the convergence of human
and non-human life forms is worthy of special consideration.

Korte is a poet who both attends to the sounds of the wild natural world, and to
the sonic particularities of the English language. Her attention to the soundscape

15

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, Now is a word inherited by Old English from
Germanic, and is etymologically cognate with virtually every original Northern European,
Scandanavian, Eastern European, Greek, Latin, Russian, Indo-European and Sanskrit version of
“now”. Nowhere originates in Old English. I think both of these words have the effect of sounding
out—giving form to—an ancient and foundational level of human meaning-making.
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of the human-wilderness interface is perhaps most vividly realized in her book
Mammals of Delight (Oyez, 1978). The poems in this collection were written
during the first few years that Korte lived in Irmulco, between 1972 and 1977.
During these years, she shared her small cabin with her then-partner Peter Van
Fleet, a fellow poet. These years marked Korte’s first time living in the remote
wilderness; prior to coming to Irmulco, Korte had spent her entire life in the cities
of Berkeley, Oakland and San Francisco, with a brief stint in Santa Cruz.
One poem from Mammals of Delight that traces this ecstatic capacity within
sound—in the form of the poet’s death-like surrender of her own voice to the
wilderness that surrounds her—is “The Deer Came To Be With Its Neck Broken”:

The Deer Came To Be With Its Neck Broken
‘Sounds of piercing green half-smothered by strewn bones’
-Denise Levertov
but how to speak pain in this green place
how to weep for the endless ambar
climbing the strength of fog
the sweet juice
thirsty

uncaring in its cling

certain field mice eyes
bright as kingfishers
bowing shadows and blue spears resting
as scepters on dark pillows
feed & mate & feed
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otter

heron

at falls search for the same
unfound holds and cave where
stream crabs and lichen sit
spider & mayfly come out
in the first last mist
feed & mate & feed
the night here is full
with wreckage and fungus blooms
earliest spring flowers smell of death
salmon charge rapids like great birds
who must run along water to get free
the night is full charged and leaping
with the feet of creatures with blood with voices
with sleep beyond my hands the smell of snow
feed & mate & feed
inexorable as water I feed on creatures
who will feed on me melting into coals into diamonds
bright as beads of pitch hard as the backs of
riverbed holding my veins in a grasp of fern
feed & mate & feed
then river take my caught throat
with you to the sea take it down where
great whales grow and swallow prophets
then shall I be engulfed

spit up on wooded cliffs
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buried and woven with roots

then shall I be pulled

pulled up into branches that embrace me
embrace me into the pain of this green place
As with many of Korte’s poems, “The Deer Came to Be with Its Neck Broken”
begins with an epigraph from a somewhat-contemporary poet. The epigraph
‘Sounds of piercing green half-smothered by strewn bones’ comes from Denise
Levertov’s political poem “Three Meditations,”16 a work whose nature also
provides some insight into Korte’s intentions when she composed “The Deer
Came to Be”—a poem which might, on the surface, appear to be only an
examination of the viscerality of the wilderness. The poem’s initiating question,
“but how to speak pain in this green place” finds the primary meeting-ground of
matter and spirit: the body, and the body’s voice. If the poet finds herself unable
to speak, that discovery doesn’t stop her from speaking, even if what she’s
saying pivots, at first, from the pain she’s needing to speak of towards the
intricate workings of the place itself.

This poem is bookended with a single phrase: “pain in this green place.” This
pain evoked in the poem’s opening question is transformed, over the course of
the poem’s five sections, into something to be immersed in: “embrace me into the

16

Levertov, Denise. “Three Meditations.” The Collected Poems of Denise Levertov. Ed. Paul A.
Lacey. New York: New Directions, 2013. Korte describes Levertov as “someone I turned to in
terms of political poetry”; Korte says that the intensity of Levertov’s poetry both allured and scared
her. In life, the two poets were more acquaintances than friends. They met several times,
including one memorable occasion when Levertov saw Korte handing out flyers for an
environmental action on Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley and pulled over to “see if [she] was okay.”
Levertov also nominated Korte for an NEA awards program, which Korte was grateful to receive.
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pain of this green place.” The poem’s movement reveals the workings of an
ecosystem in some detail, calling up an array of California coastal species:
kingfisher, otter, heron, stream crabs, salmon, lichen, ferns, whales. Geological
features (riverbed, cave, sea cliff) are named as part of the interworking of the
place; the poem is dated January 25th, 1977, so we know we are in winter, with
winter’s attendant austerities. The question posed at the start— “how to speak
pain in this green place”—is not resolved in the poem’s movements. Rather, a
syllabically-rich meditation unfolds, broken four times with the refrain “feed &
mate & feed.” Korte dwells on the biological imperatives of living and dying—
“feed & mate & feed” gives way to “earliest spring flowers smell of death.”

The phenomenon of the poet’s own presence in this system appears in the fourth
stanza, with “inexorable as water I feed on creatures/ who will feed on me…” The
poet recognizes, in this instant, that she is a creature here among creatures, and
that the all-encompassing momentum of “feed & mate & feed” also includes her,
her voice, her body. He initial inquiry about her own ability to speak (“how to
speak the pain of this green place”) turns into a surrender to becoming a literal
part of the place itself. After calling up the image of the “riverbed holding my
veins in a grasp of fern,” Korte asks the river in the next stanza: “then river take
my caught throat/ with you to the sea.” One can imagine she’s speaking to the
Noyo river. In the entreaty to the river, the poet’s “caught throat” is disembodied
from the poet and taken into the ocean where it is swallowed, Jonah-like, by
“great whales.” It is then “spit up on wooded cliffs/ buried and woven with roots,”
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before being “pulled up into branches that embrace me// embrace me into the
pain of this green place.” Like the coastal fog that collects on the branches of the
redwood trees and falls to earth, watering the trees themselves, Korte envisions
her voice merging with the place where she lives. Rather than a subjectivity that
stands separately and narrates, her voice is surrendered, offered up, becoming
integral to the earth.

IV.

The Trees are Mother Superior

In December of 2020, in the depths of the Covid-19 pandemic, I joined a poetry
reading on Zoom that featured Mary Korte, hosted by the poet and performer No
Land.17 It was incredible and strange to see Korte on the computer screen,
bundled up in a hat and scarf, sitting in a hand-built geodesic dome on a high
place on her property, reading her poems to a computer screen. I hadn’t seen
her in person in two years. The evening after the reading, I called Korte on the
phone. She was thrilled at having done her first online poetry reading. She
remarked that it was the first time in her 86 years of life that anyone had asked
her to raise her voice when reading her work. “You know, I’ve always been told I
have a loud, deep, booming voice,” she said. “And it’s true! Everyone in my
family does. Comes in handy for a lot of things.”

17

No Land is a downtown NYC poet, photographer, filmmaker and performer, who has worked
extensively with Anne Waldman and other cultural figures working at the intersection of art and
activism. She has been an enthusiastic proponent of Mary Korte’s work for several years.
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She then told me a story of an environmental demonstration she took part in in
the early 1980s, in which her booming voice was pivotal. According to Korte, she
and a group of activist friends had found out that a parcel of old-growth redwood
trees near the Albion river on the Mendocino Coast had been slated to be cut
down by the Louisiana Pacific Company. There were a series of actions planned
in defense of these trees, and one afternoon Mary and seven or eight women
activists showed up at the logging site for one such action. They arrived to find
the Mendocino County sheriff, the chief forester for Louisiana Pacific, and a
group of loggers there. “There was a line around the trees that was not supposed
to be crossed,” Korte recounts, “and we crossed it.” The women joined hands
and, loudly and clearly, began chanting the names of ancient fertility and earth
goddesses from throughout the world. Ishtar. Astarte. Artemis. Freyja. As they
wound their way, hands linked, through the giant trees, they formed a circle
around the man who was the chief forester. The sheriff and the rest of the
logging crew stood on either side, spellbound. Still chanting, the women made a
solid ring around the man, their voices rising louder and louder, surrounding him
with a column of voices intoning the names of the female protectors and givers of
life. “He was terrified,” Korte told me. “He threw his head back, and his eyes
rolled backwards. He shouted, ‘they’re putting a curse on me! They’re putting a
curse on me!’ I thought he was going to pass out.” She chuckles gently at this
image, but I can hear in her retelling how serious this moment was, for the
activists and for the logging crew. The chief forester, it can be assumed, did not
know what the words the women were chanting meant. Korte and her comrades
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were invoking the help of divine powers—whatever form those powers took—and
using their voices to direct the energy right at the man who intended to cut down
the trees. “It was one of the finest actions I ever took part in,” Korte concludes,
and I can feel her smile on the other side of the phone line. She says that
through a series of interventions such as this, and using tree-sits (where activists
climb up into trees and stay there for days or weeks on end), they were able to
save “a good deal” of the trees in that part of the county. As she finished this
story, I thought again about the striking continuity between activism, spiritual
practice, and poetry (encompassing language, history, and the voice) in Mary
Korte’s life.

Korte’s singularity as a poet and activist has been acknowledged by a few
writers. In his book Archetype West: The Pacific Coast as Literary Region,
William Everson devotes a significant portion of his chapter on the archetypes of
women in Western culture to Korte herself, articulating his own perspective on
her merging of poetry and spirituality. After an extended meditation on the two
basic types of roles available to women on the western frontier—”schoolmarm
and whore”—Everson introduces Korte as “the strongest woman poet to emerge
in the west,”18 noting that her contribution to literature “strongly defies the historic
tension between the woman of service and the woman of passion.” He narrates
Korte’s time as a Dominican sister and her departure from the Order and into a
life of fervent writing, loving, teaching and organizing. Setting aside the sexist
18

William Everson, Archetype West: The Pacific Coast as Literary Region (Berkeley: Oyez
Press, 1976), 135.
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dichotomy embedded in Everson’s characterization of women, one can follow
Everson’s claim about Korte’s unique combination of mystic sensibility and
“disdain for convention and received forms.” He notes that
...it was under the ancient aegis of erotic mysticism, one of the most
venerable traditions in European Catholicism, that [Korte’s] swing from
service to passion was instituted. In doing so she brought the feminine
impulse to fruition in a medium that had not been effectively realized by
any man. This tradition has always presented difficulties for the male
poet…But sister Mary Norbert, as she was then known, catching the
Western archetype’s surge toward volition, its disdain for convention and
received forms, its bounds breaking extremity and its terminal
consciousness, accommodated all the ancient mystical passion with
absolute feminine conviction.
Although Everson was referring to Korte’s poetry when he refers to her “ancient
mystical passion” and “absolute feminine conviction,” the same qualities can be
ascribed to her environmental activism. Encounters such as the one at the Albion
river that Korte described to me stand as clear examples of Korte’s use of
spiritual ritual (here, the chanting of the names of Pre-Christian and non-Western
goddesses) as a means to realizing a practical outcome. In his analysis, Everson
also lights on Korte’s pattern of dedicating her poems to contemporary poets,
specifically the poets in her Bay Area community (McClure, David Meltzer, Lew
Welch, Robert Duncan). He links this practice of Korte’s to her embrace of the
Bay Area itself, saying, “In such loyalties alone, publicly proclaimed, we see the
spirit of the place, plus the sense of identity in an aesthetic community, cracking
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conventions even within the bastion of the traditional religious order”19. Later on,
the “loyalties” Korte would embrace expanded to include the tradition of thought
she learned from years working and living among the Pomo indigenous
community. These traditions, however, are largely unspoken.

In the same December 2020 conversation in which Mary told me the story about
circling up and chanting the names of goddesses around the chief Louisiana
Pacific forester, she told me that the Noyo river was the lowest it had been in
recorded history. The ongoing drought conditions in California, it seems, are
continuing. “I look out the window and see the river every single day,” Korte said,
noting her constant awareness of the relative height of the water. She went on: “I
think Bill Everson felt that the most important part of where he lived was the
river.” Everson lived among redwood trees outside the small coastal town of
Davenport, north of Santa Cruz, near the place where Big Creek flows into the
Pacific Ocean. “But for me—” Korte returned to her own world— “the river
doesn’t dominate my life the way the trees do. The trees are Mother Superior.
The forest is a cohesive, living being. If you try to carve out a place for yourself
within it, the forest will destroy you.”

In the three and a half years I’ve known Korte, she’s reiterated this point many
times in different ways.20 She has also linked her own relationship to the place
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Ibid., 135. Everson is referring here to poems Korte wrote while still living in the convent.
Korte emphasizes this relationship to the forest in her interview/writeup in Brenda Knight’s
Women of the Beat Generation. Knight quotes Korte: “Those woods are allowing me to stay
20
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where she lives to the relationship she’s seen modeled by the Pomo people,
whom she worked with for over 20 years. In this particular conversation, I asked
her to articulate, if she could, what exactly she learned from her indigenous
friends, students and colleagues when it came to how one relates to the place
they live. Was there a code of conduct, a life philosophy, a myth or fable that
explained how the Pomo people considered their existence within the coastal
redwood ecosystem? What had she read by indigenous authors that informed
her particular sense of place? (As I heard myself asking this question, I felt its
reductiveness, my own desire to find something easily-understood). Korte
responded that there were many indigenous writers whose work she admired—
N. Scott Momaday, Leslie Marmon Silko, Carol Lee Sanchez, Louise Erdrich, Joy
Harjo—but that everything she knew about the indigenous peoples of the place
where she lived she learned firsthand, from the Pomo people she knew. She
mentioned a Pomo poet friend, Linda Noel, who in particular had taught her
some of the indigenous history of the area. “I learned from Noel that the
California Indians are the talkers and the diplomats—they settle everything by
talking it out, by colloquy,” Korte said. “Everyone spoke, everyone was given a
chance.” At the same time, she said, she could count on one hand the number of
times that Noel had talked with her about “indigenous stuff”; moreover, Korte
found that it was “a high-bound principle of the tribe that they don’t share
philosophy with whites.” She cited a Critical Thinking class she had taught to kids
in the school at the Coyote Valley reservation. “One of my assignments was to

here.” Brenda Knight, Women of the Beat Generation: The Writers, Artists and Muses at the
Heart of a Revolution (Berkeley: Conari Press, 1996), 260.
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write an essay in which you describe your worldview,” she told me, chuckling to
herself. “And the kids came back with, ‘my worldview is that I don’t share my
worldview.’ This is something the Yankee mind has a hard time wrapping itself
around.” Korte is clear and frank in her telling of her experience: there was, for
her, never any singular, eye-opening revelation of a local indigenous ethos of
place. Instead, a holistic integration with place was something she grew to
understand over time. It’s something she’s witnessed in the everyday lives and
histories of the Pomo people, as much as in the forest itself.
______________
I grew up in Northern California, about four hours south-east of Mendocino
County. When I was a child, my family took camping trips to the north-west,
driving past Clear Lake on Route 20 and over to Highway 101. I remember 101
suddenly narrowing from a busy, four-lane highway to a two-lane street that went
right through the center of Willits. We’d go through the quaint downtown and past
the high school, which had a beautiful handmade wooden sign out front depicting
the school’s mascot, the Wolverine. When Mary Catherine and I went to meet
Mary in 2017, however, I was disoriented; highway 101 didn’t go through the
town of Willits anymore. A bypass had been constructed by CalTrans over the
course of many years, and opened to traffic in 2016.21 The bypass, which had
been heavily protested by both environmental activists and the Pomo people of
the Coyote Valley band, cuts directly through the Coyote Valley reservation, and
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The California Department of Transportation is commonly known as CalTrans. In one of many
actions pursued by the Pomo people against CalTrans, the Coyote Valley Band of Pomo Indians
filed a lawsuit against CalTrans over the Willits Bypass in 2018: https://casetext.com/case/coyotevalley-band-california-v-us-dept-of-transp-1
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is built on top of more than 30 Pomo archaeological sites. It also destroyed a
large area of the fragile wetland there on the edge of the forest and the coast.

In my conversations with Korte, the travesty of the bypass comes up often. It
exemplifies, in one neat package, an entire history of violent destruction of
ecosystems and indigenous life. She recently told me the story of Lake
Mendocino, a man-made reservoir created in 1958 with the construction of the
Old Coyote Dam. The reservoir, built to supply water for neighboring Sonoma
County (one of the wealthiest—and whitest—counties in California, known for its
wine industry) flooded Old Coyote Valley, previously part of the Coyote Valley
reservation. When the inhabitants of Old Coyote Valley were relocated by the
Army Corps of Engineers, they were promised first water rights; now, according
to Korte, the state makes them pay for their water.22 Once Mary begins telling
these stories of theft, destruction, genocide and displacement, they come pouring
out, one after another. She told me the story of Sally Bell, the only survivor of a
massacre of an entire Sinkyone community at Needle Rock on the Mendocino
Coast in 1859. Bell, who was five years old at the time, hid in a bush and
watched as white vigilantes killed her entire family. The men cut the heart from
Bell’s infant sister’s chest and threw it into the brush; Bell sat, holding her sister’s
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All that remains to indicate the Pomo presence at Lake Mendocino are the names of three
campgrounds on the lake’s shore: Chekaka (from sheka:ka, “valley quail”), Bushay (from bishe,
“deer,”) and Kyen (from kaye, “manzanita tree”). See the Northern Pomo Online talking dictionary:
https://northernpomolanguagetools.com/dictionary/word.php?word=kaye&lang=pomo
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heart, until the killers were gone and it was safe to run and hide in the forest.23
Pomo survivors of forced displacement, kidnapping and schooling by
missionaries in the 20th century, Mary tells me, are still alive on the reservation.
Hearing her talk about these palimpsested, ongoing atrocities, I suddenly
understand why she’s not eager to claim her indigenous neighbors’ worldviews
as her own. Their story is not hers to tell, not hers to live. To claim a Pomo
worldview for herself would be another form of theft. She speaks, instead, of the
human history and the natural history of the place she lives, affirming the
continuity of the two.

On one evening of my January 2018 visit to Irmulco, Mary and I sat by the
woodstove after dinner, drinking coffee and smoking Camel lights, and she
began to tell me about the year she kept goats on her property. “Have you ever
smelled goat farts?” she asked me. I shook my head. Her face grew serious. “It is
absolutely one of the worst smells in the universe,” she said, tapping the ash
from her cigarette on the edge of the woodstove. “The only thing I’ve ever
smelled that was worse than goat farts was….” she drew on her cigarette again.
“Bigfoot.”
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Sally Bell’s narrative is recounted in Malcolm Margolin’s The Way We Lived: California Indian
Reminiscences, Stories and Songs (Berkeley: Heyday Press, 1981), 166. Sinkyone State Park
features a stand of redwood trees named Sally Bell Grove in 2017, in honor of Bell.
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Just as Mary was beginning to describe her encounter with Bigfoot, Britt came
into the cabin with a load of firewood. Hearing the subject of the conversation,
she stopped and took a seat.

“It was winter and I had just come home from work. It was already dark,” Korte
went on. (It’s important to note here that Korte’s cabin is deep in the forest, off
the electrical grid. When it’s dark outside, it’s completely black.) Apparently, as
she was settling in at home, she suddenly heard a rustling coming from the yard,
from the direction of her garden. Something, it seemed—or someone—was
rummaging in her compost bin, or in the garden itself. It sounded like something
big. A bear, and mountain lion? She stepped out on her tiny porch in the dark
and shouted. “Get out of there!” In the total darkness, she heard the figure jump
up from the general direction of the garden and trundle through the yard, right
past where she stood. “That’s when I smelled him,” she said, her face intently
serious. “It was a smell unlike anything I had ever smelled before. I don’t even
know how to describe it.” The figure headed past her cabin for the Noyo river. As
the figure passed, she heard shouts and grumbles in a distinct voice. “It was
loud, rough language, but not any language that I recognized,” she recounts. She
heard a loud splash as the figure jumped into the river, and the grumbling
language continued, growing fainter as he swam away. Korte shrugged and
raised both hands into the air as she finished her story. “I don’t know what else it
could have been, besides him.” Britt then turned to me and told her own story,
about a time she was driving through the forest down an abandoned logging road
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in her truck. She parked her truck in a clearing, and before she could get out,
several rocks the size of basketballs came flying out of the woods, hitting her
truck and causing it to rock violently. She started up the truck, quickly turned
around and went home; when she arrived home, she found huge dents in the
side of the vehicle. “Who or what else would be strong enough to throw rocks
that big, that far?” Both women looked at me solemnly. Neither of them had seen
Bigfoot, but both seemed convinced of his existence. Mary then got out an atlas
of Northern California. In the lamplight, she pointed to a place slightly to the
north-east of Irmulco. “The Yolla Bolly-Eel River wilderness,” she said, tapping
the map with her fingernail. “Bigfoot moves between there and the coast.”

I stared at the map, unsure of how to respond to these stories. Directly due west
of the Yolla Bolly wilderness is the site of the 1859 massacre witnessed by Sally
Bell, now designated as Sinkyone Wilderness State Park. Just north of there is
the King Range, the mountains that lead down to the black-sand beaches of the
Lost Coast. The Lost Coast is the longest stretch of undeveloped coastline in the
United States. Due to the steepness and geological wildness of the mountains
where they meet the sea, state and county road-building agencies have always
deemed developing this part of the coast to be too costly, and therefore it
remains totally wild. A shadowy thought flashed across my awareness: if bigfoot
dwells anywhere, it might as well be there.
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In April of 2002, when I was 19, my friend Melinda and I decided to spend our
spring break backpacking in the Lost Coast. We would camp on the black sand
beach, we daydreamed, and smoke pot out of a carved-out apple as we watched
the sun set over the ocean in the remotest place we’d ever been. We rented
backpacks, a tent, and a backpacking stove from the Recreation Department at
UC Santa Cruz, where we were both freshmen. On a Saturday morning, we
drove up highway 101 and wended our way into the dense Douglass fir and
redwood forests, parked in a remote lot, heaved our backpacks on our backs and
set out.

We made our descent down the very rocky, crumbly King Range mountains,
stopping to lean against the smooth red trunks of madrone trees. As night fell, it
began to rain. We barely set up our tent on a tiny ledge before it became
completely dark; the matches we brought had gotten wet, and we couldn’t light
our stove. Things worsened from there. We rose after a cold night to discover
that we didn’t really know where we were. We began walking along one section
of trail, pausing to study the wet paper map I carried in my pocket. Neither of us
could agree on which part of the trail we were on. We somehow made our way
down to the beach in the rain, and stood in our sneakers in the black sand,
looking from the vast mountains behind us to the even more vast sea in front of
us.
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I remember that trip as one of the most genuinely scary experiences of my life,
and also one of the most incredible. For almost three days we wandered, soaked
to the skin and lost, between the coast and the mountains, living on trail mix,
refilling our water bottles from trickling streams. We didn’t see another human
being. Mostly we got along, although we were both terrified. The forest, the
rocks, the ocean surrounded us, swallowed us like molecules of air. One thing
we definitely agreed on was that we would abandon our plan to backpack for the
entire week and return to civilization as quickly as we could. On the evening of
the third day, as night was falling again, we finally found our way back to my car.
We drove to the town to Garberville, where we rented a room at the Sherwood
Forest Motel, gorged ourselves on a hot dinner at the motel restaurant, took hot
showers, and got into clean, dry beds. We rolled a joint and clicked on the TV. To
our amazement, one of the channels was showing the Tom Hanks film
Castaway. As we watched, I ran my fingers over blood blisters on my hips,
shoulders and feet, from where my wet skin had been rubbed for hours. I had
never been happier to be out of the woods.

I find that I can’t say for sure whether I believe Mary Korte and Britt’s stories
about Bigfoot. As Charles Olson once said, “What did happen? Two alternatives:
make it up; or try to find out. Both are necessary.”24 I believe these women’s
stories, but I wonder who or what they encountered in the woods. My mind and
my heart chase each other in a loop of logic and faith: I know that the wildness of
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Olson, The Special View of History, 20.
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the place they inhabit, in spite of all of devastating white capitalist
encroachments, remains intact. Would it be possible to live in such a place and
avoid humans altogether, as Bigfoot does? I do know that people have lived
among this wildness for millennia, and that those people are an integral part of
the place, as much as the rivers or mosses, the madrones or the craggy
sandstone cliffs. Mary Korte appears to me as an integral part of her own place,
too, although that’s not how she would describe herself. Her pact with the forest
is a delicate one, one that she renews every day.
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Origins
I.

Gathering Madness

On my first extended trip to work with Diane di Prima, I found myself in her living
room, trying to find a box of pictures that would accompany her manuscript
Spring and Autumn Annals1. Sheppard Powell, di Prima’s husband, pointed me
toward several different cardboard banker’s boxes containing photographs,
among the mass of materials stacked near the brick fireplace. I chose one of
them and carried it into di Prima’s room to look through with her. I sat down on
her bed beside her and opened the lid. The photos were not from the period that
Annals was written; rather, they were much older, from the 1930s.

At the top of the box was a black-and-white print showing a little girl, maybe five,
with two smaller boys. It’s Diane and her two younger brothers. It’s Christmas
morning, and the children are seated in front of the Christmas tree. They’re
wearing neat, white pajamas, each holding a new toy. Diane’s hair is thick and
dark around her tiny face. Her smile is tentative. Tinsel catches the light of the
camera’s flash, its shine redoubled in the silver tones of the photographic print.
“There we are on Christmas morning,” she says, and I can see in the way she
looks at the image of herself how vast a distance there is between her childbeing and her being now, as an elderly woman. The distance is not only a

1

This is a book that di Prima composed in the year following the loss of her best friend, Fred
Herko, who jumped to his death from a six-story window in the autumn of 1964. Di Prima was
finally seeing the book published by City Lights Books 50-plus years after writing it.
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temporal one, although this picture was taken 80 years ago. The distance is
between this person’s actual self and the self she was made to perform. The
children in the photograph are orderly, presentable, give off the appearance of
contentment (and why not? Christmas morning is supposedly the best moment of
the year for children: the moment when they receive their highest award for being
“good”). But in that instant of looking at the photograph with di Prima, the wild
elder in her multifarious San Francisco home, I perceive violence coded in the
child’s posture, the stiffness in her arms and hands as she holds her new doll.
There’s an unmistakable disjunction between inner and outer reality.

Di Prima is quite articulate about this disjunction. In Recollections of My Life as a
Woman (henceforth Recollections), her memoir of the first 30 years of her life in
New York City, she makes note of this quality of being “distant” from the world of
her family, even at a very early age. “I see it in the photos of that period,” she
writes, referring to images of her early childhood, exactly like the one I found that
day in the box. “Utterly clear and fixed, trying to see through, to the motives
behind the acts. I see it in the photos of me as an infant.”2 What she terms her
“alienness” from her family arises from a complex set of circumstances, and is
also intimately bound up with her formation as a writer.

Diane di Prima was born on August 6th, 1934, in Brooklyn. Her childhood
unfolded against the backdrop of the Second World War, an event that by any
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Diane di Prima, Recollections of My Life as a Woman (New York: Viking), 2000.
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account constituted the largest cultural and social rupture of the 20th century. In
Recollections, di Prima retells her experience of these years, foregrounding the
private “wars” waged in her family home in Brooklyn. Her revelation of her
childhood experience encompasses a wide spectrum of emotion—from the terror
and alienation between her and her parents, to the profound, life-saving affinity
between her and her maternal grandfather, Domenico Mallozzi. Mallozzi, a
skilled tailor by trade, was an Italian Anarchist and friend of Carlo Tresca and
Emma Goldman.3 His loving presence in di Prima’s early life sparked her passion
for revolutionary thought, and helped initiate her into the sacred vocation of
poetry. Domenico served as a guiding star for di Prima, showing her a way to live
as herself, with total integrity. Di Prima’s poetics and prose style—what she wrote
about, how she wrote—can be directly traced to public and private wars she
experienced in her childhood and adolescence. Her writing is informed by the
trauma of her upbringing, as it is by her grandfather’s mentorship; these “dark”
and “light” forces were to remain with her and shape her way of writing for the
rest of her life.

In Recollections—a memoir over 400 pages long, with a seemingly-endless
number of entry points—di Prima narrates the events of her childhood in present

3

Carlo Tresca (1879-1943) was a labor leader, Italian-American Newspaper editor, prominent
anti-facsict, and organizer for the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW, also known as the
Wobblies). He was born in Sulmona, Abruzzo, Italy, and emigrated to New York City in 1904,
where he worked as the secretary of the Italian Socialist Federation of North America before
joining the IWW. It’s unclear if Tresca and Domenico Mallozzi met in Italy or in New York; the two
men’s connection is documented in Paul Avrich’s Anarchist Voices: An Oral History of Anarchism
in America (Chico, CA: AK Press, 2005). Tresca is the father of Peter Dean Martin, who cofounded City Lights Bookstore with Lawrence Ferlinghetti in 1953. Martin’s mother is Bina Flynn,
the sister of famous labor leader Elizabeth Gurley Flynn.
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tense, offering detailed descriptions of light, smells, textures, and the emotional
valences of her inner life. Chapter 2 begins with a detailed description of the
kitchen table in her childhood home in Brooklyn, the site of meals, conversations,
unspoken realizations. Her parents are sitting at this table talking. She writes,
It is a brown table, with a brown “enamel” top, very popular to have these
table tops, considered more efficient, though I didn’t know that yet. Some
of the aunts who are poorer have them in plain white, but this one is
mottled brown and tan, with a solid brown edge, repeated where there are
“leaves” to open it up to seat more folks. I suspect my line of sight is no
higher than these edges. I remember dirt or food drippings would catch
there sometimes, between the two layers of the table. I would be
fascinated by it, by the slight mess, there was so little irregular in the
outward trappings of my world, so few places to study the effects of drips,
or the drifting of dust.4
Her parents are sitting at the table and talking about the War in a mix of English
and Italian. Di Prima places this memory in 1937 or 1938, using the image of the
table as a guide: if her line of sight falls at the edge of the table, the place where
crumbs and spills collect, she must be about three or four years old. Her parents
had been talking about the War for “as long as she could remember,” worrying
over what was happening back in Italy, over who among them would have to
enlist in the Army and go fight. Her child-self’s eavesdropping on her parents’
grown-up anxiety emerges in a context of immense physical and emotional
control. In the di Prima household, clothes were pressed and starched to
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perfection, the linoleum floor was spotlessly clean, and the rhythms of living
happened on a strictly-regimented schedule. The presence of this “slight mess”
between the cracks of the table, visible only to a child’s searching eye, makes a
striking metaphor: as a child, di Prima was able to see—and appreciate—the
places where her parents’ attempts at control failed. There was a surface-level
continuum of control throughout the household and the family, all dictated by
Frank and Emma di Prima: Diane and her two brothers were to keep themselves
clean, avoid germs at all costs, adhere to schedules, obey without questioning.
The price of failing to submit to this control was high: beatings, verbal assaults,
groundings, silence.

Di Prima identifies two categories of War in this scene around the enamel-topped
table. One is “some vast global entity...that keeps coming closer”, threatening the
family’s beloved, near-mythological homeland.5 The second category of War is
something bigger, more ominous, “a condition of existence” that began to shape
di Prima’s orientation toward reality in a fundamental way. She identifies her
understanding, as a toddler, of a condition of war between her and her two
parents, and between her family and the “hostile world” that surrounds them.
There is a correspondence between the looming cloud of the War in Europe and
the psychic darkness of the wars at home. Listening to her parents discuss “the
War” in this scene—a conversation in which “War” is both a tacit topic and an
implied, but unspoken, condition—di Prima hears her father say “We can’t get out
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of it now.” Her father’s utterance of these words triggers a realization for di
Prima’s child-self. “My parents are scared, and powerless, and I am in their
power,” she writes. “On some deep level I already sense a truth: if things got
heavy they wouldn’t know how to survive”. In the wake of this insight, she is
galvanized by a rush of anger, by the clear knowledge that “They don’t know how
to survive: it is up to me to figure it out for myself….I’m on my own from here on
out”6.

There was, in fact, an undeclared war on information about World War II itself.
Frank and Emma di Prima insisted on “shielding” their children from any and all
news of the real-world War, their rationale being that since Italy was on both
sides of the conflict, “there could be no good news.”7 This moratorium on news
of what was happening in the world—which di Prima, being a precocious child,
would certainly have understood—had the effect of turning the War into a
mystery-narrative of epic proportions in her mind. “During the war years I never
saw a paper; never heard the news on the radio” she recounts. “My parents
listened in the middle of the night. I came to believe that what we might hear
would be more horrible than The Shadow or Inner Sanctum, radio programs we
were also forbidden. In a sense I was right.”8 Rather than protect young di Prima
from the truth of fascism spreading throughout Europe, her parents’ banning of
the news had the effect of troubling the line between fiction and truth for their
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daughter. During this time, the di Prima children were allowed to go to the
movies, but were strictly limited to Shirley Temple, The Wizard of Oz, and Disney
movies. Di Prima found that although her parents considered Walt Disney to be
“the keeper of kids’ morals and intelligence”, their insistence on wholesome
cartoons had the opposite of the intended effect: “Many of my early nightmares
clothed themselves in Disney images.”9 The aura of foreboding was only
heightened by her parents’ efforts to deny its existence, and the pressure it
created manifested in the young di Prima as a distortion of real-life terror into
fictional structures.

In spite of the rigid control her parents exerted over every aspect of her world, di
Prima knew at an early age that Frank and Emma were fundamentally fearful
people, and that their attempts to control arose from a profound fear of the
unknown. The realization that she was, at least as far as her parents were
concerned, “on her own” set her up to pursue her vocation as a poet from a very
early age, and in a very private and serious way. In the di Prima family’s
schematic of control, reading was considered an acceptable way to pass the
time, especially reading that could be classed as “studying” for school (rather
than reading for pleasure— “light” childhood reading, such as comic books, was
forbidden). Writing was less acceptable, but allowed nonetheless: “It was, I was
taught, imperative to make sure every chore was done before you wrote a
poem,” di Prima recalls.10 But her covert involvement with the generative material
9
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of language—through stories, myths, songs, rhymes, sentences, poems—quickly
became a source of freedom. From an early age, reading and writing became
spiritual havens, sites of respite from the wars at home and abroad, and means
of essential exploration.

At the core of di Prima’s parents’ focus on control was their unexamined belief
that the world was made of nothing but matter, and that notions of spirit, psyche
or soul were all mere fictions. In their view, this strictly-material phenomenon of
personhood was something that needed constant discipline. Describing the basis
of her parents’ thinking, she writes, “The world, you see, was so packed close
with matter, every crevice filled, that nothing else would fit, neither soul nor spirit,
no angels or saints filled my evenings with prayers, no god looked down from the
sky.”11 The di Primas were technically and publicly Catholic, but within their
household, there was the tacit understanding that none of them was to really
“believe” in God. Neither was belief in any other sort of immaterial entity
permitted. This strictly material worldview was something that distinguished the di
Primas sharply from the Mallozzis. Antoinette Mallozzi, di Prima’s grandmother,
was a devoutly religious Catholic, while Domenico was a fierce Atheist, a
passionate reader of poetry, and a scholar of Anarchism and Giordano Bruno.
“For my grandfather there was the heroic quest for truth,” di Prima writes, “but my
parents were two children abandoned at the bottom of a well.”12
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If the di Prima household was a locus of fear and assault, the realm of the
Mallozzis—Domenico, in particular—was the opposite, a place of joy and
imaginative blossoming. Of her time spent with Domenico in her earliest years, di
Prima writes,
We would share forbidden cups of espresso, heavily sweetened. Drops of
the substance, like an elixir of life, were slipped into my small mouth on a
tiny silver spoon, while the eggshell china with its blue and gold border
gleamed iridescent in the lamplight. I remember that his hand shook
slightly. It was the world of the child--full of struggles larger than life, huge
shadows cast by the lamp, circumventing the grownups. It was a world of
enchantment, and passion.13
While her parents’ cowardice in the face of public and private war indicates to di
Prima that she’s “on her own,” the forms of secret wisdom her grandfather shares
with her inform her of her true place in the world. She writes of Domenico reading
her Dante’s Commedia—before she herself could read—from a book that he told
her “had gone around the world.” The book is worn, its pages dog-eared from
being read and passed among numerous friends and neighbors. She’s
introduced to the book itself as a living entity, carrying its truth to a circle of
initiates, and her grandfather’s life is also the life of the book as it moved among
hands and minds. The drama and courage of the poets’ journey in Dante’s
Commedia is recognizable in Domenico’s life. Beyond being invested in these
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stories, di Prima shows us a man who lived them, who knew them to be a true
method for living.

Domenico and Antoinette came to the Bronx in the first years of the 20th century
from a village called Santi Cosma e Damiano in the Lazio region of Central
Italy.14 In Recollections, di Prima writes of tales often repeated in her family of
Domenico quitting jobs in solidarity with a fellow worker or group of workers who
were being exploited by their higher-ups. He would refuse to comply with a given
employer’s agenda of greed, and soon fellow refusers and their families would
turn up around the Mallozzi’s dinner table, having been forced out of their own
homes due to ensuing poverty. Sometimes, di Prima recounts, the families would
stay in the Mallozzi’s Bronx apartment for weeks at a time.

Domenico had a serious love of opera, especially Verdi, and was known to
become so emotionally invested in the lives of the heroes and heroines in the
narratives that his family (and his doctor) felt his passion to be a danger to his
heart. He was therefore “forbidden” from listening to recordings of Verdi. But
when he and young Diane were alone together, he would surreptitiously play
Verdi records, and sit with her, weeping at the drama and beauty of the stories;
her witness of his response to Verdi made a deep impression on her. There’s
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another clear memory in the second chapter of Recollections that links
Domenico’s transformative role in di Prima’s life with the hermetic practices she
would embrace as an adult:
My mother’s sister Barbara has married a pharmacist and my grandfather
assists in the shop. I love to go behind the counter with him. The back
room, filled with jars of roots, and dried leaves, all with those peculiar
domed glass tops, the kind that end in a knob. The scales, and small
weights. Colored powders.
Child and old man are equals here, in the light of recognition. Here we are
both at home. The place more familiar to me than my child’s body. These
smells of herbs. Polished wooden tables where things are mixed. Is it we
have been alchemists together? We are so still. High windows in the back,
with stained glass at the borders. We meet each other, timeless, in this
light.15
As with her parent’s kitchen table and her grandfather’s copy of the Commedia,
the physical phenomena of the pharmacy (an otherwise unremarkable place,
invisible to the uninitiated) stands as a correlative for a whole system of knowing
and being—a spiritual entity, in contrast to her parents’ denial of the spirit.
Essential to the scene is her recognition that she, a little girl, is equal with her
grandfather, the beloved patriarch of her mother’s family. The recognition of
equality between them is mutual, and this fact is also essential to di Prima’s
formation as a poet. Rather than her grandfather “granting” her equal status with
him, the two of them naturally meet as co-conspirators. It is these precise early
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experiences that informed the young di Prima of her power as a woman and as a
poet—a maker of heretofore- unknown alchemical truths.

Recollections is, among other things, a remarkable document of middle-class
Italian-immigrant family life in America. Emma and Frank di Prima were both firstgeneration Italian-Americans, born in New York at a time when stereotyping of
and discrimination against Italians on the part of nativist “white” Americans was
rampant. The Mallozzis hailed from Northern Italy, the di Primas from Sicily;
Southern Italians and Sicilians bore much more of the brunt of anti-Italian
sentiment in the United States than other Italian groups. The pressures felt by di
Prima’s first-generation American parents (to assimilate, to succeed, to honor
and defend their homeland, and so on) wore mightily on Emma and Frank. Di
Prima characterizes her mother’s fixation on propriety and manners as “the
immigrant syndrome turned to paranoia,”16 ascribing her mother’s zeal at least in
part to a need to refute a then-commonplace stereotype of Italians as slovenly,
corrupt, lascivious and lazy.

Among the various wars that raged around young di Prima as a child, she
describes the most “pernicious, most hidden and far-reaching in its effect on my
life”17 one as the war between her parents’ two families, the di Primas and the
Mallozzis. This war grew out of a sense that the Mallozzis were superior to the di
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Primas, were actually the noblest family in the entire network of di Prima’s
extended family:
The Mallozzis, I was given to understand, were everything desirable.
(These matters were discussed only by my mother and sisters, and
usually in Neapolitan.) Mallozzis were smarter, thinner, more ambitious.
“Upwardly mobile” we might say but there wasn’t the term then. All the
Mallozzi women had gone to college. The one male Mallozzi sibling had
rebelled and refused: but of course, that is different from not being able to,
because of lack of money or brains. Each of the kids in the family was
often under discussion: was s/he a Mallozzi or a di Prima? (I am sure it
extended out to my cousins: was s/he a Mallozzi or a Biondi? Mallozzi or a
Fregosi? Mallozzi or--oh hated idea!--a Triosi? A Rossi?)
I felt it as a moral imperative. Mallozzi or bust. They were more “Northern”
too, the Italian snobbery…[Domenico’s] blue eyes were often mentioned
with great pride. I remember them for their fierceness myself, a bit like my
own stare, but more angry, less distanced and contemptuous than I.18
Thus, regardless of the empirical fact that the various members of the extended
Mallozzi family all had Mallozzi blood in their veins (in addition to whatever
“other” blood), there was a hierarchy of value assigned to each family member,
and the marker of value was whether they “were” a Mallozzi or not. Early on, di
Prima learned that she had “made the cut” and was very much considered a
Mallozzi by her mother and her mother’s sisters; Diane’s brother Frankie was
considered just a di Prima, while her other brother, Richie, was deemed a
“polymorphous” blend of both families. In this dichotomous worldview, the di
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Primas were everything the Mallozzis were not: “Being a di Prima meant you
would come to no particular good...You’d probably be round and not very smart.
You might work in a candy factory or a bank. It was almost a threat: if you’re not
good, you’ll turn into a di Prima!”19 This inter-family bias in favor of the Mallozzis
(Northern, blue-eyed, educated) and against the di Primas (Southern, dark-eyed,
working-class) tracks neatly with the cultural biases held by the status quo
against Italian-Americans at the time (and against all ethnic and racial groups
that existed as “other” in the WASP power paradigm). Di Prima would have
encountered this bias in the outside world, in addition to within her family; it
permeated her world quite thoroughly, forming a foundational understanding of
the arbitrary cruelty of bias.

In the disjunctive weave of the early chapters of Recollections, di Prima includes
a dream she’d had, recorded in the autumn of 1987, when she was 53 years old.
In this dream, she recognizes and embraces her Sicilian heritage, finding an
essential element of herself in the aesthetics of this particular dream sequence:
I am in an ancient church in Sicily. In the dream I think that it is “like a
mosque”— it is actually bare stone, hung with incredibly rich cloths: deep
colors of red, gold, green—satins and brocades. The light is the light of
sun on grey stone, but filtered through all these colors.20
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Di Prima finds herself at a funeral in this church: the funeral is for her Uncle Joe,
and all of the members of di Prima’s family are in the church, crowding around
the coffin. She continues,
The funeral service is going on, and it is mainly music, incredibly beautiful
vocal music, Arabic in its modulations, but polyphonic, with one voice
joining another. In the dream, it is very important for me to understand
how “Arabic” my people are (the Sicilian side of my family). It will help me
understand my life.21
In a place of sincere religious worship, at a crucial juncture (the death of a family
member, a passage from one realm of existence to another), it is as if di Prima’s
dream-self sees through a window into the truth of who she is. The island of
Sicily is a world-between-worlds, technically part of Europe but surrounded by
the Mediterranean, geographically close to North Africa and the Middle East. Di
Prima is, accordingly, a straddler of worlds, of identities. The dream continues: di
Prima’s father Frank (the Sicilian half of her bloodline) appears beside her and
places his hand on the back of her neck, wordlessly demanding her attention.
The dream concludes:
I don’t turn or look at him, but in the light and passion of the “Arabic”
music, I begin to pray. I am not used to praying and I reach for the words,
forming them very slowly in the dream-time:
“LET ME FIND IT IN ME
TO FORGIVE THIS MAN.”
In my dream I repeat this over and over. And I wake forming the words
with my lips, an enormous sense of physical release in my body, and a
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real sense that the work is to find it in me—in my very flesh, the release
point for this past.22
Dreams are a significant source of insight for di Prima. In this dream, she learns
that she can forgive her father—the source of so much shame and conflict
throughout her childhood. This revelation happens in the context of a Sicilian
church, a sacred structure set in a place very much denigrated by mainstream
white Americans when di Prima was young. The sense of recognition and
release contained in this dream, a sense that di Prima locates in her physical
body, encompasses both her family history and her cultural heritage.

Chapter 3 of Recollections ends with a jarring coincidence. It’s August 6th, 1945:
di Prima’s 11th birthday. In her prepubescent precociousness, di Prima is aware
of contemporary geopolitical tensions, in spite of her parents’ efforts to shield her
and her brothers from any knowledge of the War. The evening of di Prima’s
birthday finds the family “...waiting the celebration for my father. Inane party hats
I disliked even then, cake and melting ice cream. My brothers were noisy and
annoying, my mom was excited with a fake excitement I hated.” Her father
arrives late, carrying a newspaper with enormous headlines, which di Prima
surreptitiously peeps at. She sees that,
It was the Bomb, though none of us knew what that was. It was Hiroshima,
though none of us knew where that was. He said, Whatever we do now,
we’ve lost. Breaking the cool of his conservative posture. We had no
answer.
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We ate melted ice cream, I got stupid dolls. My party proceeded, almost
as if nothing had happened.23
The rupture that had occurred in the world was not lost on 11-year old di Prima. If
anything, it served to deepen the rift between what was going on in the outside
world and what was going on in the world of her private family, with its insistence
on a facade of cheer. Two weeks following the bombing of Hiroshima, di Prima
and her mother and aunts tore up reams of newspapers and old phone books to
make confetti to throw in the streets of Brooklyn, on the occasion of Japan’s
surrender.24 When the moment came to celebrate the end of the war, di Prima
found herself recoiling, watching from inside her front wrought iron gate as
neighborhood children ran past her house with “...beheaded dolls with slanted
eyes painted on...Japanese heads on sticks, or hung on fences.” She describes
neighbors hanging a life-size doll in the form of Emperor Hirohito from a street
lamp on a dead-end street. They burned the doll, laughing, crying, screaming:
“screaming in hate, not relief.” Di Prima observed these rituals, fitting them into
her growing understanding of what it meant to be human, with all of its
complexities of tribalism and fear. The fervent displays of hatred flared up
alongside simmering and silent oppressions; she concludes the chapter, “my
world moved from furtive to insane.”25
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In 1946, when di Prima was 12, Domenico Mallozzi died. By the time Domenico
was gone, di Prima’s knowledge of herself as a poet, reader, artist, and thinker
was firmly established, and became even more so in the few years that followed,
when she began to meet other young women who joined in her commitment to
visionary truth. It’s as if Domenico, in his brief time with his granddaughter,
shared with her the gifts of critical thinking and passionate rebellion, with the
crucial awareness that these gifts were always grounded in love. He shared them
with her in such a way that her own inner knowledge was activated, never to be
extinguished. While the trauma of di Prima’s upbringing stayed with her and
informed her writing throughout her life, her connection with Domenico stayed
also, bringing her continually back to a source of courage. The year 1968 found
di Prima newly residing in San Francisco, engaged in community activism with
the Diggers, a radical street-performance and mutual-aid group. It was in this
year that di Prima began composing her Revolutionary Letters (arguably her
most influential work); she initiated her practice of the revolutionary epistle with
an address to Domenico. In each printing of Revolutionary Letters, the first letter
is always “April Fool Birthday Poem for Grandpa”:

Today is your
birthday and I have tried
writing these things before,
but now
in the gathering madness, I want to
thank you
for telling me what to expect
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for pulling
no punches, back there in that scrubbed Bronx parlor
thank you
for honestly weeping in time to
innumerable heartbreaking
italian operas for
pulling my hair when I
pulled the leaves off the trees so I'd
know how it feels, we are
involved in it now, revolution, up to our
knees and the tide is rising, I embrace
strangers on the street, filled with their love and
mine, the love you told us had to come or we
die, told them all in that Bronx park, me listening in
spring Bronx dusk, breathing stars, so glorious
to me your white hair, your height your fierce
blue eyes, rare among italians, I stood
a ways off, looking up at you, my grandpa
people listened to, I stand
a ways off listening as I pour out soup
young men with light in their faces
at my table, talking love, talking revolution
which is love, spelled backwards, how
you would love us all, would thunder your anarchist wisdom
at us, would thunder Dante, and Giordano Bruno, orderly men
bent to your ends, well I want you to know
we do it for you, and your ilk, for Carlo Tresca,
for Sacco and Vanzetti, without knowing
it, or thinking about it, as we do it for Aubrey Beardsley
Oscar Wilde (all street lights shall be purple), do it
for Trotsky and Shelley and big/dumb
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Kropotkin
Eisenstein's Strike people, Jean Cocteau's ennui, we do it for
the stars over the Bronx
that they may look on earth
and not be ashamed.26
II.

The House on Mystic Street

Cecile Korte, who would go on to become Mary Norbert Korte, was born on June
7th, 1934, at a hospital on the border between Berkeley and Oakland. Her
family’s home was on Mystic Street in Oakland. Korte’s mother, also named
Cecile, was descended from the large wave of Irish immigrants who came to
California in the wake of the Irish potato famine. Her father was of German
heritage, from what Korte describes as “a long line of lawyers and judges”; his
father had been a General Council attorney for Union Pacific railroad, and he
himself was a prominent attorney in the East Bay area. Both sides of her family
were Catholic. By the time Korte was born, however, her family’s traditional
Catholicism was more formal and social than deeply felt. In a conversation
between Korte and me in January of 2018, she told me that her paternal
grandmother had left the Catholic church when, soon after she’d had a
miscarriage, a priest had “hounded her” for not having children. An awareness of
the potential for hypocrisy and plain cruelty within Catholic ideology was certainly
a part of Korte’s upbringing. Regardless, she attended Catholic school in
Oakland, and was raised with continuous exposure to the Catholic tradition, its
European origins filtered through postwar America and Bay Area California.
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Korte speaks with candid, fascinated fondness about the cultural mores that she
received as hand-me-downs from her European ancestors. For di Prima,
“immigrant syndrome” was a present, immediate mindset that caused immense
anxiety in her first-generation American parents. But for Korte, whose connection
to Europe is more remote, the emergence of certain tendencies (those
associated with being Irish in particular) serve as a source of wonder and humor.
As Korte and I are speaking, she will occasionally pause to comment on how
“very Irish” something is. For the Irish-American relatives she grew up with, a
“strong, deep” resentment against the English was customary; it was also
customary to “glory in your suffering,” to emphasize the pain of one’s personal
and historical miseries to the point of almost celebrating them. “The backhanded
compliment—that’s another very Irish thing,” she says, recounting the ways in
which her family members’ praise often came packaged with insult. In spite of
these experiences, Korte describes her early childhood as essentially happy, and
her family intellectually stimulating and basically loving.

Korte is the second of four children, and the first daughter born in her family,
named for her mother. Her older brother, Norbert, was named for her father, and
like Korte, went on to serve in a clerical capacity by becoming a Jesuit priest.
She has a younger brother, George, and a younger sister, Marla. She describes
her upper-middle-class childhood as being full of lively debates about morality,
philosophy and law around the dinner table. Her father did not distinguish
between his male and female children when it came to intellectually challenging
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them, and would engage young Korte in fierce argumentation just as often as he
would his sons. Korte believes that he would have wanted to see her take up law
like he had; her being female did not present a hindrance, in his mind, to her
capacity for rhetorical acumen. Korte got along well with her brothers and
sisters, and with the children from her neighborhood and school. Before the birth
of her younger sister Marla, she recalls feeling that she was her father’s favorite,
the doted-upon daughter of a well-to-do family. Her mother loved to dress her in
fashionable outfits that complemented her hair, which, like di Prima’s, was thick,
curly and red. The Korte family had a tradition of Cecile Korte taking each of the
Korte children on a special outing to San Francisco to have lunch with her father
near his law office. Each child was brought by Korte’s mother without the other
children in tow, so that she and Norbert could give the child their undivided
attention for the afternoon. When it was her turn to go at around age five, Korte’s
mother dressed her in a blue-and-white gingham dress with a smocking of
cornflowers across the chest, and a large matching bow in her hair. Young Mary
journeyed with her mother across the Bay Bridge on the train and met Norbert at
Tadich Grill near the Embarcadero, an eatery renowned for its seafood and for
being California’s oldest restaurant. Korte recalls it as an unforgettably joyful
occasion. This tradition, and Korte’s memory of it, encapsules some essential
qualities about her childhood and family: formality, prestige, beauty, and devoted
attention to children were all primary values in the Korte household.
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Fig. 5. Norbert Korte and Mary Norbert Korte, Treasure Island, San Francisco,1939.
(Photographer unknown; image courtesy of Mary Norbert Korte.)

Attending church was another primary value of the Korte household, as was
basic obedience to the social and religious mores of the Catholic religion. Korte
reports that when she was four years old, a man who was “ten feet tall and
wearing a big hat and a ruby ring”—the bishop of her church—told her she would
certainly go to Hell unless she followed a set of guidelines: she was to say her
prayers, abstain from sin, and trust the clerics of the Church absolutely, on
punishment of eternal torment (however her four-year-old imagination conceived
of such a thing). In spite of her family’s lack of fervent religious feeling, Korte took
the bishop at his word, and set about following the guidelines he’d laid out for
her. Attending Catholic primary school, Korte encountered the nuns who
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appeared to her as deeply powerful and worthy of respect. To her, they were the
intellectual equals of men like her father, holders of profound and thrilling
wisdom, and capable of enacting real change. Because of the authority of the
nuns as much as her parents’ faith in her abilities, Korte grew up believing herself
capable of whatever she wished to achieve. This sense of freedom and
empowerment from her teachers and families stands in stark contrast to di
Prima’s experience of growing up in the same time period.

Korte recalls that for much of her childhood, a Japanese man named Mr.
Ochikubo came and tended the lawn and garden around the Korte family’s home
on Mystic Street. Mr. Ochikubo’s daughter worked for the Korte family as a
housekeeper. The father and daughter were close family friends, essential
figures in Korte’s daily life as she grew up; often, she would come home from
school to find Mr. Ochikubo working in the garden, and his daughter inside the
house, welcoming her home as she swept and tidied. One day when she was
around eight years old—in 1942—Korte came home from school and the
Ochikubos were not there as she’d come to expect. The Korte family had no
knowledge of where they’d gone. They didn’t return the next day, or ever again.
Norbert Korte learned that the Ochikubos had been taken away to an internment
camp for Japanese-Americans, although he could not determine where. Korte’s
father explained to his children that in the wake of the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
President Roosevelt had ordered Japanese people like the Ochikubos to be
“relocated,” which Korte knew immediately was a polite word for exiled, uprooted,
punished, banished. She was unable to wrap her mind around what the
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Ochikubos had done to deserve being taken away and locked up somewhere
where no one could find them. It was this rupture that planted the seeds of
political consciousness in Korte’s young heart and mind. The bald immorality of
what had happened to the Ochikubos, and to all Japanese-Americans forced into
internment camps, fundamentally shifted her understanding of the world, and she
began to pay attention to matters of justice and injustice. Hearing her tell this
story, I thought of di Prima on the other side of the country, watching in silence
as her neighbors screamed in an ecstasy of hatred and burned images of
Japanese people. In contrast to the force and violence of di Prima’s experience,
Korte’s awakening was sparked by a sudden absence, a blank space where her
friends used to be, a void made by racial hatred.

Korte’s world was entirely upended when her father was diagnosed with a
malignant skin melanoma in 1946. Within a few months of his diagnosis, Norbert
Korte was gone. In an interview on January 11th, 2018, Mary told me about
going with her sister and brothers to see her father as he lay dying in a hospital in
Oakland. She recalls,
...when my father was dying, he summoned us all. I think it was over the
issue of our report cards. He was bedridden at that point. And he fought
dying. I mean, he had a young wife and four kids, he didn’t want to go!
And, he had a very painful death, and so he was…not in a good state. He
was angry, he was frightened and angry. Anyway, he went on a rage. And
he just tore me up one side and down the other. That’s an old family
expression. “Up one side and down the other,” because I had gotten a “B”
in hygiene, and wasn’t I clean enough to get an A? Because if you didn’t
get A’s in my family, you were lazy.
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Well, what happened was that, hygiene…this was in grammar school,
right? I’m in the seventh grade, sixth grade? And hygiene meant that for
15 minutes a week the teacher read something to you. And everybody got
a B. Which is…you know, another teacher could have given everybody a
C. Right? It’s average. And I tried to explain that to my Dad and of course
he wouldn’t have any of it. “And probably the next thing you’re going to
say is that the teacher doesn’t like you! Well, you mean, if you get an A it
means the teacher likes you? It has nothing to do with your work?” I mean
he…he just let loose.
I could see in Korte’s face as she told this story how difficult it was to be
misunderstood by her father, to be the subject of his anger and disapproval, as
he passed his final days. She told me she had the sense that her father wanted
to make a strong impression on her: that she was to work as hard as she could,
and not accept any mediocrity from herself as she moved through the world. His
words have stayed with her all these years, as he intended. She recounts her
brother reaching out to take her father’s hand as he lay in his hospital bed, and
her father screaming in agony at the pain of merely being touched. In that
moment, she understood the depth of his loss, as he lay on the threshold
between life and death, his body breaking down, trying to impart wisdom into his
children.

Norbert Korte’s death is an event that Korte has dealt with in her writing in
various ways over the course of her life. In the winter of 1977, Korte composed a
poem titled “Lines Bending,” which Robert Hawley printed as a chapbook and
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sent out to friends as a Christmas gift. The poem was prompted by a strange
event: one morning while they were out walking, Korte’s dog, Gertrude, had
discovered a deer skeleton in the woods. It seemed that coyotes had eaten the
deer carcass and then neatly organized the bones, sorting them by type (a group
of ribs over here, a bundle of leg bones over there). The quality of the light
reminded her of a particular unforgettable day, and when Korte returned home
she began writing: “Cold makes smoke on the window/ morning light severe as
the day my father died.” The poem continues, considering the essential mystery
of what separates the living from the dead. This mystery would preoccupy much
of Korte’s poetry throughout her life. In “Lines Bending,” living and dying
elements of the forest (ferns, bones) take on their own personas, appear
suddenly with voices and personalities. Korte notes the presence of “...cold blood
that heals and numbs/ to life the dark force/ that builds rock and bone

fern/

and flesh…” and “the high calling of the ridge in a killing frost/ the voices of bones
so intergrown by quick winter grasses…”

Korte’s starkly observational voice in the poem finally arrives at the clearing
where the deer’s bones, picked clean, are neatly organized. She writes,
The death of fathers lies anyhow
upon a hill stretched out calmly as a fact
accountable and strict

symmetrical and bright

the dog discovers it long before I do
she hunts out the holy wind her hackles
keen her head alive she brings down death with ceremony
a ritual deserving of gold as much as
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any true movement of the flesh27
In conversation, Korte told me that this poem (written when she was 43 years
old) was the one in which she dealt with the fact of her father’s death most
completely. The passage of decades had allowed the rawness of Norbert’s death
to transform into something “accountable and strict/ symmetrical and bright” ; this
symmetry was perfectly embodied, for Korte, in the organized deer bones found
by Gertrude in a forest clearing. At the same time, this encounter with the plain
fact of death necessitates a ceremonial pause, a ritual acknowledgement shared
with a dog, the most instinctual of creatures. This making of extemporaneous
spiritual rituals around “ordinary” things is another essential element of Korte’s
poetics. “Lines Bending” stands as a clear example of Korte’s ability to weave
natural observation, personal history, and solemn ceremony in a single
movement in language: the wild bones of the dead deer, ceremoniously
organized by other animals, suddenly forms the ideal requiem for her lost father.

As a girl in Catholic high school, Korte encountered Mrs. Kate Renny Archer, the
creative writing teacher who first turned her mind to poetry. Archer was from
Scotland, and knew many old Scots Ballads. When Korte speaks about Mrs.
Archer to me, she sits up straight in her chair. Her hands circle freely through the
air on either side of her face as she recalls Mrs. Archer’s way of teaching writing
to her Catholic-girl students. “It wasn’t ‘English,’ it was creative writing,” she

27

Mary Norbert Korte. Lines Bending. Berkeley, CA: Oyez Press, 1978.
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emphasizes, careful to distinguish a pedagogy of rules and systems from one of
imagination and intuition.

Archer’s way of teaching was as follows: in her heavy Scottish brogue, she would
tell her students stories. Her stories ranged from tales about her childhood in
Scotland, to her own folk-accounts of Scottish history (“the betrayal of the
Sassenachs, things like that,” Mary says). Oftentimes Archer would recite old
Scots ballads from memory, in Scottish English or in Scots Gaelic. The students
would listen fixedly. After her recitation and storytelling, Mrs. Archer would stop,
turn to her class, and say: “now, write!”

Korte recalls one particular ballad that Mrs. Archer recited to the class. “It was
the one about the brave young knight who falls in love with the demon princess,”
she says. Often when we are talking and Korte is telling me about something
especially exciting, she’ll shake a cigarette from her pack, tear the filter off the
end, and light the tip. She does this when she’s explaining Archer’s ballad to me.
She recounts,
The knight can’t resist the demon princess, and begs her to marry him.
The princess says, ‘I will marry you, but only if you bring me someone’s
heart in a silver casket.’ So the knight rides home on horseback, to his
mother’s house. He’s terribly worried: how will he get someone’s heart in a
silver casket so that he can marry the princess? His mother asks him what
is wrong, and he explains his dilemma to her.
Korte draws on her cigarette and adjusts herself in her chair. She pauses.
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Next, the knight is riding madly on his horse toward the demon princess’s
castle. He had the silver casket on the back of his horse with him. He’s
riding furiously toward the castle; suddenly, he gets thrown by his horse,
and the silver casket gets thrown as well. The knight tumbles off a cliff to
his death. But the silver casket is laying there, wide-open in the road, with
a red beating heart inside it. Suddenly a voice comes from the heart: ‘did
you hurt yourself, my son? Did you hurt yourself, my son, my son?

“And I went gangbusters!” Korte exclaims. “It was so marvelous!” The oral
medium of a sung ballad activated young Korte’s impulse to compose her own
rhymed, rhythmic structures in language. She was also intensely drawn to the
dark archetypes in the stories. Even as a young girl, Korte’s inner subjectivity
tended toward seriousness, solitude, the absurd and the macabre; I don’t believe
that was a morose child, but rather that, early on, her mystic sensibility perceived
the power and necessity of darkness.

And so Korte began to write poems, and to read the world through a poet’s eyes:
attuned to the metaphysical background of the ordinary world she inhabited.

By the time Korte was a senior in high school, she had been writing poetry for
several years. She had immersed herself in the poetry of Emily Dickinson, and
Gerard Manley Hopkins’ sprung rhythms. She had also discovered the poetry of
mystic thinker and Trappist monk Thomas Merton—she remembers reading his
poem “Elegy for the Monastery Barn” and being struck by Merton’s finding of
sacred presence in the catastrophe of a barn burning down: “Laved in the flame
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as in a Sacrament/ The brilliant walls are holy/ In their first-last hour of joy.”28 She
was becoming aware that she definitely wanted to commit her life to something
greater than what was available to most upper-middle-class white women in the
1950s. She observed her mother and other women’s safe paradigms of
marriage, family and home, and knew her life must take another form. Korte told
me that she knew about the bohemian subcultures in New York and in nearby
San Francisco—the loosely-connected scenes of artists, writers, dancers and
musicians who lived entirely outside of mainstream American culture. If anything,
teenage Korte would have liked to join the subculture that would later be known
as Beat. But she knew that if she were to participate in San Francisco Beat
bohemianism, it would break her culturally-conservative mother’s heart, not to
mention fly in the face of her Catholic schooling and her entire extended family’s
values.

So, at age 17, Korte came up with a solution: she would join the St. Rose
Convent in San Francisco as a sister in the Dominican order. Having known the
nuns who taught at her school for her entire life as brilliant, authoritative,
empowered women, she imagined that the convent would be a training ground
for their brand of intellectual rigor. Most importantly, becoming a nun would free
Korte to pursue her passion for (not necessarily Catholic) mystic experience,
reading and writing, and would free her from pressure to marry and raise
children. On August 1st, 1951, a few weeks after her 18th birthday, Cecile Korte
28

Thomas Merton, “Elegy for the Monastery Barn” in The Collected Poems of Thomas Merton
(New York: New Directions), 1980.
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formally entered the convent and became Sister Mary Norbert Korte, O.P.29 She
describes her early experience of Catholicism in the convent thus: “faith was
about intellect, and not feeling. To believe was a fundamentally intellectual
experience.” In her seventeen years in the convent, Korte would find her
intellectual curiosity exploding, as her faith in powers well outside the bounds of
Catholicism (poetry, imagination, political will) expanded exponentially.
__________
October 12, 2018. I arrive at Mary Korte’s home in Irmulco, CA at around 3:30 in
the afternoon. I approach her door carrying a sack with a few things Korte asked
me to bring her: a four-pound bag of sugar, and two candles with the Virgin of
Guadalupe on them. The Virgin of Guadalupe has been appearing often in my
day-to-day life out here in California. A couple of days ago, driving around my old
hometown, I passed a small altar for the Virgin Mary in an almond orchard, set
up inside the remains of an old shed. Red roses grew all around it. Today,
walking across a clearing in very tall redwoods, I pass a small statue of the Virgin
Mary set up on a tree stump outside Korte’s tiny cabin.

She comes to the door and embraces me. There’s that uncanny feeling that a
long time has passed since we’ve seen each other (in reality, nine months) but
also that no time has passed at all. I unpack the contents of my bag and hand
her the Virgin Mary candles. “For an endeavor like ours, we’re going to need her

29

“O.P.” stands for “Order of Preachers” or “Ordo Praedicatorum,” the formal name for
mendicants in the Dominican Order.
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presence,” Mary says, lighting one of the candles and placing it on the altar
beside her kitchen door. The candle’s light illuminates the wooden wall behind it,
adding to the sense of peaceful focus in the room. Activating something that
doesn’t have words to it yet.

Within moments we are seated in front of her woodstove, where a bright fire
radiates heat into the clean, lowly-lit room. The place has the quality of a
pilgrimage site, a place one travels far to get to in order to encounter what’s
absolutely necessary. Korte and I begin to talk about the last two weeks’ events:
the hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee of Christine Blasey Ford and
Brett Kavanaugh, and Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the Supreme Court. As Korte
speaks, I’m struck (as I often am) by the mobile animatedness of her face.
Emotion flows over her features like a storm. She’s outraged by Kavanaugh’s
confirmation, and by his bullying and bloviating during the hearing; there is a
purity to her anger as she speaks, a quality that is utterly wild and unrehearsed.
She says, “I don’t know of a single woman, not one woman, who hasn’t had
some experience with harassment or assault. Ranging from mild to horrifying.”
She inhales deeply. “The whole thing reminded me of…” she inhales deeply.
“...my brothers. They would drink until they blacked out, and do all kinds of
horrible things. So much so that, when my younger brother got married, I
remember my mother remarking at the ceremony, ‘Oh, look at all of George’s
drunk friends, up there behaving themselves so well!’” When she repeats the
words her mother said, her voice raises several octaves, and her face changes,
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the corners of her mouth and eyes lifting in cheerfulness. It’s as if another
person—her mother—has stepped into her body, for the moment.

I can see, suddenly, that Korte’s history is present in her mind at all times,
waiting to emerge into daylight. The characters of parents and siblings, the
memory of triumphs and traumas: all of it is there, all of it informs her worldview.

To understand the origins of these poets, Diane di Prima and Mary Norbert
Korte, is to understand the poets themselves and their contribution to the culture.
In my inquiry into the early lives of these poets, I’ve been fortunate to encounter
not only their published writings, but also the spontaneously transmitted stories
that emerge in firsthand conversations, and to receive the messages encoded in
ephemera such as photographs and physical spaces. These findings combine, in
my mind, into a sense of each poet’s origins that undergirds everything else she
did—as under-layers of color animate the skin of figures in Renaissance
paintings. In her foreword to Women of the Beat Generation: The Writers, Artists
and Muses at the Heart of a Revolution, Anne Waldman writes, “I’ve always
considered the memoir to be the strongest literary genre by women of the socalled Beat generation...the quintessential ‘rasa’ or taste of that historical period
is often captured by diaristic accounts.”30 Waldman is referring to accounts of the
years that Beat writers such as di Prima, Korte, Hettie Jones, Brenda Frazer,
Janine Pommy Vega, and others were adults, leading the kind of existence that

30

Knight, Women of the Beat Generation, xi.
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would later be known as “Beat”; but I think the same claim about the essential
importance of life-writing can be said of writers’ earliest lives, accounts of their
childhood and adolescent years. There, the primary knowledges of family,
politics, spiritual life and imagination are forged; there, the conditions of race,
gender, class, time, place, and history begin to work in each person’s singular
being. In di Prima’s case, a trove of revealing information exists in the forms of
Recollections. In Korte’s case, information about her early life is hard-won,
something a reader has to look for in her poems (or, in my fortunate situation,
ask her about directly).
The Confessional mode in poetry, most famously practiced by Sylvia Plath and
Anne Sexton beginning in the late 1950s, was a primary experimental mode
available to women poets in the years that di Prima and Korte came of age.31
While there are important points of contact between the Beat and the
Confessional literary movements—Allen Ginsberg’s sexually-explicit lyric poems,
and their descendants, leap immediately to mind—it is notable that Korte and di
Prima (and other women Beats) did not write in a confessional style, that is, in a
style that focused on private history and subjectivity. That’s not to say that the
Beat-generation women did not have plenty of personal experience to draw from.

31

Confessional poetry as a literary movement isn’t, of course, limited to female poets, although it
has taken on a gendered connotation over the decades, most likely because of mainstream
culture’s association of emotions with weakness, and weakness with women. Other foundational
mid-century confessional poets include John Berryman, W.D. Snodgrass, and Robert Lowell, who
was both Plath and Sexton’s professor at Boston University in the mid-fifties. Ammiel Alcalay links
mid-century American women poets’ break away from the confessional mode to Charles Olson:
“It was Olson’s declared move away from the narcissistically probing, psychological defining of
self—so seductively explored by Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton, and Robert Lowell in the early and
mid-1960s, and by their avid followers for at least a generation after—that provided a major
alternative ethic of writing for women poets.” A Little History (re: public/Upset Press, 2013), 166.
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In her foreword to Women of the Beat Generation, Waldman catalogues the
various traumas endured by many of her Beat-era female peers. While the
violence resulting from the clash between mainstream and countercultural values
fell on both men and women, Waldman focuses on the impact this clash had on
women, noting that
[I] knew interesting creative women who became junkies for their
boyfriends, who stole for their boyfriends, who concealed their poetry and
artistic aspirations, who slept around to be popular, who had serious
eating disorders, who concealed their unwanted pregnancies raising
money for abortions on their own or who put the child up for adoption.
Who never felt they owned or could appreciate their own bodies. I knew
women living secret double lives because love and sexual desire for
another woman was anathema. I knew women in daily therapy because
their fathers had abused them, or women who got sent away to mental
hospitals or special schools because they’d taken a black lover. Some ran
away from home. Some committed suicide.32
As an admitted admirer of the confessional work of Plath and Sexton (and
especially of Adrienne Rich, a poet who was in important ways their heir), I find
myself wondering why the Beat-era women poets did not, on the whole, work in a
self-consciously confessional mode. The traumatic experiences that Waldman
lists would certainly invite the kind of subjective scrutiny of Confessional poetry.
Instead, the focus of poets such as di Prima and Korte turned toward the
metaphysical, the existential, the political, the historiographic, the mystical. One
thing the accounts of di Prima and Korte’s early lives show us is that they, like
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Plath or Sexton, experienced trauma at a young age, be it the trauma of violence
from caretakers, the deaths of loved ones, or the spiritual schism of war. These
traumas are not directly mentioned in the majority of di Prima and Korte’s work.
Rather, the influence of these experiences emerged in other forms, in the
personal commitments and styles of inquiry these poets practiced.

Robert Duncan articulates the difference in approach between Confessional
poets and those who came to be known as New American poets in his Charles
Olson Memorial Lecture, given at the University of Buffalo in 1979. The
difference, according to Duncan, lies in whether a poet personally identifies with
her suffering. Duncan says that, when writing about suffering,
You’re not expressing anything that was ever in yourself…if you thought
you were troubled that’s just because you thought you were comin’ into a
trouble…I mean, the thing you thought was your emotion or your trouble
or your suffering was actually coming to know the presence of emotion
and suffering, and then you become the vehicle in which you are…you’re
working a music, you’re working the language which is the absolute
commonality to which this belongs.
This useful distinction made by Duncan has everything to do with experiencing
one’s suffering as an individual, versus as a member of a community. In his
lecture, Duncan goes on to allude to the figure of the suicidal poet (calling both
Plath and Sexton immediately to mind). He says,

[poets] carry the message they could guarantee by committing suicide to
show that they really felt it—they get into an absolute—they get what the
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gods do to you when you misuse the occasion because you want to prove
that you really felt it, and there’s no ground in which you can prove that.
Because it is something that you’re a vehicle of, and the reason it was felt
as powerful is because it was in a community.33
A vital factor in both di Prima and Korte’s origin stories is the presence of figures
that showed them a path toward liberation as a woman. Korte experienced the
confidence that her father Norbert had in her intellect, the electrifying pedagogy
of the Scots Balladeer Kate Renny Archer, and the all-encompassing authority of
the nuns at her school (before she became a nun herself). Di Prima grew up with
the forceful-but-loving brilliance of her grandfather Domenico, whose spirit of
truth-seeking was never far from her, even after his death. This spirit led her to
other kindreds, in the form of friends, and intimate connections with literature
(Keats, Shelley, Ezra Pound). The influences showed each poet that it was
possible to build a life as a woman based not upon subordination, but upon a
commitment to the potential of her imagination. The courage to follow through on
this possibility, however, belongs entirely to these women.

33 Robert Duncan, “Charles Olson Memorial Lecture,” published in Series II of the Lost & Found:
CUNY Poetics Document Initiative, edited by Ammiel Alcalay, Meira Levinson, Bradley Lubin,
Megan Paslawski, Kyle Waugh and Rachael Wilson, Series II, Spring 201, 27-28.
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The First Books of David Henderson
and Mary Norbert Korte
I.

The Network

Between 2014 and 2020, I held many conversations with Diane di Prima, Mary
Norbert Korte and David Henderson, a few of the last living poets of their
generation. The generosity of detail with which they’ve shared their stories has
allowed me to envision some scenes from their past. This envisioning has moved
me to construct a narrative of their intertwined histories, histories that are bound
up with an unbroken thread of poetry.
Sometime in the spring of 1968, Sister Mary Norbert Korte walked out of the St.
Rose Convent, on the corner of Pierce and Pine Streets in San Francisco, with a
basket of food from the convent kitchen. The basket might’ve contained canned
pears, powdered milk and whole-wheat bread; it might’ve held coffee or tomato
sauce or ham. The cool morning air Korte walked into carried the damp smells of
eucalyptus and new clover. The fog over the bay was just beginning to dissipate,
vapor rising out of its opaque mass and burning up into the clear sky. Korte
brisked along in her boots down the city’s formidable hills and back up again.
She did not have permission to leave the convent.

After morning prayers and breakfast, the poet-nun had surreptitiously packed her
basket of food while helping to clean the kitchen, then slipped out the kitchen
door while the other sisters went off to attend to their own daily errands. She
walked in her Dominican black-and-white habit to the Haight-Ashbury district,
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passing long-haired men in colorful clothes smoking hash in the early light. She
was going to meet a fellow poet, Diane di Prima. Di Prima was working on behalf
of the Diggers, an anarchist community-action group fashioned after the 17thcentury English Protestant radicals by the same name. The San Francisco
Diggers offered free meals, transportation and medical care to anyone who
wished to receive them, and distributed parcels of food to families throughout the
Bay Area. Di Prima, one of the food coordinators, had agreed to meet Korte that
morning at the Diggers’ headquarters on Haight Street to collect her foodstuffs.
The two had never met, but had heard about each other from other poets on the
scene, maybe Michael or Joanna McClure, or their mutual friend Robert Duncan.

The meeting was probably quick, even clandestine. Korte pushed the buzzer for
an apartment the Diggers shared with the San Francisco Oracle, an underground
newspaper that specialized in psychedelic, spiritual and politically subversive
content. Di Prima, hearing the buzz, hurried down a few flights of stairs to answer
the door. The two women clasped hands and smiled at each other. Di Prima
transferred the items from Korte’s basket into a paper sack, making note of what
was there, fitting it into a mental inventory of the other provisions upstairs. The
voices of two of di Prima’s children, Alex and Mini, echoed down the stairwell.
Both women were 33 years old. Di Prima had recently moved into a communal
house on Page Street with her four kids; Korte had been in the convent since she
was 17. Although their worlds differed wildly, the two women lived less than a
mile from each other. Having transferred the food from basket to bag, di Prima
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and Korte exchanged glances of solidarity, and Korte turned back toward the
convent. If she hurried, she could get back before anyone noticed she was
missing. The ham or pears Korte carried went on to fill the stomachs of single
mothers in Oakland, or homeless men in the Tenderloin, or perhaps the
bohemians and poets of North Beach and the Haight.

At the time that Korte and di Prima met in 1968, both were involved in the making
and publishing of poetry in unlikely ways. Korte’s first book, Hymn to the Gentle
Sun, was published in Berkeley by Robert Hawley’s Oyez Press, with hand-set
letterpress printing by printer Graham Macintosh, in the fall of 1967. Di Prima—in
addition to being a widely-published poet in her own right—had been publishing
books under the name Poets Press since 1963. Di Prima put out the first book of
her longtime friend Audre Lorde, First Cities, in addition to early books by
Duncan, John Ashbery, Michael McClure, Herbert Hunke and Timothy Leary.
Poets Press published the first books of A.B. Spellman (The Beautiful Days,
1965, introduced by Frank O’Hara), Jay Wright (Death as History, 1967) and
Julia Fields (Poems, 1968). Hence, within a period of six years, di Prima
published more first books by black poets than any other press besides
Broadside and Lotus Press in Detroit.1 In the summer of 1967, as she was busy

1

The boom in the circulation of black poetry in the 1960s occurred almost solely as the work of
small-press publishers like Dudley Randall. Ammiel Alcalay writes “...once can look at the
explosion of work produced by African-American writers centered around an initially small
enterprise, Dudley Randall’s Detroit-based Broadside Press. While only thirty-five books of poetry
were published by African-American poets from 1945 to 1965 by presses with national
distribution, Broadside published eighty-one books from 1966 to 1975, putting 500,000 copies
into circulation, with print runs on popular poetry titles running from 5,000 to 10,000” (189). From
A Little History (New York: re:public/UpSet Press, 2013). Alcalay pointed out to me the
remarkable fact of di Prima’s small press publishing the second-highest number of first books by
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with raising her three children, moving away from New York City, and living in
Leary’s experimental LSD community in Millbrook, New York, di Prima found time
to print and distribute David Henderson’s first book, Felix of the Silent Forest.
This chapter will look closely at Korte and Henderson’s first books, and the
cultural context that they emerged from: a complex, bicoastal ecosystem of
poetry, publishing and activism.

At the time Felix of the Silent Forest was published, David Henderson was living
between two worlds within New York City. His apartment was on the Bowery, but
he was teaching in the SEEK2 program at City College of New York in Harlem,
where he had grown up. Henderson often collaborated with the Black poets and
activists who’d relocated to Harlem in the mid-1960s.3 Downtown, he was
actively involved with the Society of Umbra, a collective of Black poets and
writers founded in the Lower East which Henderson had helped initiate in 1962.
Members included Henderson, Lorenzo Thomas, Cecil Taylor, Ishmael Reed,
Steve Cannon, Archie Shep, Tom Dent, Rashidah Ismaili and Askia Touré.
Henderson edited two issues of Umbra Magazine, taking over “soul editorship” of

black poets in this era. Information about the titles published by Poets Press can be found at
https://fromasecretlocation.com/poets-press/.
2
The SEEK (Search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge) is a New York State-funded
program offered through the CUNY system for economically disadvantaged and academically
underprepared students. Founded in 1967 under the leadership of Mina Shaughnessy, other
early instructors in CUNY’s SEEK program included Adrienne Rich and Audre Lorde.
Henderson’s teaching at CCNY is significant, as the college is located in the Harlem
neighborhood where Henderson grew up.
3
While Harlem has long been known as the nexus of Black culture in New York City (and
beyond), Henderson has often emphasized that the origins of Black culture in New York City are
actually in downtown and in the Lower East Side; Henderson notes that the multicultural overlap
occurring in these neighborhoods had an indelible influence on Black music, literature and art.
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Umbra publications after the group disbanded, editing Umbra Anthology 19671968, Umbra Blackworks (1970) and Umbra Latin/Soul (1974, co-edited with
Barbara Christian and Victor Hernandez Cruz).

When the Felix book came together, 25-year-old Henderson had been circulating
in various West Village and Lower East Side poetry communities for years and
had been a formative presence in the development of the little magazines and
poetry reading scenes that had emerged in lower Manhattan, including The
Poetry Project at St. Marks Church. A couple of years before, in 1965, Malcolm
X’s assassination (the subject of the last and longest poem in Felix, “They are
Killing All the Young Men”) provoked a crisis for Henderson, as it did for many
Black writers and activists.4 In a conversation with Henderson, he told me that he
needed a change after Malcolm’s death, and left New York to travel in Mexico to
write. In Acapulco, he ran into some fellow travelers who recognized him from
having seen him read his poems in New York, and gave him a ride to San
Francisco. There, he spent a year living and writing in an apartment on Fell and
Divisadero streets, only a few blocks from the San Francisco Zen Center where
di Prima found herself in 1968, and about a mile from St. Rose’s Convent, where
Mary Korte had lived as a Dominican sister since 1951. These poets circled

4

In the wake of Malcolm’s killing, Baraka famously left the Lower East Side, with its “frustrated
hopes of an ideal, integrated community” of poets and civil rights workers, and moved to Harlem
to start the Black Arts Repetory Theatre/School. See David Grundy, “‘Space of a Nation’: David
Henderson Writes the City” in A Black Arts Poetry Machine: Amiri Baraka and the Umbra Poets
(London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2019)
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around in each other’s orbits, each of them writing poetry while teaching, working
jobs, and participating in various forms of political and social activism.

Di Prima, as both poet and publisher, is the connection that these figures share
in common.5 One feature of the improbable community that produced these
books is that each person, like di Prima, had significant involvement with pursuits
that would seem, at first, to be outside the concerns of poetry (i.e. di Prima’s
simultaneous commitments to spiritual study and political engagement). This
community formed at a time when small-press publishing was a primary form of
countercultural resistance; these publishers functioned as a particular type of
public intellectual, whose work constituted a significant node of 1960s antiinstitutional cultural production. Both Henderson and Korte entered the poetry
scene by way of these handmade books produced for a relatively small number
of readers, with Henderson’s book printed in an edition of 2000 and Korte’s in an
edition of 900 copies. The work done by Robert Hawley with Oyez Press and di
Prima with Poets Press established a lifeline for each of these poets, giving them
a home in small press culture that they hadn’t had previously. This allowed each
poet to fully realize themselves. The process of this self-realization, by way of
these poems in these handmade books, is something I will take up in this chapter
as well.

5

To close the loop: di Prima’s 1966 book Kerhonkson Journal, written soon after she left New
York City and right before she published Henderson’s book, was published by Oyez Press. My
friend Oyku Tekten and I once found a decent copy of Kerhonkson Journal on a shelf at Catnap
Books, a small but very good used bookstore in Cobleskill, New York in the summer of 2015.
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Neither Henderson nor Korte has been the subject of much critical examination;
the meaning of their contributions to 20th-century countercultures are just
recently beginning to be understood.6 As a writer, Henderson is perhaps best
known for his biography of Jimi Hendrix, and as a poet, he has long been
associated with Umbra and with the Black Arts Movement more generally.
Henderson’s poetic reputation among revolutionary black activists goes back
decades—indeed, Henderson’s De Mayor of Harlem was book number 50 of the
99 books found in Black Guerilla Family leader George Jackson’s prison cell
upon Jackson’s death in 1971.7

Critical considerations of Korte have mostly classed her as a “beatnik nun,” a
figure straddling the unlikely worlds of Catholic mendicancy and subversive
poetry. But before each poet became boxed-in by these somewhat narrow
categorizations, they made the work that appears in these two books—work that
functioned as a hinge, a point of transformation between one life and another,
greatly expanded life. This chapter aims to look closely at these poets as they
entered their respective transformations, and how these books—and the poems
that make them—allowed them to become who they are.

6

Henderson has recently been the subject of a chapter in David Grundy’s A Black Arts Poetry
Machine. Mary Norbert Korte is the subject of a chapter in Brenda Knight’s Women of the Beat
Generation; Korte’s previously-unpublished poems were published in Series VIII of the Lost &
Found: CUNY Poetics Document Initiative (‘a strange gift’: Mary Norbert Korte’s responses to
Michael McClure’s Ghost Tantras, edited by Mary Catherine Kinniburgh). A book of Korte’s
selected poems is forthcoming from Argos Books/TKS.
7
See Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson (New York: Coward-McCann,
1970).
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Fig. 6. David Henderson (right) and an unknown person in Diane di Prima’s kitchen, 1968.
(Photographer unknown; image courtesy of the Estate of Diane di Prima).

In the fall of 2018, after visiting Diane di Prima at the Center for Jewish Living,
the assisted-living facility where she was then in residence, I drove over to her
house to talk with Sheppard. Both the Center for Jewish Living and di Prima’s
home are in the Outer Mission neighborhood of San Francisco. There, the
avenues bear indigenous place-names from upstate New York, of all places. I
drove past Cayuga Ave., Seneca Ave., Oneida Ave. Di Prima’s house is on
Niagara Ave. I parked, approached the yellow house with its blue trim, and rang
the bell. Sheppard, di Prima’s mate of 40 years, called down the stairs: “HI!” He
buzzed me in. Within ten minutes, I was situated beside the brick fireplace in the
living room, chatting with Shep over a low stream of Tibetan Buddhist chants
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coming from the CD player in the corner, looking through a box of photographs
from the mid-1960s.

There were enlargements of stills from the Poets Theatre,8 di Prima in a floorlength velvet cloak, her hair brushed and shining as it flowed over her shoulders.
There were snapshots of Fred Herko in tights and ballet shoes dancing on the
roof of Diane’s East Village apartment, his eyes dark and magnetic, the muscles
in his legs glinting in the winter light. There was a small picture of di Prima tucked
under Charles Olson’s arm, both of them smiling at the camera. The top of her
head comes to the middle of Olson’s chest. Both of them appear thrilled by their
remarkable size differential. Then this picture appeared in the stack. It leapt out
at me, even though it had nothing to do with what I was looking for. I recognized
David Henderson instantly, but with that uncanny jolt of recognition that occurs
when you see a person as they were decades before you knew them. Such
moments open the door to the other worlds that exist as history.

I had known Henderson since 2012, when I met him at a poetry reading in
Brooklyn and we’d struck up a conversation. Since then, I’d seen him around
town, at the Poetry Project and at the Bowery Poetry Club in Manhattan. At the
Graduate Center at CUNY, I’d seen him speak about Sun Ra on the occasion of
the visionary musician’s centennial. Our paths had crossed on 14th street one

8

The New York Poets Theatre, an experimental theatre troupe that staged only one-act plays by
poets, was founded in 1961. Its founding members were di Prima, Fred Herko, James Waring,
Alan Marlowe and LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka. The Theatre produced plays by many poets
including Michael McClure, John Weiners, Frank O’Hara, and di Prima herself.
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night as I was on my way home from a date, and, stopping at Gray’s Papaya for
a hot dog, I picked Henderson’s Spiderman baseball cap out of the crowd. But
until that moment in Diane’s living room holding this photo in my hand, I didn’t
know that he and di Prima knew each other. “Diane knew everyone back then, I
guess,” I remarked to Shep as I positioned the photo on the table and captured it
with my smartphone. Shep told me that, in fact, di Prima had published David
Henderson’s first book. I made a mental note of this as I kept making my way
through the box.

Later on, I looked at the photo closely, taking in the scene it conveys: piles of
books on the table, titles I can’t quite make out. Between the books, an ashtray
with the butt of a cigarette or joint. A psychedelic-looking print tacked to the wall
over the smooth mid-century refrigerator. A large black medallion on a cord
around Henderson’s neck. I showed the picture to di Prima and to Henderson,
and neither of them could identify the person on the left, who Henderson appears
to be listening to, nor could either of them say who’d taken the picture. The date
on the right means it was developed in January 1968, but it could have been
taken earlier, in 1967, perhaps right around the time that Felix of the Silent Forest
was published. This is a window onto a moment, a young poet at the beginning
of his journey, but having already done and seen so much.
II. “Beauty of the place tone”
In his introduction to Felix of the Silent Forest, titled “The World You Carry,” Amiri
Baraka (then LeRoi Jones) writes,
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David Henderson’s poetry is the world echo, with the strength and if you
are conscious, beauty of the place tone. Out of the ‘privacy’ of experience,
any experience, rendered to the living, evolving organism. In this case the
black man longing for the god who is him self, as are the other selves,
who reach from and through the spiritual principle, shedding those ‘selves’
to become the spirit of everything. These are the local epics with the
breadth that the emotional consciousness of a culture can make.

The twelve poems that follow Baraka’s introduction weave the “local epics” that
Baraka names, using elements of musical improvisation and ventriloquizing
overheard elements of black vernacular Americana. The language Henderson
was hearing, feeling and making was that of both the Lower East Side and
Harlem of the 1960s—two separate worlds, but worlds Henderson was equally
rooted in. In spite of his youth, Henderson’s poetry drew upon a rich life of
experience, responding keenly to the complexities of the world he inhabited.
“Beauty of the place tone”: this phrase, more than any other, stands out to me as
an accurate characterization of the poems in this slim, green-bound book,
stapled at its spine—poems which, more than anything, use sound to capture the
emotional tenor of a particular here and now. The roving subjectivity of the urban
flaneur moves through the book, which collects and interprets slang, slurs,
declarations, declamations, gestures9. These accumulate into vivid impressions

9

About this flaneur-like quality of Henderson’s poetry, David Grundy observes: “[Henderson’s]
ears are always turned to the ground—to the radios, street gossip and political speeches—of
African-American communities. Henderson and [Lorenzo] Thomas offer a much more intensely
politicized and racialized version of New York than that of the contemporaneous New York
School, with whose writers they maintained contact. Like the work of associates such as Frank
O’Hara and Ted Berrigan, their poetry frequently ventriloquizes vernacular speech and
catalogues urban space through flaneur-like figures traversing the multicultural spaces of the city.
But their ironized registration of New York as a space of urban degradation, linked to the violence
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of a world, rather than a message about anything in particular. One could say
that the impressions offered—their urgency and clarity—are themselves the
message.

Having already spent time as a performer, teacher, and union organizer, the
intersection of action and reflection in Henderson’s life is evident in his early
poems. The language moves between modes of storytelling and rehearsing of
utterances; writing of his time singing with a group called the Starsteppers, he
intones, “The Starstepper organization carried four singers/ three managers and
a lopsided Cadillac/ Let’s take a cocktail sip/ and talk of the crippled ‘55 Caddy in
1960.”10 In the title poem of the book , the mythical cartoon-creature Felix the Cat
lives out his own urban roaming: “Often/ Felix walks the City hungry in every
sense/of every gastric salivating phenomenon/ thighs to eyes to mouth/ He is
wooed by Tad’s $1.19 steaks/ as well as 2 for 25¢ hamburgers on forty-second
street”.11

Henderson, like Felix, moves hungrily through his varied and various worlds.
Amid his lyrical recording of his place and time, he pauses occasionally to reflect
on the meaning of gesture itself, as in the poem “Bopping”:
I remember the arm pumping cap crowned blades
Of my boyhood
Their elemental gait talking
of global politics, means that theirs can never straightforwardly be a poetry of celebration…”
Grundy, A Black Arts Poetry Machine, 104.
10
“Boston Road Blues” in Felix of the Silent Forest (no page number)
11
“Felix of the Silent Forest”, title poem of book (no page number)
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Deep beneath my eyes…
The list at waist and trunk
Whip of an arm
& abrupt then long wing-tipped stride
Of days when we had to show ourselves love
In difficult pretensions
As if speaking words of self-love
Was too remote
a performance
When before the fact
We understood all too well
The action of the thrust.
It’s in these reflections that we see what Baraka calls “the black man longing for
the god who is him self”—gesturing to himself, registering glimpses of selfrecognition amidst shifting urban spheres of violence and affinity. The “spiritual
principle” of the poems in Felix emerges clearly in these moments, a principle
that holds up as its highest value a sense presence with the totality of aliveness.
___________
Hymn to the Gentle Sun was, in many ways, the catalyst for Korte’s transition
from nun to radical poet. The writing of the poems marked a meaningful
departure from her years of disciplined monasticism, and the publication of the
book made a path for her to walk from the convent doors into the rest of her life
as a poet.

This time in Korte’s life when she was writing Hymn to the Gentle Sun was
characterized by the frequent clashing of cultural ideologies. Sometime in the
mid-1960s, when she was still in the convent—she’s not exactly sure when—
Korte began to spend time in San Francisco’s North Beach, in and around
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Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s City Lights Bookstore. Across from City Lights and next
to a bar was a second-hand bookstore where the poet David Meltzer worked.
Korte would stop in and chat with Meltzer, and the two became friends. She
recounts reading an early issue of the Journal for the Protection of All Beings,12 a
radical ecology-poetry magazine founded by Meltzer and Michael McClure. The
issue she was reading featured an account written by Meltzer of his wife giving
birth to their child. Meltzer had used the word “cunt” in his telling of the story;
although the Journal for the Protection of All Beings was Meltzer’s publication,
the printer of the journal insisted on censoring the word out, and Meltzer included
a footnote in the story indicating that the word had been omitted. Korte admired
Meltzer’s forthrightness about his experience with censorship, for she had had
her own writing censored. When, as a nun, she began to send poems she had
written to journals for consideration, she first had to give copies of the journal to
the Mother General for inspection, as well as the poems themselves, in order to
get her approval before she could send the work out. When I ask Korte about her
friendship with Meltzer, she emphasizes that when she and Meltzer spoke, they
connected over their shared experience of censorship.

The time after the 1965 Berkeley Conference was an incredibly transformative
one for Korte. It was during this time that she began to step outside of the
convent with increasing frequency to meet with other poets, attend poetry
readings, and learn about the intersections of countercultural literature and
12

See From a Secret Location’s entry on Journal for the Protection of All Beings:
https://fromasecretlocation.com/journal-for-the-protection-of-all-beings
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activism happening in San Francisco. Sometime in late 1966, Meltzer told Korte
in one of their conversations that she might consider submitting some of her
poems to Oyez Press for consideration— “possibly [for] a book, or a broadside of
one of them, or whatever.”13 Robert Hawley had published Meltzer’s The Process
in 1965, and Mary had become familiar with the other books that Hawley and
Macintosh had produced, such as Robet Duncan’s The Year as Catches, Philip
Lamantia’s A Touch of the Marvelous, Josephine Miles’ Civil Poems, and Lew
Welch’s On Out.14

On one of her visits to the apartment-office of the Diggers and the San Francisco
Oracle on Haight St., Korte was invited by Allen Cohen, the Oracle’s founder, to
use the typewriter if she wished. She began to take her handwritten poems to the
office there and type them up. She got to know Cohen during these afternoons
typing up poems, and she began to share what she was writing with him. At one
point, to her delight, Cohen asked if he could print one of her poems in the
Oracle, and she agreed. The issue of the Oracle with Mary’s poem in it found its
way to the Mother General, who was, in Mary’s words, “horrified”: the issue with
Mary’s poem in it had an image on the back cover of two people in a tantric yoga

13

From conversation with Korte, 2019.
Hawley had a vital presence in the Bay Area printing and small-press publishing scene for
decades. In addition to editing and publishing books as Oyez, Hawley worked as an antiquarian
bookseller at Holmes Book Company in Oakland. In 1978, he opened his own bookstore, Ross
Valley Book Company, in Albany, CA. His bibliophilic leanings in the last half of his life skewed
toward western Americana. I would have very much liked to have spoken to Hawley for this
project—and moreover, as a fellow lover and maker of books—but I just missed him. He died two
weeks before I met Mary Korte for the first time. See the Oyez page on the From a Secret
Location site: https://fromasecretlocation.com/oyez-press/
14
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sex position. This was one of many events that began to drive a wedge between
Mary and the moral gatekeepers of the Catholic Church.

When Meltzer encouraged Korte to submit some of her work to Hawley for Oyez
Press in November of 1966, she sent a sheaf of poems she had written in the
convent and typed up at the Oracle/Diggers office. This order of operations is
remarkable, as a symbol for Korte’s liminal position between two worlds: the work
was generated in the cloistered quiet of her familiar, orderly religious world, but
typed up in preparation for its entrance into the radical poetry-reading public in
the chaotic hub of two countercultural organizations. The poems, like Korte
herself, straddled both realms in the way they were literally rendered onto the
page. The contact between Korte and Hawley represented a major foray for
Korte into the “outside” world of poetry as distinct from the protected realm of the
convent. She sent Hawley a selection of her poems in loose chronological order,
as well as a series of poems she called “the Daimon poems.” In her initial letter to
Hawley, Korte claims that she hates all of the poems, but hopes that Hawley
finds something worthwhile among them; she also praises the beauty of the
books she’s read published by Oyez, and signs her missive, “Sincerely in Christ,
Sister Mary Norbert Korte.”15

In January of 1967, Hawley replied to Korte with an offer to publish a small book
of her selected poems: “A book in wrappers, perhaps 500 copies, 30 to 50
15

Correspondence between Mary Norbert Korte and Robert Hawley held at the University of
Rochester Rare Books, Special Collections and Preservation (RBSCP).
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pages, similar to the others we have published.” He asks to publish all of the
selected poems, a few of the “Daimon” poems, and asks her if she has any
longer new poems that might be included in the book. Hence, the process of
bringing out Hymn to the Gentle Sun began. Korte wrote back to Hawley a few
days later with the information that once a final selection of the poems had been
made, she would need to share the manuscript with a censor in the convent, who
would read it and approve of the book’s contents before publication could
proceed. This censor was Sister Nicholas, the head of the English department at
the Catholic grammar school where Korte taught. In addition to being read and
potentially altered by Sister Nicholas, the final, censored version of the book
would also need to be approved by the Mother General of the convent before the
book could be printed. Korte described Sister Nicholas as “a fine scholar” who,
as it turns out, did not want to alter anything in her manuscript for Hawley. In fact,
when Korte mentioned the idea of changing a line from one of the poems, Sister
Nicholas said, “don’t change that! It’s my favorite!” Clearing things with the
Mother General, however, was another matter.
_______
A fundamental figure in the emergence of Korte’s first book was the skilled printer
and designer Graham Mackintosh, whose graphic and typesetting work played a
major role in shaping the small-press publishing aesthetics of the San Francisco
Renaissance. Mackintosh had worked early on with John Martin’s iconic Black
Sparrow Press in his native Los Angeles; upon moving to San Francisco in the
early-60s, he joined forces with Spicer Joe and White Rabbit Press. Mackintosh
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designed and printed many of Spicer’s best-known books, including Lament for
the Makers (1962) and The Book of Music (1969). His work with Hawley and
Oyez produced some of the most enduringly beautiful book-objects of this
particular historical moment.16

Mackintosh printed the pages of Hymn to the Gentle Sun in two colors: black and
red. Each poem in the book is framed by two perpendicular red lines, which
delineate the top and side margins of the page. The page numbers are also
printed in red, and the text is printed in black. Paging through the book and
encountering those intersecting red lines over and over, an allusion to the cross
emerges, a sense of the life-blood presence of Christ that is much more subtle
than the image on the book’s title page—a heavy red cross piercing a round sun,
rendered in bold calligraphic strokes. Playing with the slippage between “sun”
and “son” was important to Korte at the time she wrote these poems, as
evidenced by the book’s epigraph:
O Dayspring, brightness of eternal light,
and Sun of Justice…
The Advent Liturgy
We turn our altars to the East because
we worship the Son
Gerald Vann, O.P.
On the page facing the epigraphs (and Korte’s dedication: “This book is/ for my
Religious Community/ for my family/ for all who look to the Coming of Love”) is

16

For more on Mackintosh’s role in the poetry of the San Francisco Renaissance, see entries in
From a Secret Location: https://fromasecretlocation.com/white-rabbit-press/
https://fromasecretlocation.com/the-san-francisco-renaissance-and-california/
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the book’s simple frontmatter. Underneath the copyright date and author’s name
are words I’d never seen in another small-run poetry collection: CUM PERMISSU
SUPERIORUM. It’s hard not to associate the tacit Catholic imagery and
language at the beginning of the book—the crosses, the professed adoration of
the Son—with this authoritative granting of official permission from the Church.

As the book begins, however, the focus quickly shifts from the Son to the
daughter— Korte herself. The opening poem, “The Jester is Not Always
Volunteer,” is a first-hand narration of an adolescent girl somberly falling in love
with “the first man for/ whom I washed/ my hands and face.” One could imagine
this man is Jesus Christ, although the marked lack of religious devotion to this
“man” throws such an assumption into question. “He was a sailor/ and it was
wartime,” the poem continues.

Korte’s spare lines bring us into the child’s world of quiet, vigilant love. She
presents us with the diligent girl that she had been, highly attuned to her beloved,
a figure who seems to move in a shroud of invisibility. She writes,
there were three
days when I followed
him about the house
and warned every door
with quick eyes
and bitten hands
the stomach of my
senses was alert to
every tone of voice
sorting out the pitch
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of the talk long after
I was sent
to bed […]
The quality of devoted alertness that Korte creates for her first-person narrator in
this opening poem sets a tone for the rest of the book. These are poems made
by someone with a tender, morally serious attitude toward the world, someone
intent on observing the interface of her inner and outer emotional landscape. At
the same time, the poems’ narrator is aware that her earnestness comes across
as comical to those around her—hence the poem’s title. Korte finds herself the
involuntary jester of her family:
he went to sea
I wept
expecting his danger as if
it were my right
then they saw
—those who
lived with me—
my sullen
grief
and they laughed
with their charmed experience
at its comic growing
There’s something especially poignant about the fact of this poem being written
by a Catholic nun—nuns being often cast as comic figures in popular culture,
with their goofy-looking habits and over-wrought mannerisms and moral codes.
Korte is someone who understands this comic valence, and also embraces the
genuine commitment—to a cause, to a faith, to another person—that others
would ridicule. She wrote this poem about her own coming into consciousness, I
think, of the way that her sincerity came across to others, be it romantic sincerity
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or religious sincerity. Her personal character exists very much in the meeting of
seriousness and absurd humor; now, in her eighties, she wields this intersection
of contrasts masterfully. But as a young nun, she was just beginning to recognize
that her serious feeling for the world had been cast as comical by her family, and
perhaps attempting to recover the sacredness of her “sullen grief,” her devotion
to this mysterious, romantic-religious lost love.
The poem continues,
away from the circle of their
warmth at the table
away from their loving amused faces
away from the apology for my manners
I began to explore my own
outer rim
in other vacant lots
streets
public libraries
These lines put me in mind of one afternoon when I was sitting and talking with
Korte. She told me about the times when, as a child, she would go off by herself
into vacant, overgrown lots in her hometown of Oakland. It was around the time
that her father, Norbert Korte, died that she began to find abandoned places to sit
alone in tall grass. She would push the grass down in a circle and sit on the
ground, so that the grass surrounded her, and spend the afternoon in a private
enclosure away from the human world. There, she would read books and write
stories; she would sing and compose rhymed poems, and let her imagination
take her wherever it would lead. She says that this habit was instrumental in her
development as a poet. When she tells me about this, it’s the summer of 2017
and we’re sitting in her cabin. She’s well aware that her heart has yearned for a
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type of hermetic enclosure, away from public life, since she was a young girl.
“The Jester is Not Always Volunteer” ends with the image of Korte’s initial retreat
away from the world, into a solitary place: a place where devotion could unfold,
where both grief and poetic blossoming could flourish freely.
_______
I’m almost eight months pregnant on the day in June when I walk into the Rare
Books and Special Collections library at the University of Rochester, where
Korte’s papers are held. The day is clear but hot, and I’m grateful for the
coolness and quiet of the reading room as I sit down in a wooden chair with a
gray box of Korte’s correspondence. I open a folder and page through a handful
of letters from fellow poets, activist co-conspirators, educators from California
Poets in the Schools. I stop when I see “Oyez/ Box
3014/Berkeley/California/94715” on the letterhead of a typed letter from Robert
Hawley to Korte. This is the letter in which Hawley offers to publish Korte’s book,
and asks her to call him to discuss further details, ending the letter with his home
and office phone numbers.

Between November 1966 and October 1967, the two exchange what appears to
be a lively series of letters; this folder contains mostly her side of the
correspondence, but the few letters I find that are written by Hawley are thrilling
in what they communicate about his stake in Korte’s emergence as a poet. The
series of letters reveals the process by which the poems were selected,
gathered, passed through the censorship procedures, and published as Hymn to
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Gentle Sun. But what also appears in these letters is the earnest and mysterious
meeting of two contrasting realities: the strict, spiritually rigorous world of the
Catholic Church, and the intuitive and affinity-based workings of independent
poetry publishing.

In a letter dated April 26, 1967, Korte writes to Hawley in her inimitable all-caps
handwriting. She begins by thanking him for his gift of William Everson/Brother
Antoninus’ book Single Source, which he had published in 1966. She then moves
on to the purpose of her letter: that she wants to sign the publishing contract for
Hymn to Gentle Sun, and endorse the check for the advance that Hawley has
sent her, but she hasn’t received written permission from the Mother General to
publish the book yet. She wants to hold off on signing anything until she’s
received this permission, as the convent will not allow her to publish her book
without it. She notes that the book’s official censor, Sister Nicholas, is in favor of
publishing the book, but the Mother General is still hesitant. “I think Mother’s
main concern is that the work be good, and she needs reassurance on this
point,” Korte writes, and asks Hawley to communicate to the Mother General that
the poems that make up Hymn to the Gentle Sun do, in fact, merit public
readership.
On May 11, 1967, Hawley sent his letter to the Mother General of St. Rose
Convent, Reverend Mother Mary George.
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Fig. 7. Robert Hawley’s letter to Reverend Mother Mary George, 1967. (Photo courtesy of Rare
Books, Special Collections and Preservation at the University of Rochester, New York.)
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Hawley’s tone in the letter is delicately entreating, emphasizing Korte’s skill as a
poet, ultimately making the claim that “the publication of [Korte’s] work could only
reflect favorably on her order.” Reading this wonderfully unlikely piece of
correspondence—small-press publisher to conservative Catholic authority
figure—I am struck by the ways in which Hawley attempts to appeal to Mother
George. He makes his appeal with self-effacement and with a sense of what
Mother George would like to hear about Korte and her poems: “It is undoubtedly
indicative of my naivete that I was surprised by the delightful occasional touches
of humor...her gentleness, compassion, and the calmness which is derived from
a soul at peace with its maker were more expected.” Hawley frames both Korte’s
poems and his own work as a publisher as bastions of wholesomeness and good
taste, assuring the reader that the book’s publication will be a “discreet and
professional” endeavor. One can almost feel the tension under the surface of this
letter. Behind Hawley’s measured evocation of “craftsmanship”, “calmness”,
“taste” and “distinction” is the knowledge that Korte’s poetry was emerging in a
very radical cultural context, one characterized by overthrowing the precise forms
of authority to which Hawley is addressing himself.

The next letter in the folder is from June of 1967. Korte writes to Hawley from
Monterey, where she is visiting another convent. Only a few days before, the
legendary Monterey Pop Festival had taken place there; the smoky haze of
incense, marijuana, and Jimi Hendrix setting fire to his guitar had barely cleared
the air as Korte sat down to write. She says in the letter that she’s looking
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forward to receiving page proofs of the book—so we can assume that the Mother
General did grant permission to Hawley to publish Hymn the Gentle Sun. Korte
also asks Hawley to share Denise Levertov’s and Robert Creeley’s addresses
with her, so that she might write to each of them. Her engagement with poets
was growing, especially in the form of correspondence, and she was further
escaping the confines of her nun’s existence with each passing season. The final
letter in the series between Korte and Hawley is from October 1967, after the
book has been printed and is available on bookstore shelves. She writes to invite
Hawley to her own reading:
Mary Fabilli has invited me to read and lecture for the Third Order Chapter
at Saint Albert’s and I accepted for 12 November. She has been most kind
and deeply gratifying in her delicate handling of the matter. She has won
Mother George completely--and that is wonder indeed. I now have one
poetic compatriot who is not nervous-making to the order…
As I finish reading the letter and close the folder, I pause to think about this
revelation of Korte’s. From it, I can infer that the rest of Korte’s “poetic
compatriots” made the nuns in St. Rose Convent very nervous indeed. Less than
a year after this letter was written, Korte would finally throw off the double-bind of
Poetry versus Church (and with it, Isolation versus Community, and Freedom
versus Obedience). On August 1st, 1968, seventeen years to the day after she
was initiated as a nun, Mary Korte left the Dominican Order and embarked on her
life as a full-time poet.
______
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On a windy Thursday afternoon in October, I walk into a cafe on 5th Ave. near
14th street to meet David Henderson. I have my two-month old baby son, Benny,
strapped to my chest and fast asleep; the cafe is crowded with students and
workers taking breaks from their jobs to eat lunch. A few minutes later,
Henderson arrives, and we embrace and then purchase cups of tea. We sit down
with our hot paper cups to talk.

I haven’t been to the city much since giving birth to Benny, and I sense how easy
it would be to become overwhelmed with this moment, in the tender space of
new motherhood. The wind outside, the crowd and noise inside, the lack of
space, the seeming lack of time. But within a few moments of sitting with
Henderson, a spaciousness settles in around us, and the temptation to be
overwhelmed fades. In retrospect, I recognize that this ease and spaciousness
comes because Henderson is a veteran of another time: a time when, no matter
their circumstances, artists and poets in New York just figured it out, no matter
what “it” was. A time when time itself was spacious, as opposed to the timescarcity of now. I think of di Prima in 1957, with her newborn daughter Jeanne on
her front, climbing the stairs of her coldwater flat in the East Village, a sheaf of
loose pages of poems under one arm and a stapler under the other. I think of the
members of the Umbra Collective in the early 1960s, meeting up in cafes and
lofts, finding whatever makeshift location would allow them to read their poems
aloud to each other. Henderson is an emissary from this time. He takes up space
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in a way that lets me know we’ll be alright, that we can relax and fully inhabit the
rush that surrounds us. That we belong here.

Fig. 8 Iris Cushing and David Henderson, Brooklyn, NY, 2012. (Photo courtesy of Caitlin Scholl.)

I ask him about “Yin Years,” one of the poems in Felix of the Silent Forest. It’s
one of the poems in Felix that’s set downtown, not too far from where we are
now, as opposed to Harlem. I’m curious about something that literary scholar
David Grundy points out: that the poem contains a line from Hexagram 24 of the I
Ching (translated by Richard Wilhelm): “it furthers one to have somewhere to
go.”17 Was he using the I Ching at the time he wrote this poem, I wonder? “Well

17

Grundy, A Black Arts Poetry Machine (2019). When I bring up this book, David asks, “is that
the book published in England? That costs a hundred dollars? No, I haven’t read it.” Later on, I
email him a PDF of the chapter in the book that’s about him and his work. The version of “Yin
Years” that contains the line from the I Ching doesn’t appear in Felix of the Silent Forest, but in an
earlier version of the poem, published in the anthology Poems Now (1966) edited by Hettie
Jones.
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of course,” Henderson replies. “I was using it all the time.” I am all ready to ask
him about the role of Eastern wisdom traditions in his early poems, when he asks
if I, myself, ever use the I Ching as an interpretive tool. I say that I don’t, and he
asks, “Well, why not? You don’t need any special equipment. Here, let me show
you how to throw the I Ching using pennies.” He reaches into his pocket and
pulls out a handful of change. “I don’t actually have three pennies, but that’s
okay, we’ll use dimes.” I get out a pencil and paper, and he begins to shake and
throw the dimes on the tiny table, interpreting each throw of the coins to generate
a line. The hexagram we come up with consists of six stacked lines, each one
either broken or unbroken. I record the lines as we go. When the hexagram is
finished, he tells me to look it up when I get home.

Fig. 9. Hexagram 62 of the I Ching: 小過 (xiǎo guò)

The hexagram ends up being number 62 out of the possible 64, and is called 小
過 (xiǎo guò): “small exceeding,” “preponderance of the small” or “small
surpassing.” Apparently, the message of this hexagram is that one should attend
to the small or minor aspects of one’s life with steadfast devotion. I read this in
the evening, after Benny is asleep, his many small and large needs having been
attended to. Thinking about the day’s meeting, it strikes me as significant that,
rather than immediately accept my invitation to delve into stories about his poetic
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past, Henderson’s first impulse is to share something with me that’s applicable to
our shared present. This points to the larger truth: that his is a poetics of the
present, of the moment. The language found in Felix of the Silent Forest deals
with the urgent present occupied by the poet’s subjectivity in 1960s New York,
and that same poet is still very much attuned to this present time and place. I find
myself wondering if these poems from 50 years ago could be read as pieces of
insight into the present world, small, bright windows shining the light of another
time to illuminate the meaning of the here and now.

“Yin Years” was written in 1965 when Henderson was 23 years old. Hettie Jones
originally published the poem in her 1966 anthology Poems Now, and a shorter
version of the poem appears as the second-to-last poem in Felix of the Silent
Forest. Like all of the poems in Felix, “Yin Years” is intensely situated in its
environment, anchoring its voice in a particular place that functions as a vantage
point from which the rest of the city (and by extension, the world) is viewed and
known:
looking downtown
from bowery roofs
the locations marks
the balance of this city
to which all structures
of the city hall boys fan
/East by North18
The poem opens with a dire claim: that “New York City is a death festival.” It
moves through a series of apocalyptic visions of a city blighted by a capitalist

18

Henderson, Felix (no page number)
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excess that has broken the city’s populace into distinct types at constant war with
each other. In this vision of the city, the streets are overrun with “cartels of
internationally disposed people”, “bloated men/voices of the disemboweled” who
“yell ditties to each other” and “short trunked people/whose trouser ends sweep
the ground.” These displaced masses are contrasted with the grotesquerie of
men in power, described as
waxen men of destruction
wan men
held together by technology
of machine & drugs
oldmobile & aspirins
20th century plastics
there are men who call to god by plastic
decayed men who want to live forever
androids of science-fiction
Another sign of the end-times is the presence of a third category of being, a
caste of city dwellers who perform endless surveillance upon the rest of the city:
by bowery
the city casts voluminous light
on the caste of men
who patrol
upwards and downwards
their tree-lined corridor
to infinity
In the I Ching, the broken lines that appear in the hexagrams are the yin lines,
while the unbroken lines are the yang lines; yin is the Chinese principle of
shadow and inwardness that stands in contrast to the bright expansiveness of
yang. Beyond the quality of darkness indicated by “Yin” in the poem’s title, the
world Henderson evokes in this poem is a broken world, split in two like the yin
lines of the hexagram. The first two sections of the poem describe beings at odds
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with each other, each desperate in their own ways: “it is the plastic men of
technology/versus the natives of the land//the overfilled/overkill peoples/versus
people who believe in their bodies/more than anything else/& who by necessity
go hungry.” The world is ruptured along the lines of the bodied and those who
have the power to become disembodied. In the third section, the poet steps back
and reminds us where we are, as he identifies himself with the dispossessed
category of men: “by Bowery/my dress is among the bums/the police cannot tell
us apart/until I open the door to my loft/and disappear…” The brokenness
extends from the imagined nightmare-world right into the familiar one, a place
right here in New York City.

The dystopian city that Henderson presents in “Yin Years” shares some DNA
with the work of modernists whose poetry visualized civilization in various states
of collapse. I’m thinking specifically of The Waste Land of T.S. Eliot, Ezra
Pound’s Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, and even William Carlos Williams’ Spring and
All—texts that critique contemporary social life by narrating its tragic, messy, and
inevitable demise. But unlike the dystopias envisioned by these white
modernists, Henderson’s dystopia in “Yin Years” is tacitly racialized; racism is
named as an aggregating force in the terrifying reality that New York City has
become. One trope in particular recurs in this poem, that also comes up
elsewhere in Felix. The dispossessed category of men have “faces shrunk by the
racist sugar/ of sweet fruit drinks”, while the “half men/half robot” figures of
disembodied power have “plastic hearts veins glands kidneys dicks/modern men
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of America/dwarfted [sic] by racial sugar.” “Racial” or “racist sugar” is presented
as a force of decay, a substance that stunts the bodies and spirits of oppressed
and oppressor alike.

The poem just before “Yin Years,” titled “The History of Equitorial [sic] Africa,”
considers the spread of disease from European colonialist to indigenous
population: “Conquerors brought their food with them/ The Spaniards brought
dried griffin skulls decayed by maggots/to the indians of America/bone cleavage
of racial sugar…” . “Yin Years” doesn’t address historical instances of racist
killing and subjugation (as a poem like “They Are Killing All the Young Men,” a
poem about Malcom X’s assassination that ends the book); rather, it deals with
the destructive force of racism on the vital human body and on the land, the terra
firma of New York City itself, and by extension, the world. The false sweetness of
“racist sugar” leads to decay, and what is decayed becomes broken. The decay
propagated by “racial sugar” destroys the bodies of those it touches, and one
symptom of this destruction is the way it leads those in power to defile the places
they inhabit, ultimately alienating them from the world. President Lyndon Johnson
is one who Henderson names as “misshapen” by this toxic force:
misshapen like president johnson
is there any mystery that the old men
who would call down destruction
do not & cannot live in the world
A BULLETIN:
president Lyndon Baines Johnson has announced plans
to spend more time in texas…
johnson would gladly A-bomb the world
as he shuttles himself between the plastic domed plastic grass ballpark
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of the houston astros
and the LBJ lake
(a man who names a lake after himself)
As Henderson was writing these lines, President Johnson was actively escalating
US involvement in the war in Vietnam, involvement which was met with
unprecedented protests among people exactly Henderson’s age, galvanizing
groups of people previously separated from each other along class and race
lines. The threads of protest Henderson weaves into the poems in Felix never
touch directly on the subject of the war in Vietnam; rather, they stay close to
Henderson’s two-world home (downtown, uptown), mounting critiques of
systemic injustice that could then be mobilized to respond to nation-wide and
world-wide injustices.

Hence, to know New York City through the methods of these poems is to know
“the world” in the moment these poems were written. If “it furthers one to have
somewhere to go,” Henderson “furthers” by going fully into the dystopian
fragments of this particular social and cultural order, and rendering them as
pieces of lyrical, vital, sonic knowledge.
______
A few weeks after I see Henderson in Manhattan, I am in my car with Benny,
driving from my home in the Western Catskill mountains to visit with my friend
Elizabeth Clark Wessel in Litchfield, Connecticut. Liz and I have known each
other for ten years; we met in grad school at Columbia and started Argos Books
together in the spring of 2010. For years we met regularly to sit around a big
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table and make chapbooks, their letterpressed covers lovingly designed by Liz’s
Swedish husband, Mårten. We’d fold stacks of pages, carefully fold covers with a
folding bone, poke holes in spines with an awl, and saddle-stitch bindings while
chatting about politics and gossiping about the goings-on of the New York poetry
scene. Liz and Mårten moved back to Stockholm, Sweden with their small
daughter Grace a few years ago, but they still come back a couple of times a
year to their wonderful, rambling old farmhouse in Connecticut.

As I wind through the open meadows and deciduous forests that lie east of the
Hudson River, I look up and notice that I’m passing through the tiny village of
Millbrook, New York. Neat white churches stand alongside brick and clapboard
houses, their lawns thick with fallen maple leaves. Stone fences edged with moss
separate vast fields. Green grass gradually yields to brown as winter sets in.
According to the colophon in the back of the book, this town of Millbrook is where
Diane di Prima was living in 1966 when she printed and bound Felix of the Silent
Forest. The text reads: “This book was designed by Brett Rohmer for the Poets
Press, and printed at Kriya Press, Millbrook, New York, in an edition of 2,000
copies; 25 of which are hand bound and signed by the author.”19

Soon after the death of her best friend, the dancer Fred Herko, di Prima left New
York City more or less for good. Along with her husband, Alan Marlowe, her

19

Kriya Press was the in-house press at Leary’s Millbrook community, publishing literature
related to Leary’s studies in psychedelia. Publications put out by Kriya Press can be found within
Leary’s archives at the New York Public Library. http://archives.nypl.org/mss/18595
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daughter Dominique (Mini) and her son Alex, she traveled around upstate New
York, settling for periods of time in several different intentional communities. In
1965, she was studying Vedanta at Rammurti Mishra’s Ananda Ashram in
Monroe; there, she also studied the alchemical tradition, writing an introduction to
the collected writings of the 16th-century alchemist Paracelsus for Felix Morrow’s
University Press. In 1966, she moved with her family to an old farmhouse in the
rural village of Kerhonkson. Later that year, she and her family took up residence
in Timothy Leary’s experimental LSD community, which Leary ran from 1963 to
1967 here in Millbrook.

When Henderson and I talk about the circumstances of Felix’s publication (or
about anything, really) he often branches off into tangents that seem, in the
moment, unrelated to the subject at hand, only to yield their wisdom in a later
moment. Driving through Millbrook, I recall talking with him about di Prima’s time
living with Leary. “Do you know what Timothy did with the LSD, whenever the
police showed up to raid the compound?” Henderson asks, weighting his
question with the promise of a tantalizing answer. “He hid in in the scotch.”

“You mean he put the vials of acid inside the bottles of scotch, and let them float
in there?” I ask, trying to picture what he meant.

“No, he poured the LSD directly into the scotch. So then you’d have to drink the
scotch to take the acid. Pretty genius, right?”
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Recalling this exchange, I agree that hiding the acid in the scotch is genius. I
pass through the town and carry on toward my destination, taking note of
Millbrook’s astounding ordinariness, feeling a quiet thrill at the invisible history of
this place.

Although Felix was printed in Millbrook at Leary’s Kriya Press, Henderson recalls
that di Prima and her family were back in New York City by the summer of 1967.
She was living in the Hotel Albert in Greenwich Village when the book was out
and in the hands of the poets and artists in di Prima and Henderson’s circles.
“Audre Lorde was on the scene at the time too,” Henderson recounts. “Both of
those women stood out because they would not stand being mistreated by men.”
That year, di Prima gave birth to her daughter Tara with Lorde as her midwife
there at their home in the Hotel Albert,20 and the following year, after moving to
San Francisco, di Prima published Lorde’s first collection of poems with Poets
Press, First Cities. Meanwhile, di Prima was also editing, printing and distributing
the Floating Bear, a poetry newsletter that was mailed to hundreds of poets
around the country at a frequent, if irregular, pace.

Speaking with both Henderson and di Prima about these times, it becomes clear
that a single flow of energy encapsulated these poets’ various activities. Writing,

20

In a remembrance of Allen Ginsberg for the Los Angeles Times published after Ginsberg’s
death in 1997, di Prima recalls that summer in the Hotel Albert, a summer of “many urban riots” in
which poets in their community, including Lorde and Henderson, gathered together.
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1997-05-18-bk-59838-story.html
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being in poetic community, political activism, publishing, friendships, romances,
and the births of children: all of these goings-on were part of a whole, a
momentum-of-being in which each element was as necessary as any other. This
momentum was processed through the mechanism of the poetry itself. The
poems in a book such as Felix of the Silent Forest are a reflection upon these
poets’ existence, and also a reason for existing, a reason to keep going.
I carried on past tony Millbrook and into the forested hills of Western Connecticut,
where I sat with Liz around a long table and talked about our own current
publishing projects with Argos. Looking at cover images and considering printing
options with one hand, feeding my son with my other hand, I sensed momentarily
my own propulsion forward, the fullness of my own will to make a life out of
poetry.
______
Both of the first books by Korte and Henderson establish certain patterns that
would continue to emerge in each poet’s work for years to come. Nineteen of the
34 poems in Hymn to the Gentle Sun, for example, are either dedicated to
another poet, or have a line written by someone else as the title. This pattern is
an indication of the intense intertextuality that became one of Korte’s signatures:
a mode of writing in continuous conversation with peers, or in honor of another
poet’s brilliance. The eighth poem in the book stands out as different from the
others. It bears a line from Cicero as its title: never less alone than when alone.
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Korte proceeds to consider her lifelong propensity toward solitude, moving
through images of her mother’s concern for her “self-ness,” her siblings standing
hand-in-hand at her father’s grave while she stood alone, the “finality inexorable
the ordained/order of it// self-chosen separation/surgical in necessity…” These
lines were written at a moment when Korte was radically reconsidering her own
commitment to monastic solitude. In this poem, Korte weighs the potential for
damage inherent in attachment to others, concluding with “the knowing that to
share means to/ wound and to love must mean stilly to keep/within//those gifts I
would most give.”

In the years following her departure from St. Rose Convent, Korte thrived in
offering up her gifts of writing, reading, teaching, and fighting on behalf of the
redwood forests of Northern California. After five years living around the Bay
Area, Korte settled in 1973 at Sanctuary Station in Irmulco, the decommissioned
logging camp where she still resides today, and began her vocations of
togetherness. She served as the Northern California coordinator for Poets in the
Schools, bringing published poets (di Prima among them) to teach poetry
workshops to school children. She threw herself into the local communities in
Mendocino County, teaching writing and Environmental Studies for the Coyote
Valley Tribe of the Pomo Indians and working tirelessly to preserve a 400-acre
area of old-growth California Redwood trees at the headwaters of the Noyo
River. At the same time, she’s lived mostly alone in her tiny cabin for most of the
last 45 years, and now, in her late eighties, she spends her days mostly in
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solitude, with regular visits from her neighbors, who come over to bring her
groceries and firewood. Perhaps, once she left the confines of a cloistered life,
Korte’s understanding of love expanded to mean something more.

If I were to characterize the main divergence between Henderson’s and Korte’s
poetry in these two books, it would be their respective relationships to the “inside”
versus the “outside” world. Korte’s focus is turned inward, her voice formal and
hermetic, while Henderson turns decisively outward, toward the various mythos
of urban spaces, characters and history. The last few lines of the title poem from
Henderson’s Felix of the Silent Forest speak, like Korte’s poem, to the
complexities of togetherness and aloneness: “Felix sits in any bar 3 or 4 for a
dollar/ Wondering if/ Anyone he loves/ Wonders where he is.” Having devoured
his way through the city “like a dying man wanting everything he sees,” we find
Felix finally in this moment of contemplation, wondering after the broadly
unnamed “anyone.” There is a singular intimacy to this open-ended wondering.
As unrelated as these books may appear, there are moments such as this one
where Henderson and Korte’s lines of inquiry intersect, and I as a reader can feel
both of them searching through language in affiliate modes.

Like Korte, Henderson continued his evolution as a writer, scholar, activist and
teacher in the years following the publication of his first book. He returned to
California in the early 1970s and helped direct the University Without Walls in
Berkeley, in addition to teaching poetry at UC Berkeley. Jimi Hendrix: Voodoo
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Child of the Aquarian Age, Henderson’s exhaustively-researched definitive
biography of Hendrix, was first published in 1978 (and saw two reprints in 1981
and 2003).21 Henderson published several more collections of poetry, and
recorded his poems on records with Ornette Coleman and Sun Ra. (My own
father played these records for me when I was a baby in Winters, California—
which means that David Henderson’s poetry has fallen happily on the ears and in
the hearts of three generations of the Cushing family). Henderson’s entwinement
with other poets continued through and past his years with the Umbra Collective;
in 1991, for instance, he wrote and produced a radio program on the poet Bob
Kaufman on KPFA-FM in Berkeley, bringing together a slate of poets and critics
to celebrate Kaufman’s legacy five years after his death.22

If poets such as Henderson and Korte and are the torch-bearers of their
generation, carrying the living flame of communal-life-as-poetry, then the poems
in these first books are the sparks that initiated them into that role. Even as they
led their various double lives—picket line boss, nun, union organizer, forest
steward—poetry was something that continued (and still continues) in their lives,
an invisible source of heat, of growth. The dedicated work of publishers like di
Prima and Hawley acted as a legitimizing force for these poets, but it also
allowed them to become who they were—making the invisible presence of poesis

21

Jimi Hendrix: Voodoo Child of the Aquarian Age (Doubleday, 1978). A condensed and revised
version was published as ‘Scuse Me While I Kiss the Sky in 1981. In 2003, an expanded version
titled ‘Scuse Me While I Kiss the Sky: The Life of Jimi Hendrix was published by Omnibus.
22
A recording of this program is available on Radio Free Amsterdam:
https://radiofreeamsterdam.org/roots-branches-19-poet-the-life-poetry-of-an-african-americanman/
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materially visible. Together, these poets and publishers subverted the clichéd
images that are now conjured up by the idea of 1960s “counterculture,” and
instead made something enduring, rich, and vital enough to grow old with.
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A Dowsing Rod of the Heart:
Diane di Prima’s Scholarship of Intuition
The whole of modern criticism has as its aim the softening of the statements of
poets, alchemists, philosophers, into something symbolical and therefore twice
removed and digestible without effort and without faith. It is a conspiracy to
render harmless the words of those who would not be silenced. Do you but bring
the blind faith of a child to the works of Paracelsus or of any other great mystic,
and you will find new universes opening before you.
-Diane di Prima, “Paracelsus: An Appreciation”

In her 1965 introduction to a two-volume work of the collected writings of Swiss
15th-century Renaissance physician and alchemist Paracelsus,1 Diane di Prima
dwells on the meaning of the practice of alchemy during the Renaissance in
Europe—a meaning which has been, for the most part, lost in the intervening
centuries. The alchemical transformations wrought by Paracelsus were not
merely precursors to modern chemistry, or attempts or to manipulate
supernatural forces for ego-driven purposes. They were, rather, a merging of the
spiritual and the material worlds, performed using the self (body, mind, heart) of
the practitioner as a critical meeting point. Di Prima writes that the famous
transmutation of base metals into gold

...was merely a discipline designed to make perfect an imperfect man, in
other words, to lead to enlightenment. The metallic transmutation could

1

Felix Morrow, publisher of University Press, printed this two-volume collection of the writings of
Paracelsus, translated by A.E. Waite, in 1965. Waite, a scholar of Western occult and esoteric
traditions, was also the co-creator of the famous Rider-Waite tarot deck. Di Prima was asked by
Morrow to write the introduction, which she titled “Paracelsus: An Appreciation.” This essay appears
as “Paracelsus: An Appreciation” in The Alchemical Tradition in the Late Twentieth Century,
edited by Richard Grossinger (Berkeley: North Atlantic Books, 1984).
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not be accomplished without the spiritual transformation. It was a
coincident and parallel process...This was not symbolism, but something
much closer to literal speech, a fine line between the two which has been
lost to us, and to our language.2

In the years that followed her discovery of Paracelsus’ teachings, di Prima used
her work as a poet to recuperate this lost subtlety between symbolism and
speech, and the imperatives for change that speech creates. Ever skeptical of
strictly-metaphorical readings of texts, she instead approached the writings of
forebears (such as Percy Bysshe Shelley, Dante, and Paracelsus himself), as
well as the messages of mythic archetypes, as material to be used directly for
inner transformation. This interpretive method emerged strongly in the early
1970s with her ongoing poetic epic, Loba. Throughout the 1980s and 90s, di
Prima applied this approach to her teaching at the San Francisco Institute for
Magickal3 and Healing Arts (SIMHA) and her teaching of esoteric and hermetic
traditions at the New College of California. She also applied it to her readings of
Romantic poetry.

In this chapter, I look at some of the ways di Prima used this principle of faith she
names as essential to understanding Paracelsus in her own poetry and

2

Di Prima, “Paracelsus: An Appreciation,” 1965, p. x.
Di Prima uses the archaic spelling of “magick” (as opposed to “magic”) in accord with Aleister
Crowley’s differentiation between the two spellings. According to Crowley, “magick” refers to ritual
and occult manifestation of the Will, while “magic” refers to staged magic shows or other
mundane or figurative sense of the “magical.” See Crowley, Magick in Theory and Practice
(1929).
3
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scholarship during these years of her life. Using some of di Prima’s unfinished
and unpublished writings, I trace the “coincident and parallel processes” of
material/spiritual transformation occurring therein. One way that di Prima realized
this process of transformation was by writing in an ongoing mode, as with Loba,4
a poem that was conceived as always expanding, never closed. Another way of
realizing this process for di Prima was a method of intuitive scholarship, a closereading of canonical texts using hermetic principles of interpretation. In this
chapter, I look at di Prima’s close reading of Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound from
1984, and her first Loba chapbook, published in 1973. In both cases, di Prima
approaches language—the language of myth, the language of magic— not as
something removed from reality, but as something alive, vibrating with
consequence, like gold “[rejoicing] in its lucidity and transparency.”5

I.

Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working

One day in the spring of 1984, di Prima sat down on a bench in the Botanical
Garden in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park with a yellow legal pad and a pen.
She was there to make notes for a series of lectures she was giving on Percy
Bysshe Shelley, to be given at the New College of California’s Poetics Program,
where she served as a core faculty member (along with founding members
Duncan McNaughton and Louis Patler, and poets Robert Duncan and David

4

Di Prima’s Revolutionary Letters also features this open-ended generative principle.
Paracelsus’s description of gold: “Gold rejoices in its lucidity and transparency.” Quoted in
“Paracelsus: An Appreciation,” i.
5 From
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Meltzer)6. The lectures would include the biographical details of Shelley’s life, the
sociopolitical conditions of his time and place, and his poetry. She sat in the
humid quiet of the garden, among towering rhododendrons and birds-of-paradise
unfolding their blue and orange blades, and jotted down what her body, mind and
heart had to say about Shelley. But like other immersions into those she
considered poetic masters—Ezra Pound, H.D., Charles Olson, and others—di
Prima brought decades of reading primary and secondary sources from fields
near and far, as well as her experiences of the works in question, and close to a
lifetime of attention to what a poem can be, to the task at hand.

Di Prima’s approach to Shelley’s work for these lectures fits with her larger
ongoing practice of reading and interpreting past masters, a practice
characterized by her thinking of texts as live entities whose meaning is always
evolving, rather than disclosable and fixed. For di Prima, poets’ bodies of work
are akin to the living bodies of friends and family members, or to the shifting
conditions of one’s life: texts are something to remain in a state of close attention
to, to live with and through, without the expectation of ever fully knowing. Part of
this relationship is refusing allegiance based on academically or culturallyadministered literary categories. Di Prima thought about, wrote about and taught

6 The Poetics Program at the New College of California in San Francisco ran from 1980 to 1985.
In addition to giving these lectures at the New College, Di Prima would also speak about Shelley
at St. Marks Poetry Project in New York. See Diane Di Prima, R.D.’s H.D., ed. Ammiel Alcalay,
Lost & Found: CUNY Poetics Document Initiative, Series II, Spring 2011) and David Levi Strauss,
“The Poetics of Instruction: Robert Duncan Teaching” in Disembodied Poetics: Annals of the Jack
Kerouac School, edited by Anne Waldman and Andrew Schelling (Univ. of New Mexico Press,
1994).
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the works of Pound, Olson, H.D., Paracelsus and others for decades, engaging
their singular articulations of knowledge without aligning herself with any one
movement, and without laying claim to critical expertise. Perhaps most
importantly, she allowed these bodies of work to permeate her poetics, making
her own body of work a living dialogue with history.

Di Prima’s lectures on Shelley—which have not been published in full, let alone
critically considered7—marked an important point in her life as a scholar of
Romantic poetry, a movement that resonated massively with the poets who came
to be called the Beats and New American Poets. Indeed, di Prima’s interpretation
of Shelley’s life and work is a crucial document for anyone who seeks to better
know the relationship between the Romantics and the Beats. The two
movements share some obvious aesthetic and ethical hallmarks: the prioritizing
of subjectively immediate impressions; the drive to travel and be immersed in the
extremes of urban and rural environments; rejection of the self-serving ego;
commitment to free love and radical politics. Di Prima’s reading of Shelley
reveals continuities, however, between her poetics (and, by association, “Beat
poetics”) and Romanticism that are entirely her own discoveries.

Throughout her three Shelley lectures, di Prima considers, in detail, ways in
which Shelley himself insisted on making his own knowledge of the world,

7 Lectures 1 and 2 have not been published; the notes to Lecture 3 were published in the fall of
2019 in Series VIII of the Lost & Found: CUNY Poetics Document Initiative, edited by myself,
Ammiel Alcalay and Kate Tarlow Morgan.
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refusing to have his thinking, reading, writing, and being administered by
discourses of power. The forms of power Shelley refused included the critical and
cultural “powers that be” stemming from the Academy and mainstream literary
publishing in early 19th-century England; they also included, quite forcefully,
assertions of political power. Shelley was intent on doing away with the illusion of
neutrality that these forms of power demand, instead forging a poetics of
embracing oneself, one’s real status as a person. This refusal is something that
di Prima has practiced herself from an early age. In her consideration of Shelley,
we find a manifesto of sorts for her own life. A key element of the continuity
between Shelley and di Prima’s poetics emerges when di Prima offers
listeners/readers8 a way into Shelley’s work as mystic practice in the third lecture,
“Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working.” In her approach to Shelley’s lyric
drama, di Prima draws on her extensive knowledge of Hermetic traditions in
order to show readers the truly transformative capacity of Shelley’s writing.9

The first lecture describes Shelley’s early years in England, taking listeners
through his major life events and writings up until 1818, when the Shelleys left
England for Italy. The second lecture follows Shelley from his move to Italy until
his death in 1822, and details the circumstances for the composition of his major

8

Di Prima’s Shelley lectures were originally conceived of as works to be read aloud and heard,
rather than read on the page.
9
Di Prima put together these lectures soon after she initiated and began teaching in the San
Francisco Institute for the Magickal and Healing Arts (SIMHA). She taught courses on traditions in
Western Magick in her apartment or in local community spaces from 1983 into the early 2000s.
The hermetic traditions that Di Prima taught at SIMHA included, notably, her courses on the
“Hidden Religions” (the alchemical and occult teachings of John Dee and Paracelsus), astrology,
tarot, and pre-Christian European religious rites and rituals.
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poems and plays. Throughout these first two lectures, di Prima weaves insights
about the astrological conditions at significant points in Shelley’s life, merging her
astrological analysis with close readings of Shelley’s poems10. She pauses
intermittently in her narrative of Shelley’s life to tell us what’s going on in her
present environment, or to relate a moment in Shelley’s development to
something in her own orbit. In her consideration of Shelley, she reveals him as a
whole person, telling of Shelley’s life as she would the life of a friend. And
indeed, Shelley was someone with whom di Prima shared a deep, at times
personal connection. The first two lectures address her own history of mystic
communication with Shelley, Keats and Byron, figures whose spirits she
summoned and connected with as a young girl.

Throughout the first two lectures, di Prima makes reference to Shelley’s
Prometheus Unbound; according to her, the positive principle of transformation
represented by the figure of Prometheus is something that Shelley was building
toward for most of his short life. A good deal of the biographical information on
Shelley in the first two lectures serves to contextualize Prometheus Unbound,
which di Prima notes was Shelley’s favorite of all his works. The work ostensibly
interprets Aeschylus’ tragedy Prometheus Bound, taking a similar sort of license
with the contours of Aeschylus’ piece as ancient Greek dramatists would have

10 At this point in her life, di Prima was also a devoted student of astrology. In “Paracelsus: An
Appreciation,” she cites Carl Jung’s gloss on the I Ching, which he called ‘a peculiar
interdependence of objective events among themselves and within the subjective state of the
observer.’ Di Prima goes on: “[this] is, of course, the axiom on which astrology, as well as
alchemy in this higher sense—and all magic—is predicated.” p. viii.
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taken themselves with the works of their contemporaries. Prometheus, the other
characters in the lyric drama, and the events that transpire among them function
for Shelley to articulate his singular conceptions of freedom, evil, love, and
revolutionary transformation.

Di Prima’s first two lectures would have prepared listeners, it seems, to
understand the biographical significance of Prometheus Unbound for Shelley.
But in the third lecture, we learn what Prometheus Unbound means to di Prima,
and what it might mean for us—listeners, readers, poets, and practitioners
interested in the outer limits of what poetry can do, its most radical and arcane
capacities. Di Prima’s central claim about Prometheus Unbound is that Shelley
wrote it to enact revolutionary change not in the sense of direct political action,
but in “the realm of the imagination,” the primary inner ground of knowing. “It is
my intention to examine Prometheus Unbound as an inner working—by which
change is evoked, or called forth,” di Prima states at the start of the third lecture;
she means change in the sense of magic as Alastair Crowley defined it, “change
in accordance with will”11. Enacting change in this manner is easier said than
done, but di Prima says that love is the key to its success:
The technique of picturing clearly ‘the desired change’ as the texts call it,
can be developed; to ‘charge it with sufficient energy’ is another matter.
The best ‘conductors’ of human energy are the emotions and of all the

11 Diane di Prima, “Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working,” lecture on Percy Bysshe
Shelley, 1984, published by the Lost & Found: CUNY Poetics Document Initiative, Series VIII, Fall
2019, 3.
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emotions, love. To charge this vision with an affect of love. All truly
magical poetry—true poesis—depends on this12
Di Prima thus traces a direct (magick) relationship between will, love, change,
and true poesis, in a way that is entirely practical, even actionable. She proceeds
to close-read Prometheus Unbound’s four acts, one act at a time. As she does
so, she relates the actions, characters, and language in Shelley’s drama to a
particular set of Hermetic principles: the four elements, the tarot, the
tetragrammaton, the Kabbalistic World, and the formulas of Western magic.13 To
these she adds, for each Act, the process by which transformation takes place
(“purging of the will/purifying of the passions”), the kind of poesis Shelley
deployed, and the part of the Psyche activated by the language.

In the summer of 2016, while I was working with di Prima at her home in San
Francisco, something very exciting happened. Sheppard Powell, di Prima’s
partner, showed me a few folders he’d found on a shelf in the living room. Inside
were neatly gathered 8.5 x 14” pages from a yellow legal pad; they were the
original notes for the Shelley lectures that di Prima had written on her bench in
the Botanical Gardens in 1984. Encountering the crinkly yellow pages, the
looping handwriting, the fluid aliveness of the ink, I could suddenly see and feel
Di Prima 32 years before, among the plants and flowers, writing things down.
12

Ibid., p. 5
For example, di Prima writes “The first Act belongs to Fire, as Prometheus does; the Yod in the
tetragrammaton; to the Wands in the tarot; and in the formula of Western magic To Will; to Know;
to Dare; and to be Silent: the verb of the first Act is to Will.” (Prometheus Unbound lecture p. 11;
italics mine). A full list of the hermetic cognates that di Prima finds in Prometheus Unbound
appears in Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working.
13
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These notes had not been read before, by anyone other than di Prima herself
and perhaps Sheppard. I began to read the notes alongside the typed lecture
transcriptions, and found that for the first two lectures, the information conveyed
in the notes and the transcripts corresponded closely.

But when I got to the third lecture on Prometheus Unbound, there was a
difference. While the transcription for this lecture provided a cohesive
reproduction of what di Prima had said, these newly-discovered notes offered a
direct transmission of how she thought in the moment of composing her ideas. I
found myself looking at two related but distinct texts: the first, a smooth, readable
prose version of di Prima’s insights into Shelley’s lyric drama; the second, the
wild progenitor of that prose, a constellation of insights that read more like a long,
ecstatic poem.

Indeed, the Prometheus Unbound notes appear as several different types of text
at once. They are part poem, part literary analysis, part pragmatic instructions in
the magickal arts. There is a marvelous interfold of “inner workings” at play in
these notes: a poet (di Prima) studies another poet’s (Shelley’s) formula for inner
working, intending to give a lecture on it; the notes themselves are the inner,
originary basis for the lecture, their own urtext for an inner working. As Shelley
was himself working in response to Aeschylus’ ancient drama Prometheus
Bound, there is the distinct sense of a dialogue occurring across many centuries,
inner working as a conversation through lineage: di Prima speaking back to
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Shelley, Shelley speaking back to Aeschylus. I set to work typing up the notes,
page-by-page. In turning the pages, reading the words and typing them out, I had
the sense that I myself was activating something, transforming my own reality
through these poets’ lively, time-altering, space-bending exchange.

II. “Swiftness and Yearning”
In approaching di Prima’s analysis of Shelley’s life and work, it’s important to
have a sense of her ongoing, lifelong relationship with Percy Bysshe Shelley
himself.

Di Prima recognized herself as a poet and made a solemn commitment, at age
14, to live a poet’s life. As a student at Manhattan’s Hunter College High School
in the late 1940s, she befriended a group of fellow poets and intellectuals—all
young women—who dubbed themselves The Branded, because they all bore the
unmistakable marks of “otherness” against the backdrop of an intensely
repressed and repressive culture. The Branded was composed of about half a
dozen young women (among them Audre Lorde) who gathered together in the
mornings before class to read poetry and recite their own verses to each other.
Among the members of The Branded, three of them agreed that they would
“belong” to three Romantic poets—Byron, Keats and Shelley—by devoting
themselves totally to their chosen poets’ work, life and personage. Di Prima
belonged to Keats, while her two other friends belonged to Byron and Shelley,
respectively.
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On the surface, this “belonging” could be likened to teenage girls in the 1960s
professing devotion to a particular Beatle (or, in my own adolescence, to a
particular member of a “boy band” such as The Backstreet Boys or NSYNC.) But
there was a depth and seriousness to di Prima and her friends’ involvement with
these poets that surpassed teenybopper fandom, and which provides clues for
how di Prima would go on to evolve as a poet. The Branded studied not only the
poetry of these three figures, but their letters and prose as well. They came to
know them well. The three would hold séances during their sleepovers at one of
the girls’ houses, at which they would carefully conjure the spirit of the poet they
wished to communicate with. In her first lecture, di Prima describes her early
firsthand encounters with these figures:
Byron came in most like a ghost, he was a figure. He moved like a ghost
and there was the limp. Keats was a shadow, a form of darkness cut out
of darkness and, too, there was his voice. Somehow only I heard it and
heard it in my ear. There was a stillness about him. Shelley was a light.
Swiftness and yearning. He was too bright to look on. He was bright.14
As she grew up, di Prima Didn’t “outgrow” or abandon her practice of summoning
the Romantic poets—Keats and Shelley particularly—but rather deepened her
communication with them, and raised the stakes of importance for their
conversations.15

14

Diane di Prima, “Part I: The Life in England,” unpublished lecture on Percy Bysshe Shelley,
1984, p. 1.
15 Di Prima describes some of these encounters in Recollections of My Life as a Woman. For
example, when she became pregnant with her first child in 1957, she tells of summoning the spirit
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In the middle of her first lecture on Shelley, Di Prima departs from her narration
of Shelley’s life to speak directly to the poet.

Fig. 10. Sample page from di Prima’s Shelley lecture notes. (Photo by Iris Cushing; image
courtesy of the Estate of Diane di Prima.)

This interlude occurs when di Prima is describing Shelley’s visit to Ireland in
1811, where he distributed his political pamphlet titled “Address to the Irish
People.”16 In my own conversations with di Prima, she’s described the process of

of Keats in order to ask him if it would be possible for her to be a mother and a poet at the same
time. She trusted Keats more than anyone living. Keats informed her that simultaneous
motherhood and poethood would not be possible; di Prima narrates her decision to defy Keats’
wishes and have a child anyway.
16 Ed Sanders relates an episode following Shelley’s time in Ireland in Investigative Poetry, which
gives some insight into Shelley’s ongoing contention with the British government (as well as the
benefits of the elite class status that Shelley enjoyed). Sanders quotes the following information
from a biographical sketch in a 1901 Cambridge edition of Shelley’s Complete Works. As Shelley
was leaving Ireland in April of 1812, he had a box of his books confiscated and inspected by the
British government, who found his reading to be “seditious.” Upon returning to England, he
“amused himself by putting copies of the ‘Declaration of Rights’ (Shelley’s revolutionary pamphlet
from French sources) and a new satirical poem, ‘The Devil’s Walk,’ in bottles and fire balloons,
and setting them adrift by sea and air” (15). At this same time, Shelley sent his servant, Dan
Healey, to post the same pamphlets on public walls in Barnstaple. Healey was subsequently
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communicating with Shelley by way of subconscious dreams and intentional
visioning. In this moment in her lecture, rather than relate Shelley’s life through
the frame of her own telling, she reframes the narrative so that Shelley himself
speaks. Di Prima was in continuous conversation with Shelley as she composed
her lecture, and that this is a small window into an ongoing dialogue. Direct
communications such as this one are key to di Prima’s refusal of ways of
knowing prescribed by mainstream academia; she does not feign critical
neutrality in relation to Shelley. Rather than follow accepted methods of reading
and interpreting the work of a poet from an earlier era, she uses her own
(hermetic) methods to go directly to the source and find out what the poet knows
firsthand. It is, of course, up to the reader/listener to decide whether they believe
di Prima is speaking directly to Shelley. But whether or not they believe, di
Prima’s direct address of Shelley (and her transmission of Shelley’s answer) is
essential to her poetics. It conveys di Prima’s trust in her own will and her own
significance, for she never doubts that a poet of Shelley’s stature would speak
directly to her.
III. “The Shapeliness of the Mind”

arrested and sentenced to eight months’ imprisonment or a fine of 200 pounds. Shelley was
unable to pay the fine, but “provided fifteen shillings a week to make [Healey’s] confinement more
comfortable”(15). Concurrently, the British government dispatched Robert Leeson, an Irish
aristocrat living across the valley from the Shelley family in Wales, to track Shelley’s activities; “it
is known that Shelley was dogged by Leeson, whom he feared long afterwards.” Sanders
mistakenly identifies Leeson as a spy; however, the British government had concurrently hired
two unnamed spies to keep tabs Shelley. See Ed Sanders, Investigative Poetry (City Lights,
1976) and James Bieri, Percy Bysshe Shelley: A Biography: Youth’s Unextinguished Fire, 17921816 (University of Delaware Press, 2004).
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It is from this place of confidence and authority that di Prima informs us as to the
energies Shelley was drawing upon when he composed Prometheus Unbound.
She explains that he composed the lyric drama at a time when the efficacy of
direct political action eluded him. Shelley completed Act III in 1819, the same
year as the infamous Peterloo Massacre in England that prompted his
composition of The Mask of Anarchy, Men of England and “England in 1819”17;
this was also the period in which he articulated his political views in the essay A
Philosophical View of Reform. But with Prometheus Unbound, he became
engaged in making another kind of work entirely, one that activated inner
transformation rather than addressing outer political realities. These
transformations, according to di Prima, “…are not intellectual excursions, but
involve the whole being… this is the order of experiencing through the
imagination that is woven into Prometheus—and that Prometheus is meant to
evoke in us.”18 In her characterization of Shelley’s relationship to the piece, she
casts Shelley as simultaneously a conscious creator of this work, and a medium
for the work to move through of its own accord: “They are chants or incantations

17

The Peterloo Massacre occurred on August 16th, 1819, at St. Peter’s field in Manchester.
Between 60 and 80 thousand people had peacefully gathered in support of Parliamentary reform,
and were about to hear a speech from radical orator Henry Hunt, when the Manchester
Yeomanry and Cavalry violently broke up the crowd, killing 15 people and injuring about 500. The
massacre led to Parliament passing the “Six Acts” a few months later, which limited the people’s
rights to assembly and the rights of the press. Although Shelley was in Italy when the massacre
happened, he read Leigh Hunt’s editorial pieces on the tragedy in The Examiner and drew on
those to compose “The Mask of Anarchy”, a poetic-political dream vision written in the form of a
popular ballad. He submitted the ballad to Hunt for publication in The Examiner, but Hunt did not
publish it until 1832 for fear of government persecution.
18 Di Prima, “Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working,” 30.
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and he is the enchanter. They are magic spells woven for particular and
deliberate ends”.19

Di Prima takes care to differentiate between Shelley’s intentions in writing the
piece, and her method for reading it. While Shelley intended to have the symbolic
events of his lyric drama operate in the realm of his readers’ imagination,
according to di Prima, he himself did not know that Prometheus Unbound could
be read as a magickal working in the way she reads it. As comparative example,
she aligns the “magickal techniques” she finds in Shelley’s work with Giordano
Bruno’s adaptations of the old memory systems20, but qualifies her comparison,
saying “I am not here proposing that Shelley knew Bruno—but that the laws of
inner working—of effecting change through the Imagination charged with Will—
are universal.”21 Di Prima’s way of close-reading the four Acts of Prometheus
Unbound and her finding of a set of hermetic “cognates” stands as her own
synthetic method. Her work in this lecture combines two practices essential to di
Prima’s thinking: rigorous literary analysis driven by her own intuition on the one
hand, and on the other, a will to reveal the magical and mystical valences hidden
in language.

19

Ibid., 3.
Ibid., 4. The Renaissance philosopher and astronomer Giordano Bruno (1548 - 1600), a major
influence on Di Prima, expanded upon and practiced a mnemonic system known as De Umbris
Idearum. Simply put, the system functioned using a set of concentric wheels; the first wheel
contains letters, and in the second wheel each letter of the alphabet is assigned a mythological
figure from Greek antiquity. In the third wheel, each figure is given an action or scene. The
system would allow a person to remember large amounts of texts by assigning a specific
memory-triggering image to each letter of each word. Bruno’s De Umbris Idearum is studied at
length in Francis Yates’ 1966 book The Art of Memory.
21 Ibid., 4.
20
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Clues into di Prima’s thought process can be found in the differences between
her handwritten notes and her lecture transcriptions. Toward the start of the
Prometheus Unbound transcription she states:
There is no evidence, nor am I suggesting, that such a formal, or
deliberate, "inner working" was something that Shelley ever experienced
or used. Only, that
there are certain laws of form—of the shapeliness of the mind
and of the process by which all things move to their perfection
and that Prometheus Unbound in the act of revealing and using that
process, also partakes in it.22
While she makes this claim at the beginning of the lecture, a version of these
sentences comes at the end of the notes, indicating that her insight about “the
shapeliness of mind” came after her close-reading of Shelley’s play. In the notes,
the first part of the sentence is the same, while the second half is different:
There are certain laws of form—of the shapeliness of the
mind
+ of the process by which all things move to their
perfection
and that Prometheus in the act of revealing that
process, also moves thru it.
In the context of this important insight, I find di Prima’s shift in her choice of

22

Ibid., 7.
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verb—from “moves thru” to “partakes” –to be significant, in terms of the
relationship it describes between Shelley, his writing, and the notion of universal
laws of form, or “shapeliness of the mind.” To say that Shelley’s language
“moves through” the laws of form in order to reveal and evoke an inner working
casts the language itself as a neutral entity in relation to those laws. This verb
choice emphasizes the neutrality of Shelley himself: if his writing is “moving
through” a set of universal principles, the language and symbolism of the writing
may very well be “moving through” him as well, as a kind of portal between this
world and “the stuff of the astral light.” But “partakes” indicates a more active
involvement, for to “partake” in something is to participate, join, even enjoy; this
word choice signals that Shelley might have been partaking in the inner working
that his lyric drama evokes. The version in the lecture transcription also adds the
verb “using,” a gesture toward the practical usefulness of “the process by which
all things move to their perfection.” It seems that between the initial composition
of her ideas and the more “finished” version, di Prima subtly shifted Shelley’s
(and Prometheus Unbound’s) agency in relation to the principles of inner working
from passive and receptive to active and participatory. Given the importance of
precision, this change in terms does not strike me as random. But the question of
Shelley’s own agency in the composition of Prometheus Unbound as a magickal
working remains a slippery one.

Whatever the degree of awareness and control Shelley had over the inner
working encoded in Prometheus Unbound, di Prima makes it clear that sound is
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the piece’s real instrumental force, touching the imagination and setting its work
in motion. Sound operates on several levels. The listening to and hearing of
sounds—commands, echoes, chants—is a recurring theme in Prometheus
Unbound itself; it is the catalyst for many of the drama’s main events, as in the
first scene of Act II, when Panthea and Asia follow a dream-voice into the cave of
the Demogorgon. In her analysis of this scene, Di Prima describes in detail
Panthea’s telling of her remembered dream to her sister Asia, Prometheus’ lover.
As Panthea is recounting her dream, in which “…his pale, wound-worn limbs fell
from Prometheus, and the azure night/Grew radiant with the glory of that form
which lives unchanged within,”23, the two sisters suddenly hear a mysterious
voice calling “Follow! Follow!”24 Di Prima lingers over the transformation initiated
by the emergence of this voice. In her notes she considers the multiple functions
of “follow”:
And that in fact is what [Panthea and Asia] + we have been doing—
follow[ing] the Ariadne’s thread of the dream thru the mind, clue by clue—
to come to the dream’s—the heart’s—command:
O FOLLOW, FOLLOW.
In her notes, di Prima names the dream-voice chanting “follow, o follow” as a
“refrain, or mantra,” granting it connotations that are both musical and mystical,
capable of leading readers Pied Piper-like into the symbolic unknown of the dark
cave. The command to follow operates on Panthea and Asia, di Prima claims,

23

Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Major Works, ed. Zachary Leader and Michael O’Neill (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2009), 260.
24 Ibid., 262.
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but it also operates on us as readers of and listeners to Shelley’s language. She
uses this moment in the play to demonstrate the heart-purifying effects of Act I as
a necessary precursor for the changes that will occur in Act II:
When the heart is purified, we can hear.
First we hear the dream—the internalized voice—which manifests in
images + points in a direction. Then we are led by sound—
By sounds.

The irresistible sounds lead Panthea and Asia (and us, Shelley’s listeners) to a
dark place of utter silence—“the dark mystery at the heart of the world”25. This
place is the locus for the changes that will lead Demogorgon to bring down
Jupiter and, ultimately, set Prometheus free; in making a direct link between this
process and readers’ own inner freedom, di Prima shows how sound works as a
method for our own imaginative liberation.

Of course, the aural power of poetry being spoken was something that di Prima
had been engaging with for most of her life. At the time that she composed her
analysis of Shelley, di Prima had also been studying Buddhism for 20 years,
working with teachers such as Shunryu Suzuki and Trungpa Rinpoche whose
practices included chanting mantras as a way of conditioning one’s mind.
Incantation was also an essential component in the hermetic practices that di

25Di

Prima, “Prometheus Unbound as a Magickal Working,” 18.
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Prima studied and taught26. Coming from this intimate knowledge of how to work
with sound, di Prima examines the ways that sound is instrumentalized for
Shelley. In her second lecture on Shelley’s life in Italy, for example, we learn that
Shelley was translating Goethe’s Faust from the German in the last months of his
life. Di Prima cites a letter to John Gisborne in which Shelley quotes a line from
Faust when describing his happiness being on his boat on the waters outside
Lerici: “…and if the past and future could be obliterated, the present would
content me so well that I could say with Faust to the passing moment, ‘Remain
thou, thou art so beautiful'”27. This phrase, di Prima observes, is what Faust says
when making his fateful bargain with Mephistopheles: “Verweile doch, du bist so
schön!!” Di Prima finds that, in uttering these words in his letter, “Shelley was
uttering a magical formula.”28 Once uttered, the intention expressed in such a

26

In her teachings on European occult philosophical systems of this time, di Prima finds
numerous practical relationships between sound, poetry and the body. For example, in her
lecture “Light/And Keats”, given in June of 1975 as part of the Talking Poetics series at Naropa
University, di Prima draws on 15th-century occultist Cornelius Agrippa’s Natural and Occult
Philosophy to illustrate the connection between sound, vocality and chanting as transformative
acts. She quotes a passage from Agrippa:
Singing can do more than the sound of an instrument, inasmuch as it, arising by
an Harmonial consent from the conceit of the mind, and imperious affection of
the fantasy and heart, easily penetrateth by motion, with the refracted welltempered Air, the aerious spirit of the hearer, which is the bond of soul and body,
and transferring the affection and mind of the Singer with it, It moveth the
affection of the hearer by his affection, and the hearer’s fantasy by his fantasy,
and mind by his mind, and striketh the mind, and striketh the heart, and pierceth
even to the inwards of the soul, and by little and little, infuseth even dispositions;
moreover it moveth and stoppeth the members of the humors of the body…
From Talking Poetics from the Naropa Institute: Annals of the Jack Kerouac School of
Disembodied Poetics, ed. Anne Waldman and Marilyn Webb (Shambhala Publications, 1978),
13-14.
27 Di Prima, Diane, “Part II: The Italian Years,” unpublished lecture on Percy Bysshe Shelley,
1984, p. 47. Di Prima quotes p. 134 of Shelley’s letters here; in her lecture, she mistakenly notes
that the letter was written to Byron, when in fact it was addressed to Gisborne.
28 Ibid., 48.
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formula can’t be taken back. Shelley died at sea about three weeks after this
utterance. In di Prima’s poetics and metaphysics, sound is a medium by which
messages are put forth and received, and therefore must be made with great
care. Her deep reading of Shelley’s life and work reveals how very high the
stakes are for what is embodied through sound.

If Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound uses sound to guide listeners in a method for
direct experience through the imagination, di Prima’s notes for her lecture stands
as a kind of sound score, a set of aural instructions for practicing the inner
working contained in Shelley’s play. The words that di Prima jotted down on her
yellow legal pad have clear sonic resonance, along with visual dynamism in
terms of their use of space and punctuation, and in this way, they have much in
common with her poems. The quality of aliveness that pervades di Prima’s poetry
is at play in her writings on Shelley; this is reflective of her lifelong approach to
Shelley as a poet and a person, which she speaks about in her first lecture,
saying, “A Shelley poem is not something for me to reach out and touch with my
mind, but something I stand in the midst of, like a wind, or a river. Matter in
motion, creative of light. An energy of transformation—the dynamic and not the
form.”29 Her experience of Shelley’s poems as living entities imbued with motion
carries over to her sense of Shelley’s own life, in which sound and movement
were the constituents of poetry and of life itself: “You cannot know Shelley unless
you know his life. He stood in the midst of it as a wind—The poems are his voice

29

Di Prima, “Part I: The Life in England”, unpublished lecture on Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1984, 2.
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joined to the sound of the wind.”30 Di Prima’s profound insight into Shelley’s work
results from the close attention she has paid to the motions of his life, a life that,
like her own, included a good deal of suffering. But the ability to understand and
reveal the truly liberating capacities of language is another gift the two poets
share. In her innovative interpretation of Prometheus Unbound, di Prima shows
us potentials of power within the work that hadn’t been revealed before, using her
own self-made body of knowledge. In her broader considerations of Shelley for
these lectures, di Prima often made use of her actual body and her own
immediate spiritual conditions as ways into knowing Shelley’s being. In one of
her lectures, she narrates her pause to lie down and attend to her sciatica. In the
midst of this rest, she writes:
How often Shelley hurt when he wrote. I want to stand in the place where
the ghost is and feel his presence. But I am supposed to be writing a
lecture—a lecture is factual, it stands outside.
I cannot reconcile these points of view. I have not yet succeeded in
reconciling them in my life. This paper is full of hiatuses—of sudden shifts
of perspective. I keep trying this subject: Shelley's life, from different
angles, as if it was a still-life. It was far from still.
I am not quite content with any of it, I cannot take hold. I take hold of it in
any way that I can. If the ghost doesn't stand still, I cannot stand in his
"spot." It is instead still this question of facing into the wind.31

30
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IV. 1973: Turning toward Loba
Over a decade before her sustained engagement with Shelley’s writing as a form
of hermetic “working,” di Prima brought her rigorous immersion in arcane forms
of knowledge to a mythological archetype, with her sprawling epic poem, Loba.
Loba represents an important turn in di Prima’s poetics, and in her practices of
poetry, research and spiritual study. Initiated in 1971—when she was in her late
30s and had already lived what seems like several lifetimes, including running a
theatre and a press, publishing seven books, and raising her five children—the
Loba poems activate di Prima’s years-long engagement with the infinitelygenerative sacred female principle, distilled into a particularly canine archetypal
form. Loba Part I was first gathered in 1973, in this chapbook published by
Robert Durand of Capra Press and Noel Young of Yes! Press. It would go
through numerous published (and unpublished) iterations before culminating in a
1998 edition put out by Penguin Poets, Loba Parts I-XV, over 300 pages long
and representing decades di Prima spent in the presence of the wolf goddess. Di
Prima imagined Loba as a work ever in progress, an epoch of indefinable limits.
Indefinability was an essential part of the poem’s generation; the poet set out to
make a text that mirrored the human evolution of the sacred feminine—bringing
in imaginative responses to ancient traditions, and making them her own.

Before setting off on the 27-year-long journey of writing and publishing Loba, di
Prima had been through at least three major turns in her own evolution as a poet.
She’d published a handful of collections of her early poetry and translations;
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she’d written a potboiler erotic novel, Memoirs of a Beatnik, which earned her
both acclaim and notoriety; and had reached thousands of fellow activist-poets
with her Revolutionary Letters, a series of anarchic-manifesto-epistolary poems
distributed nationally through the Liberation News Service. The threads of
mythological and spiritual tradition that di Prima brought together when she
started composing Loba had been present in her life, however, since the 1950s.
While living in New York’s East Village, di Prima had immersed herself in
numerous metaphysical and hermetic texts. She worked at the Phoenix
Bookshop (under Larry Wallrich’s ownership) and frequented public libraries. The
Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa, The Vedas, The Tibetan Book of the
Dead, H.D.’s Helen in Egypt: di Prima studied these texts closely, learning their
systems and formulating her own synthesis of the principles that undergirded
them.

The depth of di Prima’s engagement with these texts is a primary instance of her
remarkable autodidacticism, and her willingness to apply what she learned to her
own life. When her best friend, the dancer Fred Herko, leapt to his death from a
sixth-story window in the autumn of 1964, she initiated a prayer cycle for Herko’s
spirit, as outlined in The Tibetan Book of the Dead, and brought her and Herko’s
community in to complete the forty-nine-day practice32. The following year, 1965,
found di Prima living at Dr. Rammurti Mishra’s Ananda Ashram in upstate New
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Di Prima recorded her reflections on Herko’s death in a daily journal, which she kept for a year,
from October 1964-October 1965. These reflections culminated in a book titled Spring and
Autumn Annals, which is forthcoming from City Lights Books.
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York with her family, studying Vedanta yoga. It was during this time, in between
singing satsang with the other seekers and cooking macrobiotic meals, that di
Prima dove into the writings of Paracelsus. In Recollections of My Life as A
Woman, di Prima writes of her early encounters with Paracelsus’ alchemical
teachings:
…there was a part of me that recognized even what was the most obscure
in those pages as inevitable and true. It was the same organ of recognition
that is at work when one’s whole being says “yes” to a painting, a piece of
music, even though it’s like nothing we’ve known before…There is some
infallible mechanism in us, something like a dowsing rod of the heart, and
it moves in us sometimes—moves seldom, but with total authority.33
In the years that followed, di Prima further cultivated the “total authority” she
found in her early encounters with the alchemical tradition. She brought this
authority to her studies of the traditions that compose the mythic vocabulary
found in Loba; these include figures from Pre-Christian European folklore,
elements of Indigenous American mythology, and the female Hindu deity Kali,
bringer of death, destruction and divine liberation. In conceiving of her Loba
figure, di Prima imagined a being that was at once eternally present and everchanging, much like the ancient figures and stories she drew upon. The intimacy
with which di Prima approached the archetypes woven throughout Loba also
reflects the poet’s sense of her own being: a creature rooted in both flesh and
spirit, an agent of simultaneous creation and destruction.

33

Di Prima, Recollections of My Life as A Woman, 423.
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Upon opening the 1973 edition of Loba, readers are met with a frontispiece,
drawn by artist Josie Grant: a naked woman with the head of a wolf, flying on the
back of a stingray among craggy mountains, beneath the phases of the moon.

Fig. 11. Frontispiece for Loba drawn by Josie Grant, 1973. (Courtesy of the Estate of Diane di
Prima).

The same wolf-woman reappears in a drawing preceding the “Loba I” part of the
book, this time beside a river. Head thrown back, she’s engaged in sexual
ecstasy with Actaeon at the moment of his transformation into a stag, among
snakes and other part-animal, part-human creatures.
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Fig. 12. Drawing for Loba Part I by Josie Grant, 1973. (Courtesy of the Estate of Diane di Prima.)

These illustrations aid the visualization of the erotic principles of transformation at play
in Loba. Indeed, throughout the poems in this first gathering, the erotic and the liminal or
transformative are inextricable from each other. The erotic capacity of the Loba figure
expands, however, to include a vast spectrum of female experience. The book’s
opening pages interrogate a shape-shifting woman-wanderer: “with roving eyes do you
wander/ hot for quick love do you wander/ weeping your dead//naked you walk…” The
opening lyrics’ incantatory refrains allude again and again to the image of a woman who
constantly changes forms as she wanders. This figure is cast as a witch (“shadows you
are, that fall on crossroads”), a mythic seductress (“You flick long cocks of satyrs with
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your tongue”), and as a beaten, hungry, or mourning woman (“mumbling and crying do
you wander”… “battered by drunk men you wander”). This opening section concludes
with a chant: “I am you/ and I must become you/ I have been you/ and I must become
you/ I am always you/ and I must become you.”1

“I am you/and I must become you”: throughout these poems, di Prima identifies herself
with Loba, emphasizing the process of becoming: a state of active change, of being inbetween forms. The poems offer allusions to di Prima’s own experiences with cosmic
liminality. A mother of five children when she published this chapbook, she refers to her
own abortion in Loba’s opening pages: “You kill on steel tables/you birth in black
beds/fetus you tore out stiffens in snow/it rises like new moon/you moan in your sleep.”2
The chapbook contains numerous moments such as this, where di Prima recognizes
herself as creator and killer, a living manifestation of the voracious wolf-mother. But her
primary mode of address to Loba in these poems is one of questioning. She wonders
aloud about the archetype she envisions, or poses possibilities (“If you do not come
apart like bread in her hands, she falls like steel on your heart”3) without foreclosing on
definitive answers. This method constitutes a poetics of indeterminacy that is crucial for
di Prima. The poet’s habit of asking (as opposed to claiming) allows the Loba figure to
remain in continuous flux.

1

Diane di Prima, Loba Part 1 (Santa Barbara: Capra Press), 1973, 9-13.
Ibid., 34.
3 Ibid., 26.
2
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The interrogative refrains in Loba carry over into a kind of incantation, a performative
calling-into-being that actively changes the heart and mind of the reader/listener4.
Repetition (of phrases, images, questions) is an essential element of the incantation di
Prima presents in Loba; the effect of these repetitions is an attunement on the part of
the poet (and, by proxy, the reader), an openness to the reception of signals. Toward
the middle of this collection, di Prima writes, “Signals. Does she stream, in wind,/ her
nose riding channels/ of the seven rays…”5 Just as the wolf-goddess uses her nose to
receive signals from the wind, the poet uses language to receive signals from the
ancient world, and from sources of knowledge invisible to the rational mind.
The instrumentalizing of writing and reading as practical methods for building intuition is
a thread that runs throughout di Prima’s work both with Shelley and with Loba. These
methods stand as overt rebellions to culturally-administered systems of thought and
belief. When she wrote in her 1965 introduction to the work of Paracelsus that “the
whole of modern criticism has as its aim the softening of the statements of poets,
alchemists, philosophers, into something symbolical and therefore twice removed and
digestible without effort and without faith,” she was refusing the reductive project of
academic literary criticism as she knew it (even if her assessment of “the whole of
modern criticism” was, itself, overly reductive). Instead, she embraced a method of
making both scholarship and poetry that was based on firsthand experience. Indeed, in
both her poetry and her reading of poets like Shelley, she used the writing process itself

4

In its incantatory capacity, Loba shares DNA with a somewhat contemporary work, Anne Waldman’s
Fast Speaking Woman (1975)—a text which itself draws from the Mazatec curandera María Sabina’s
incantatory poems.
5 Di Prima, Loba Part 1, 9-13.
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as a means of discovery, much as an alchemist enters her laboratory not yet knowing
what underlying principles of matter she’ll find. The ever-expanding nature of Loba’s
composition expresses a willingness to keep returning to the space of mythic
imagination, to keep attending to its complexity. In di Prima’s readings of Shelley,
historical knowledge of Shelley’s life merges with extensive knowledge about hermetic
systems, constituting a new kind of historiography of the Romantic poet.
Criticism is not the only system of knowledge di Prima approaches in this way. Both of
these projects of di Prima’s strike me as important examples of her reclaiming the
meaning of “religion.” Having been raised in a time and place in which (mainstream)
religion was a source of extreme oppression, di Prima dedicated much of her life to
articulating the value of religious ritual—and indeed, religious devotion—in ways that
were the opposite of oppressive. The holistic unity of poetry with religious ritual was
essential to this work. In her introduction to Paracelsus, she pinpoints the identity of
“medicine” and “religion” in the alchemical tradition, emphasizing that while these
practices seem esoteric, they are (like poetry) entirely practical. She writes,
It was possible, by looking into the heart of matter to study the matter of the
heart. The alchemist’s laboratory was the place where the secrets of man’s
essential nature surfaced, and were explored. And as the outer and the inner
were one, there could be no basic antagonism between faith and reason,
between experimental truth and the truth of intuition...To live one’s life in
harmony with the cosmos, to understand its laws and workings, was not only an
ideal of philosophy, but practical commonsense. It was at once the root of the art
of medicine, and a high expression of religion.6

6 Di

Prima, “Paracelsus: An Appreciation,” 1965, p. vii.
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My Memoirs of a Beatnik

Memoirs of a Beatnik was written by Diane di Prima in the winter of 1968, soon after her
arrival in San Francisco. She came to San Francisco with four children in tow and took
up residence in a large but inexpensive house on Page Street with a sizable crew of
friends and fellow artists and activists. In the book’s afterword, “Writing Memoirs”
(written in 1987 and itself a fascinating and overlooked piece of di Prima’s life writing),
she describes the circumstances that led to her writing of the book. Of the multifarious
array of Diggers, artists, poets, musicians, small children, and bohemians she lived with
at the time, none of them was earning an income, and someone had to pay for
everyone’s food and rent. This was a role di Prima had undertaken whilst living in
several “pads” in New York before her exodus, working a variety of jobs (art model,
temp secretary) in order to earn the livelihood to support a rag-tag brood. In the winter
of 1968, however, she got in touch with Maurice Girodias, publisher of Olympia Press’s
“For Adult Readers” series of erotic novels, to take him up on an offer he’d made her
before she left New York. Di Prima had “written the sex scenes for a couple of dull and
innocuous novels [Girodias] had purchased as skeleton plots to which the prurient
interest had to be added, like oregano to tomato sauce.”1 She was now embarking on
writing an erotic novel of her own.

1

Diane di Prima, Memoirs of a Beatnik (San Francisco: Last Gasp, 1988), 136.
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In a 2016 conversation with di Prima about the composition of the book, she told me
that there had been some suggestion in the beginning of the process that she might
write under an assumed name, but that Girodias had offered her an enticing sum of
money to write it using her real name. Di Prima was already a published poet with some
name recognition, and Girodias felt that the “realism” conferred by this fact would add
significant appeal to the novel’s pornographic premise. Still, according to both di Prima
and (to hear her tell it) Girodias, there was never an expectation that the erotic novel di
Prima would write would be a work of strict autobiography. She wrote the novel in
stages, in the morning before the activities of her motley family got into full swing. Di
Prima writes,

As time went on I got more and more into the book, especially the remembering
and recreating of that earlier time, those early fifties in The City. I would play Bird,
or Clifford Brown, or Miles’ “Walking” over and over as I wrote, and tiny perfect
memories of long-forgotten rooms, and scenes, and folks would take me over—
which is of course one of the joys of writing prose, and one I was tasting there for
the first time.[...] Gobs of words would go off to New York whenever the rent was
due, and come back with “MORE SEX” scrawled across the top in Maurice’s
inimitable hand, and I would dream up odd angles of bodies or weird
combinations of humans and cram them in and send it off again.2
Memoirs of a Beatnik was written, then, as a hybrid of actual memories and invented
sex scenes. It was di Prima’s first time writing a book of narrative prose,3 an experience

2

Ibid.,137.
Di Prima’s book of prose poems Dinners and Nightmares was published in 1961; while the poems are
related somewhat Memoirs of a Beatnik, they are, on the whole, more fragmentary than Memoirs, which
makes a fairly straightforward narrative arc.
3
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that gave her pleasure: this pleasure, I propose, is one of the book’s unexamined
subtexts. It was her first time writing a book for money. In spite of the book’s “nonrespectable” origins and content, it was read widely outside of its original pornographic
audience, and became an integral part of di Prima’s reputation as a writer and cultural
figure. “I’m really glad I wrote the book,” di Prima writes in the afterword, “and wrote it
when I did, before the world of the West completely took me: reading it now, there’s
much that I don’t remember, that I read like someone else’s story.”4 The writing of
Memoirs had the effect of preserving an era in di Prima’s life for her that might
otherwise have been lost.

To consider this book is, for me, to revisit an era of my own life, to recognize the force
that the book had in shaping my most intimate sensibilities. Many critics who have
written about Memoirs of a Beatnik problematize the fact that it’s not really a memoir,
that it was written for hire, that it traffics (at some points) in clichés about “beatnik”
women. I would like to offer a much more personal reading of this book, one that moves
from my reading of the book as an adolescent (before questions of veracity or
verisimilitude mattered to me) to my own conversations with di Prima about the book’s
composition and meaning in her life. In doing so, my aim is to present a new vision of
Memoirs of a Beatnik: not only as an important work of, as Beat scholar Mary Paniccia
Carden calls it, “proto-feminist erotica,”5 but as a vital instance of a writer’s
unprecedented poesis, using the raw materials of memory and identity.

4
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I.

December 2001, Woodland, CA

I sat on a stool at the counter in the Hollowells’ kitchen, facing the window over the sink
that looked to the south. Mari stood behind me, brushing my long, curly hair down my
back, starting with the brush near the tips of my hair and working it gradually upwards,
getting the tangles out. When she pulled the hair out to its full length, the ends reached
the small of my back. She handled it expertly, lovingly, and I felt a vertiginous pleasure
as the familiar weight of it was turned, lifted, and braided by her strong hands. Terry,
Loie’s mom, tapped the ash from the end of a joint into the sink and turned to pass it to
me. I took a deep drag and then handed the joint to Loie, who sat beside me eating
cookies from a tray. There were always homemade cookies, brownies, cake out on the
counter at the Hollowell house. The house had once been a barn, and the high ceiling
gave the room a timeless quality, like sitting in the kitchen of a medieval castle. Low,
warm light from lamps lit the strands of my hair as Mari brushed them back from my
face. As my high came on, I felt my will tiptoe to its very edge, a sensation like preparing
to jump off a cliff into deep water.

It was night, and winter. Our reflections shone in the window, which looked out onto the
pitch-black deep-country darkness. Mari, Loie and I were home for Christmas vacation,
having returned to our hometown of Woodland from the fascinating and far-flung places
where we were attending college (Mari, a year older than Loie and me, was a
sophomore at UC Davis; I was a freshman at UC Santa Cruz, and Loie at UC Santa
Barbara). Chatter about dorm life, classes, crushes, parties, politics, cafeteria food, jam-
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band sessions, campouts on the beach filled the room scented with pot smoke and the
remains of dinner. Being there in that familiar room with my best friends from high
school, from childhood, sharing the respective new lives we had found now that we’d
left home—a giddiness ran through me, an awe at the plain fact that I had done it. I had
grown up. Had left home. Although we were eighteen and nineteen, my girlfriends and I
were meeting for the first time not as girls, but as women.

“Okay, you ready?” Mari asked. Terry rifled through a drawer beside the sink and came
up with a pair of shears, handing them across the counter to her. I sighed, nodded. My
eyes instinctively closed and my breath stilled as Mari placed the scissors near the nape
of my neck and opened the blades. In a few swift gestures, opening, closing, fiber-onmetal friction, my thick braid fell into Mari’s waiting hand.

I opened my eyes, raised my hands instinctively to the sides of my head. As if for the
first time, I felt the air surround my ears and neck. My head felt like it would float off of
my shoulders. Mari dropped the scissors and the braid, and we rushed to the bathroom
so that I could look in the mirror.

Someone I knew well—myself—and yet someone unrecognizable appeared in that
family-bathroom mirror, smudged with fingerprints and toothpaste. My face was still
dotted with teenage acne, round with childhood baby-fat. The sudden absence of my
waist-length curls revealed angles of my own face I’d never seen before. I shook my
head vigorously, stunned by the lightness, the unburdening. The hair had been growing
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out for most of my life. In elementary school, I had once come home from school with
lice, and my mother had cut my hair short in order to simplify the delousing process.
After that, I resolved to grow my hair long, and aside from the occasional trim, that is
what I did. Curly hair gains length much slower than straight hair, and so it was some
years before my hair reached my shoulders. Then it reached the middle of my back,
then further, and I could almost wear it, Lady Godiva-like. My female idols were
longhaired women: Veronica Lake, Janis Joplin, the figures in Pre-Raphaelite painting,
in Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights. The total power of the divine feminine seemed to
dwell in my hair, which everyone praised for its curliness and abundance.

Back in the Hollowells’ kitchen, Terry placed my braid in a Ziploc bag and handed it to
me. It was perhaps 15 inches long. A record of my life thus far: a rope that contained
the knowledge of everything that had happened in that time, matter that held memory.
Mari and I said goodnight and drove back to Fourth Street, where our families lived
across the street from each other.

Alone in my old bedroom, I stroked my neck, ran my fingers along the back of my head.
I put the braid in the top drawer of a desk. Everything that had happened in my
childhood: the ruptures, the joys, the silences, the terror. The endless losses. The
music. The births of siblings, the deaths of uncles, grandparents, pets. The separations
and divorces. The long, ecstatic hikes through the Sierra Nevada mountains. The
poverty. The beatings. The falling in love with poetry. The discoveries of private
knowledge. The friends. The trips on the train alone, from my Mom’s place up north to
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my Dad’s in San Luis Obispo, where I pretended to be someone else. The drama of
high school. The first seductions, first lovers, first loves. The shame. The longing to
leave home. The writing, the drawing. The food and water. The long journey that
previous summer, from waitressing in Woodland, then leaving for New York City, and
then South America, through the surreality of September 11th, and the triumph of
starting college. The new friends, new ideas, long nights taking acid and dancing in the
redwood forest by torchlight. All of this, contained in my hair, which was now severed
and sitting in a drawer.

One of the moments contained in that braid was years earlier, when, at around age 12, I
had discovered a book: Memoirs of a Beatnik, by Diane di Prima.

Reading the book now, I find myself struck by the insistent presence of hair as a signal,
a symbol, a site of meaning under continual transformation.

II.

Hairspray (dir. John Waters, 1988)

Before I discovered di Prima’s Memoirs of a Beatnik, I saw John Waters’ 1988 film
Hairspray. It was this film that provided me with my first visual impression of “beatnik”
life.

The film takes place in Baltimore in 1962 and features Ricki Lake as the protagonist,
Tracy Turnblad. One of the film’s dramatic climaxes is a “race riot” at a televised dance
competition held at Tilted Acres, in which Tracy and her best friend Penny initiate an
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openly integrated dance, in spite of the segregation mandated in Baltimore at the time.
The presence of Black teenagers gets the folks in charge so upset that the dance erupts
into violence. The police arrive, and Tracy, Penny, Tracy’s boyfriend Link, and Penny’s
boyfriend Seaweed (who is Black; the rest of the kids are White) and flee into the seamy
nighttime streets of Baltimore to escape arrest. They run up and down a block of
dilapidated apartments, banging on doors, looking for a place to hide while police cars
circle the block searching for them. Rats run in and out of garbage cans, street lights
flicker, ratty screen doors slam, no one will let them in—until suddenly, a door opens
and a young woman, dressed all in black, urges them inside. Thus, they enter a Beatnik
lair.

The four teenagers tumble into a dimly-lit room and seat themselves on a leopard-print
sofa. A couple of lit tapers illuminate the face of the woman who invited them inside.
She’s about their age, with thick, straight black hair, heavy Cleopatra eyeliner, and
some kind of obscure metal object on a cord around her neck. “Like, hi, cats,” she says,
taking a seat on a low stool across from them, crossing her black stocking-clad legs.
The signifiers of Beat-ness are all around: Miles Davis’ “Kind of Blue” plays on the
phonograph. The window to the room is curtained off with a piece of cloth that has
elaborate mathematical equations painted on it. Behind the Beatnik woman (played by
Pia Zadora) is a Beatnik guy (played by Ric Ocasek of the Cars), complete with black
beret and turtleneck, smearing paint onto an abstract canvas. All of a sudden, the
teenagers’ aesthetically mainstream reality—the familiar world of beehive hairdos,
pastel polyester, and Lesley Gore records—is utterly inverted. We’re in a radically
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different 1962. “Wow, you guys are real Beatniks!” quips Link—“Just like in New York!”
Seaweed chimes in. The Beatnik chick responds by picking up a pair of bongos.
“Daaaay-oh!” She bangs on the drums and sings, swinging her obsidian hair, offering
her own primal version of Harry Belafonte’s song to her new friends.

Fig. 13. Pia Zadora as “Beatnik Chick” in Hairspray. (Still from Hairspray, dir. John Waters, 1988.)

This scene only takes up about two minutes of the film, but when I saw it, I found it
incredibly exciting and strange. I rewound the VHS tape of Hairspray and watched the
scene repeatedly. The Beatniks occupied a third category of being in Hairspray, an
alternative to either the fun-loving, anti-racist teeny-boppers, or the controlling, wealthy,
white-supremacist powers that be. Like the renegade teens, the Beatniks hated Jim
Crow segregation and embraced racial equity and interracial love. Unlike the teenagers,
however, they smoked marijuana, listened to jazz, lived in squalor, and (most enlivening
to my young imagination) were literary. Poetry played a central role in their world.
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The scene unfolds thus: the Beatnik chick and Tracy have a brief exchange about their
hairdos, the Beatnik telling Tracy that she’ll never achieve racial integration with her
“uncool” teased bouffant style. She suggests that they get high and that she straighten
Tracy and Penny’s hair with an iron, then pivots and suggests that they all “get naked
and smoke.” This mention of drugs and nudity frightens the basically straight-laced
teenagers so much that they decide to flee the Beatnik’s lair. Meanwhile, the Beatnik cat
is so thrilled by the suggestion of drugs and nudity that he throws down his paintbrush,
picks up his painting, and destroys it by exuberantly poking his head through the
canvas. As the teenagers make their exodus back out into the hostile streets of
Baltimore, the Beatnik chick picks up the City Lights edition of Ginsberg’s Howl and
begins reading it loudly, like a spell. The foursome runs out onto the street and are
greeted by the police and Penny’s hysterical parents, as the Beatnik chick stands in her
doorway chanting Ginsberg’s lines, “dragging themselves through the negro streets at
dawn looking for an angry fix…”

It is only considering this scene from my current perspective that I understand its
ridiculousness. Pia Zadora as the Beatnik chick is fixated on appearances, on arbitrary
outward markers of “cool”; her fixation is clearly farcical. She’s a pitch-perfect
embodiment of the bohemian-chick stereotype: a “loose woman” living with a bozo in a
den of iniquity, a snob who takes herself too seriously in spite of her laughable
renditions of Belafonte and Odetta. But I saw this movie when I was young enough to
not be entirely clear on the difference between a realistic representation and satire. I
took Hairspray’s depiction of Beatniks to be a realistic one, and was transfixed by the
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world that I glimpsed there. Perhaps the fact that the film deals with real 20th century
revolutionary history is what led me to take the Beatnik scene seriously—not because
the scene was serious, but because what the Beatniks signified was serious. Among the
various characters in Hairspray—rich and poor, ugly and beautiful, racist and antiracist— Beatniks struck me as the true rebels, the ones who held firm to their values but
refused to seek approval from any outside authority. They occupied a whole level of
existence that was fully outside of the shams that their mainstream counterparts were
battling, and I wanted to be a part of that existence. The beatnik’s appearance in
Hairspray thrilled me because, unlike the film’s protagonists and antagonists, the
Beatniks appeared truly free.

Teenagers have been enamored with the mythos of Beat writers for decades. I was no
exception to this. Besides in Hairspray, I don’t know how or where I would have
encountered the archetype of the Beatnik chick (or rather, the Beat woman); the wellworn trifecta of Burroughs, Kerouac and Ginsberg were all the Beat I knew, and it’s
something of a miracle that I encountered even those writers in my small, conservative
town. I adored Allen Ginsberg’s sensual and spiritual ecstasies, but I looked askance at
Jack Kerouac’s imperative to “burn burn burn like fabulous yellow roman candles,”
finding it clichéd. I read William S. Burroughs’ Junkie, and was much more intrigued by
nihilistic gay hustler heroin addicts in New York City than by Kerouac’s quixotic Romeos
taking to the open road. My tastes ran pretty dark in my adolescent years. The lifegiving, life-saving touchstones that influenced me most then included Marilyn Manson,
Anne Rice, the Velvet Underground, Anton LaVey, Sylvia Plath, Stephen King, David
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Lynch, and Rosemary’s Baby. In the absence of any serious example of Beat
womanhood, I imagined the Beat woman fitting perfectly into this goth aesthetic arena.
In my young imagination, the Beat woman was something like Zeena LaVey, Anton
LaVey’s daughter, who had authored the introduction to his book The Satanic Witch,
which I read numerous times. The Beat woman, I imagined, was at home in the occult,
the mystical. She was a rigorous critical thinker and applied her powers of perception
wherever she went, using those powers to transform the ordinary. She was gloriously
exempt from being popular or deferential to mainstream discourses of power. She
embraced the profound spiritual potential of sex, be it straight or gay sex. Pleasure was
a source of her power. Sexual empowerment, embodied in the person of a dark-haired,
dark-eyed female intellectual mystic: nothing could be more thrilling.

In his 1959 essay “The Origins of the Beat Generation”—originally published in
Playboy—Kerouac famously describes two modes of Beat hipsterism, the “cool” and the
“hot”:
the “cool” ... your bearded laconic sage ... before a hardly touched beer in a
beatnik dive, whose speech is low and unfriendly, whose girls say nothing and
wear black: the ‘hot’...the crazy talkative shining eyed (often innocent and
openhearted) nut who runs from bar to bar, pad to pad looking for everybody,
shouting, restless, lushy.6

6

Jack Kerouac, “The Origins of the Beat Generation,” Playboy, June 1959. The publication of Kerouac’s
influential essay in Playboy stands as an ironic example of the sort of sexism that Johnson and Grace
examine in Girls Who Wore Black. While it was considered cool and subversive for men such as Kerouac
and Ginsberg to write explicitly about sex, or to publish a cultural opinion piece in Playboy, women Beat
writers risked losing whatever credibility they had when they wrote about sex. The obscenity case against
Ginsberg’s Howl, while challenging for him and for the book’s publishers, also helped propel him to
stardom. The obscenity case against Lenore Kandel’s The Love Book is one example of this double
standard, as is the critical maligning of di Prima around her publishing of Memoirs of a Beatnik. Although
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Kerouac’s characterization of Beat women as “girls who say nothing and wear black”
has resonated through decades of Beat literary conception and scholarship. Nancy M.
Grace and Ronna C. Johnson use it for the title of their foundational book of criticism on
Beat women writers, Girls Who Wore Black (Rutgers University Press, 2002). Most of
the Beat Generation artists, according to Kerouac, belonged to the “hot school”; this
characterization categorically excludes women from being artists (it’s difficult to imagine
someone who “says nothing” being especially “hot,” intellectually or creatively). In their
introduction to Girls Who Wore Black, Johnson and Grace acknowledge the particular
double-bind of the Beat woman, one who simultaneously exists outside of the bounds of
mainstream culture (eschewing “normal” white middle-class tastes, relationships, styles,
and habitations) while falling into a very mainstream gender paradigm—one in which
women support and nurture their male artist counterparts, but don’t create anything
themselves. Of course, Beat women (such as di Prima) were making innovative art and
literature the whole time. There’s abundant evidence of that, although it would have
been mostly invisible to the outside world in 1959, when Kerouac published his essay.
And the Beat women were fully aware of the sexism that shaped their lives, whether
they be conformist or nonconformist lives. Johnson and Grace note that "because of
their defiance of convention and because they were artists with a certain level of selfawareness, women Beats occupied an ambivalent position: they were or became
cognizant of, on one hand, resisting and, on the other hand, participating in their own
marginalization by forces of social construction in both Beat and establishment

there are no well-known novels focused closely on the erotic written by Beat men, one must wonder how
such a novel would have been received, both by the mainstream and by the countercultures of the time.
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cultures."7 One of the main forms that marginalization took, after 1959, was the cultural
caricature of the “beatnik chick,” a silent and moody accessory for brilliant bohemian
males. Not having ever encountered any work by actual Beat women artists or writers,
as a young person I could only assume that the cliché was based in reality—hence my
ambivalence about the Kerouacian gender paradigm in the first place.

Despite the absurdity of Pia Zadora’s beatnik chick in Hairspray, the empowering effect
she had on my young spirit set the stage for my reading of Memoirs of a Beatnik. While
women in Kerouac’s Beat schematic are “cool” by default, I find Zadora’s beatnik chick
to be obviously “hot.” She’s so passionate about Odetta and smoking marijuana that
she shouts her enthusiasm at a group of people she’s only just met; she’s so lusty that
she suggests getting naked with her new acquaintances in a matter of moments.
Ginsberg’s Howl sits on her coffee table like a Bible. Her primary concern in the two
minutes she’s on screen seems to be her hair. This could be out of a need to find some
common ground with the teeny-boppers, or it could be a sign of her ultimate
shallowness, her fixation on typical feminized markers of style and affinity. Whatever it
was, she got under my prepubescent skin, making the image of the beatnik chick legible
to me so that I could recognize it later on.

It’s an encounter with Ginsberg’s Howl, interestingly enough, that leads the protagonist
of Memoirs of Beatnik to understand her own brand of bohemianism not as an isolated
cultural aberration, but as a movement, with its own shape and momentum. The chapter
7

Ronna C. Johnson and Nancy M. Grace, eds. Girls Who Wore Black: Women Writing the Beat
Generation. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002.
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titled “We Set Out” finds late-1950s di Prima living in a cheap Upper West Side
coldwater flat, writing and reading, hosting a revolving cast of lovers and friends, and
battling an infestation of rats from the neighboring building. Of her crew of fellow poets,
dancers, painters, philosophers and musicians, she writes,

As far as we knew, there were only a small handful of us—perhaps forty or fifty in
the city—who knew what we knew: who raced about in Levis and work shirts,
made art, smoked dope, dug the new jazz, and spoke a bastardization of the
Black argot. We surmised that there might be another fifty living in San
Francisco, and perhaps a hundred more scattered throughout the country:
Chicago, New Orleans etc., but our isolation was total and impenetrable, and we
did not try to communicate with even this small handful of our confreres.... We
looked to each other for comfort, for praise, for love, and shut out the rest of the
world.8
Then one evening, as she’s ladling out stew for a gathering of this extended family-ofchoice, a book-thief friend named Bradley shows up and places a small black-and-white
book in her hand. She flips the book open and finds herself instantly swept up in the
current of Howl. She’s so moved that she leaves the apartment and goes outside,
walking down to the pier at 60th St. to sit and read the book and “come to terms with
what was happening.”9 As she reads, she begins to understand the magnitude of what
the poem means:

It followed that if there was one Allen there must be more, other people besides
my few buddies writing what they spoke, what they heard, living, however

8
9

Di Prima, Memoirs, 126.
Ibid.,127.
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obscurely and shamefully, what they knew, hiding out here and there as we
were—and now, suddenly, about to speak out.[...] someone was speaking for all
of us, and the poem was good. I was high and delighted. I made my way back to
the house and to supper, and we read Howl together, I read it aloud to everyone.
A new era had begun.10
In this instance, Howl catalyzes di Prima’s recognition of her real role in history, a
history she’d been participating in without yet knowing. The cliché of the “beatnik chick”
was years from existing; this moment in Memoirs marks an initial turning point, a
movement from the “unselfconscious Bohemianism”11 that had formed her life, to
participation in a counterculture with particular styles and credos for living that would be
legible to the mainstream. Most importantly (to me, at least), di Prima’s encounter with
Howl in the pages of Memoirs of a Beatnik informs her, beyond any doubt, that she’s
not alone in the world. The Beatnik chick in Hairspray gave me a glimmer of this feeling,
shouting Ginsberg’s words from her shoddy Baltimore doorway. It was my finding of di
Prima’s book, however, that affirmed for me that there was someone—a woman—who,
however long ago and far away, had lived a life of freedom.

III.

The Love Poet of Sacramento

Memoirs of a Beatnik appeared on my mother’s bookshelf sometime in the mid-1990s.
Its appearance in our household coincided with the beginning of my mother’s
relationship with a poet named Gene Bloom. Like di Prima, Gene was born in the 1930s

10
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Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 127.
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in Brooklyn, grew up in the New York of the 1940s and 50s, and moved to California in
the 1960s. My mother had divorced my stepfather, Phil, when I was 11, and met Gene
through the Sacramento poetry scene not too long after that.

Gene was tall and affable, and spoke with an endearingly thick Brooklyn accent. He put
together an income by dealing marijuana out of his tract house in the West Sacramento
suburbs, and by selling odd items at festivals: belt buckles, garden gnomes, wooden
whirligigs for decorating lawns. He constantly spouted inappropriate jokes: “I must be
getting old! I used to come three times a night! Now I have to go three times a night! I
used to drop acid! Now I drop antacid!” He created a generally jolly atmosphere
whenever he showed up. His frank poems about sex and love, which he read often at
local cafés, earned him the nickname “The Love Poet of Sacramento.”

A lot of books arrived in our home after my mother and Gene got together. He gave me
a massive edition of Edgar Allan Poe’s collected writings the first Christmas that he and
my mother were together. My mom, who had always read books somewhat
surreptitiously when married to Phil, began to openly enjoy books like Art Pepper’s
Straight Life and Charles Mingus’ Beneath the Underdog. She talked about what she
was reading around the dinner table, in the same manner my sister Grace and I talked
about what we had done at school that day. She seemed to be embracing a true part of
her nature, the part that reveled in subversive countercultural stories: sex, drugs,
desperation, political outsiderhood, the exigencies that push people toward either total
destruction or epiphanies of genius. My mother, who had been a dealer of pot and acid
herself in the 60s, who had run away from her home in the Philadelphia suburbs to
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attend the Woodstock Festival at 17, who had been waging her own battle with
addiction and mental illness since adolescence, was recognizing and embracing her
outsiderhood. She was coming into her own. She was in love with Gene. The two of
them traveled to Mexico together and hung out on nude beaches. We began to go as a
family with Gene and his daughter Rachel to the Gilroy Garlic Festival or the Castroville
Artichoke Festival, to hang out listening to live Eagles cover bands while Gene and my
mother sold garden gnomes from under a pop-up tent. And my mother kept reading,
and even began writing her own poems.

So it was in this context of a new reality, with exciting new books coming into my
mother’s life (and, by proxy, mine) that I first noticed Memoirs of a Beatnik on the shelf
in the living room. My mother must have either assumed that Grace and I didn’t look too
closely at her books, or she was okay with her young daughters getting their sexual
education from a fictionalized erotic memoir (one that includes rape, incest, and a
copious amount of group sex, no less). I was home alone when I pulled Memoirs off of
the shelf and was immediately drawn in by the image on the book’s cover.

A young woman sits on an unmade bed. Light from a window falls on the left side of her
face. She’s looking down at a small object that she’s holding in her hands—a coin, a
subway token?—and extending one leg toward the floor. Her hair is pulled back in a
plain, almost matronly way, but you can see that she’s young, perhaps even a teenager.
The picture is of di Prima. In the upper right corner of the book, there’s a superimposed
image, bordered in red, that seems to be from a much earlier time. It appears to be a
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piece of erotica from the late 19th or early 20th century: two naked women lying in bed
across from each other, gazing at each other longingly.

On the book’s back cover is another picture of di Prima (also taken by James Oliver
Mitchell around the same time as the photo on the front) in which her very young face
can be seen more clearly. Her large, dark eyes glance sideways, and her expression is
mysterious, radiating wisdom and ambivalence. I was curious about this image as an
“author photo.” The author photos I was used to seeing presented the writer, especially
if she was a woman, as friendly, appealing, smiling out an invitation to read her book.
This woman on the back cover of Memoirs of a Beatnik presented a persona that, in its
undefinability, immediately felt more true to me than the chipper women authors I’d
seen elsewhere. Di Prima’s hair fell thick and full over her shoulders, and I noticed that
it was unruly, like my own. I could see that she wore no makeup, and made no attempt
to be “pretty”. A sentence from a blurb by Robert Creeley leapt out at me: “Her search
for human center is among the most moving I have witnessed.” What would it mean, I
wondered in my 12-year-old way, for a woman to write about her search for human
center? The irresistible combination of the naked women on the front cover, the
unadorned young author on the back cover, and the promise of a moving spiritual quest
led me to open the book that afternoon, home alone on a hot day, and begin reading.

At the time of my discovery of Memoirs of a Beatnik—the text that shaped my young
spirit more than any other—I assumed that Gene had given my mother the book. The
fact that it was a work of erotica led me to assume that the book was part of their
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courtship, and it seemed like exactly the sort of book that Gene (who was, after all, from
New York City, where the book took place, and a poet, like the book’s protagonist)
would be well familiar with. A few years ago, driving with my mother from San Francisco
to Bodega Bay, I asked her when Gene had given her Memoirs of a Beatnik, wanting to
know the story of how the book had come into her life. I was surprised when she told
me that she’d actually purchased the book for herself, before she ever met Gene. When
she was newly single, reveling in the freedom that accompanied the end of her
miserable marriage to my stepfather, she’d taken herself to a bookstore in Sacramento
and picked out some books that might inspire and give shape to her new existence.
Memoirs of a Beatnik was one of them. So, it was not a gift from a man that brought this
book into my world, but my mother’s own initiative—her own search.

The family structure that I belonged to when I discovered Memoirs was essentially a
matriarchal one. My father lived 300 miles away, and I only saw him a few times a year,
while Phil, my former stepfather, basically disappeared from my life after he and my
mother split. Gene showed up regularly, but he was not any kind of authority figure; the
shape of our family life was created by my mother. This was unusual in my small and
somewhat conservative town, where the heterosexual nuclear family was imperative.
Throughout Memoirs of a Beatnik, di Prima shapes and reshapes her own “family” from
a ragtag bunch of friends and lovers, dancers and poets, people of all ages, races and
orientations. Her creative nurturing is the force that brings people together, keeps them
fed and happy and safe. Looking back on my initial encounter with this book, I wonder if
I recognized elements of my own family structure in the narrative. The newly-discovered
absence of male authority in my household was a source of happiness for me, and
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although I didn’t consciously register that di Prima’s world in the book was wholly
shaped by a woman (her), I must have felt at home in the story because of this
foundational quality. The world I was entering when I opened Memoirs was not only an
erotic world; it was one of female agency, a place where a woman ruled the home, the
body, the mind.
On the afternoon I first opened the pages of Memoirs of a Beatnik, my hair might have
been just shy of shoulder-length, most likely at an “awkward” stage of growth that
matched the natural awkwardness of my age. I had recently outgrown comparisons to
famous curly-haired cutie-pies: Little Orphan Annie, “Curly Sue” and Shirley Temple, the
latter of whom di Prima also suffered comparisons to. I was at the very beginning of my
womanhood. What I knew of the logistics of sexual intercourse, I had learned in my
sixth grade sex-ed course, taught by a grumpy, red-faced, middle-aged science teacher
named Mr. Walker;12 he’d shown the class torturous videos about periods, ovaries,
testicles, and erections, which we’d watched in stunned complacency. I had caught
glimpses of sex represented in movies, and furtively read a collection of dirty limericks
found on the shelf in my Dad’s office. I had certainly never so much as kissed anyone.
Like many adolescents, I found sex more compelling than almost anything else, even if I
kept my interest secret. It was into the intense, quiet, passionate private world of the
adolescent girl that Memoirs of a Beatnik burst, like a lit match held to a live gas range.

12

Gil Walker was the same science teacher who brought my class to the Mendocino Redwood Forest
(see chapter 1).
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The first thing that caught my eye was page three. In the opening scene of the book, di
Prima—both author and protagonist—begins a description of kissing Ivan, a young man
whom she’s just made love to for the first time. She pivots onto an extended meditation
on kissing itself, seemingly drawn from her own experience. She evokes numerous
ways of kissing (“There are those cunning kissers whose kiss seems casual at first, and
sneaks up on you with vast explosions of lust ... and those virginal kissers who, in the
act of turning your mouth practically inside out, seem chastely to be taking your hand.”)
The meditation ends with “There are many, many other major types of kisses—at least
twelve come to my mind offhand. List your favorites below:”. The colon is followed by a
blank space, there in between two prose paragraphs, enough room for the reader to
write a few sentences of her own.

Fig. 14. Page 3 of Memoirs of a Beatnik (Last Gasp edition, 1988; photo by Iris Cushing.)
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As a person just barely out of elementary school, who was used to worksheets and
tests where one was asked to “fill in the blanks,” I was very intrigued by this intertextual
writing assignment. I wondered if my mother would take up di Prima’s invitation to list
her favorite types of kisses there in the book; moreover, I imagined my own handwriting
there on the page. I imagined knowing enough about kissing to be able to identify, and
describe, the kinds of kisses that I favored. Thus, within a few pages of reading, I
projected myself fully into the world di Prima created.

That day, I read as much of Memoirs as I dared, and then put the book back on the
shelf where I’d found it. A few days later, when I was home alone again, I took the book
into my room, and hid it between the mattress and box spring of my bed. If my mother
noticed that the book had vanished from the shelf in the living room, she said nothing. I
read the book at night before falling asleep; when I finished it, I went back to the
beginning and started over. The book stayed hidden in my room for the next six years,
until I graduated from high school, when I packed it and took it to college with me.

Whatever had been unknown about heterosexual and homosexual erotic relations to me
before I first undertook reading Memoirs was fully revealed in its pages. The
pornography within di Prima’s narrative is, of course, not “appropriate” for a child of 12
to read, but the concept of “appropriateness” didn’t factor much into my life at that point,
or for a long time to come. Mostly, I was ravenously curious, excited, amazed, aroused.
I felt like the book had chosen me, that I had stumbled upon a text with secret, almost
hermetic power, a book that gave me insight into a hidden side of existence that none of
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my peers were privy to. The fact of the protagonist being a teenager—seventeen when
the narrative begins—made it feel even more like it belonged to me, as opposed to
being a truly “adult” sexual narrative. I’ve often thought about the fact that the book was
written as “pornography for hire,” and wondered if the “reading level” the book is
directed toward is inadvertently perfect for young adults.

My excitement was also tinged with a strange sorrow: the knowledge that I was, in fact,
too young to know about “these things,” that my “innocence” was being compromised by
reading a firsthand account of a girl’s promiscuous sex life in vivid detail. Memoirs of a
Beatnik was nothing like the rom-coms or teen-fantasy romances that my female peers
were swept up in; it was queer, gritty, dirty, freaky, scary, tragic (for example, di Prima’s
character witnesses her lover Tomi having sex with her own younger brother; a few
pages later, di Prima is raped by Tomi’s drunk father, Serge). Still, I shared the book
with Mari and Loie, my two main confidantes and co-conspirators in all things related to
sex. We pored over the pages with a flashlight during summer campouts in the
backyard, taking turns whispering the sentences to each other, giggling and gasping,
wondering aloud to each other what certain things meant. What was the difference
between fucking and screwing? Could you really do that? Do you think she really likes
that? Would you ever do that? Memoirs of a Beatnik created a momentous change in
my life because of the sexual freedom and possibility it revealed. At the time I
discovered it, I knew nothing about Diane di Prima, nor did I know that the book was
written “for hire,” and almost entirely fictionalized. Looking back, I don’t recall caring
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whether the book was “true” or not, whether the author “Diane di Prima” really did the
things she claimed to have done in the story.

Once I’d read the salient sex-parts of the book dozens of times, another level of the
world presented in Memoirs began to sink in, and stayed with me in a much more
profound way. The protagonist of Memoirs is a highly-sexualized being, yes, but she’s
also a poet. Her life is devoted to reading, writing, and sharing a world with her artist
friends; sex is a significant part of that sharing-of-life in this book, but it’s part of a
greater flow of existence that, if one reads the book closely as I did, is revealed as the
book’s true subject. The protagonist of Memoirs is a tireless observer. She takes part in
the world she observes, but she never stops watching, taking notes, using the
knowledge derived from her attention. There’s a distinctly spiritual quality to her
observations. Her capacities as a poet, lover, reader, friend, and observer are all part of
the same whole, the same holistic being. And she’s a woman. The Diane di Prima of
Memoirs of a Beatnik provided a model of a sexually- and creatively-empowered
woman that I had never seen before, and that, at a tender age, showed me a way of
being that shaped the woman I became.

Recalling those years spent reading and rereading Memoirs, there is one part of the
narrative that stands out to me as the one in which I most saw myself, saw a version of
a woman poet that I identified with instantly. In Chapter 10, di Prima’s protagonist
returns to New York City from a season living in upstate New York with a lover named
Billy, Bill’s father Big Bill, and a friend named Little John. She finds that the Greenwich
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Village “pad” she’d been living in before she left for the country had been “lost due to
non-payment of rent,” and she forgoes the process of finding a new apartment, opting
instead to sleep in Washington Square Park. She lays out her daily routine in clear
detail: she falls asleep on the steps of the park’s fountain at about 2am, after the
summer revelers, musicians and hustlers had gone home or quieted down. She sleeps
there until dawn, when “a Park Department man with a big broom would come by,”13
wake Diane and the other sleeping denizens of the fountain steps, sweep the steps and
leave. She would go back to sleep until 10, when people would begin to show up at the
park again.

The morning routine that followed her waking up in the park was incredibly appealing to
my suburban child-self. She writes,
At ten I would get up, stretch, look around me, and read for an hour or so til I was
thoroughly awake. Then, stuffing all my accoutrements into the attaché case that
served as my portable home and contained a raincoat, a toothbrush, notebooks,
pens, and a change of underwear, I would pick it up and set off for the Chinese
laundry on Waverly Place. I kept all my clothes there on separate tickets: one
pair of slacks and one shirt on each ticket. I would take out a ticket’s worth, and,
carrying now attaché case and laundry package, I’d amble over to Rienzi’s,
which opened at eleven, and order a breakfast, usually some kind of sweet and
espresso coffee, though occasionally I’d splurge and treat myself to eggs and
English muffins, or even some sausages or bacon. While the order was making,
I’d find my way to the bathroom which was hidden away downstairs: down a
rank, damp staircase with oozing walls, and along a corridor straight out of The
Count of Monte Cristo to a tiny, cramped room, fortunately vaguely cleaned,
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where I would wash my face and feet and hands, brush my teeth, and change
clothes, stuffing the dirty ones into the paper bag I carried in the attaché case for
that purpose. Would then pull a brush through my hair and tie it up, and, feeling
vaguely human, would grope my way up the stairs and to my breakfast.
Great pleasure it is to sit in an unhurried, uncrowded shop, drinking good, strong
coffee and reading while your friends come in and out and the morning draws to
a close and you write stray words in a notebook. I would linger as long as I could,
usually a couple of hours, leaving finally to go to my afternoon’s “work.”
Diane’s “afternoon’s ‘work’” consisted of modeling for Russian-born identical twin Social
Realist painters Raphael and Moses Soyer. This is one of many details included in
Memoirs that is autobiographically true. “I would perch on a high stool,” she writes,
or recline on a couch, in Moses Soyer’s studio, while his wife rattled in and out
chattering and Moses told me the gossip about his other models: who was going
to have a baby, who was leaving for San Francisco, and one could almost
believe oneself in that haunted and haunting world of 19th-century Paris, would
catch the bold and flashy faces of La Bohéme out of the corners of one’s eyes.
The money I got for two hours modeling was enough to buy me dinner and next
morning’s breakfast and to take another outfit out of the laundry, and, as I had no
other needs, I thought myself quite rich.14
When I first visited Diane’s house in 2014, I noticed a framed painting of her as a young
woman on the wall in her living room. In the painting she looks pale, fragile, much as
she does on the cover of Memoirs. There’s something eternal about her face in the
painting, with its dark, wide eyes looking to the left: it could be the face of a Russian
peasant girl, or a Sicilian girl standing in the doorway of a church, at any moment in the
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Ibid., 83. This section of Memoirs is also excerpted in Brenda Knight’s Women of the Beat Generation.
Finding this section excerpted in a foundational anthology about Beat women’s writing affirms my sense
of its beauty and value as a representation of a woman poet’s life, even if it is invented.
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last thousand years. Sheppard pointed to the painting and said, “that’s Raphael Soyer’s
painting of Diane in the fifties,” explaining that Soyer pronounced his name “RAY-fayel,” different from the usual pronunciation. Part of the timeless quality of the painting
comes from the way Diane’s long hair is pulled back from her face into a knot at the
nape of her neck. The hairstyle is functional, feminine, unadorned. It’s not a “style” so
much as a physical feature, the free and full expression of her dark red Mediterranean
hair, left to its own devices. Looking at the painting, I could picture young Diane
brushing that hair in the damp basement bathroom of Rienzi’s in the morning before
going upstairs to sit in the cafe and write.

It was this version of Diane that offered me an image of the poet’s life I longed to lead
myself. She was a young poet who had left home, who indeed had no home. I reveled
in the details about her “portable home” attaché case, the Chinese laundry, the
bathroom at Rienzi’s: there was something so intuitive, so crafty about her system for
living freely. Free from the burdens of family or romantic relationships, no home to
maintain, without a job or school to show up to, or anyone to perform for—free instead
to take her time, to move through the world exactly as she pleased. Sitting alone in a
coffee shop, looking around, drinking coffee and writing in a notebook—that part
especially aroused my imagination. What would I write, what would it feel like for me, as
a woman, to inhabit such an utterly free space? A space where one could look out into
the world, and also look in, to one’s own mind? A space where intuition, presence, and
spontaneity ruled?
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In retrospect, I think I was drawn to this image of Diane because I recognized what she
was doing as the essential poet’s vocation. She was creating the conditions for her
imagination to flourish, and living a life that was committed to that flourishing. Memoirs
of a Beatnik revealed a continuity between aspects of a life that many people would
keep separate. Sex flowed into art, art flowed into livelihood, livelihood flowed into
poetry, poetry flowed into friendship, friendship flowed into sex. The entirety of this life
was sacred. An awareness, a reverence for this sacredness undergirded everything
Diane did. In reading the book, I realized my own desire to recognize the sacredness at
the foundation of my daily life.

I allowed the thickness and wildness of my curly hair to take over. I turned down the
fussy imperative toward “styling” with accessories and mousse that seemed almost
mandatory for teenage girls of my generation. I wore my hair loose, or in a braid,
reveling in its unruliness. A famous photo of Janis Joplin, topless with her long hair and
long beaded necklaces draped over her breasts, hung on my bedroom wall. Di Prima’s
illicit book kept its special secret place in my bed. These women acted as guides and
guardians for my young-woman self, giving me permission to cultivate an intimacy with
my own truths, in spite of what the repressive outside world might demand.

IV. “Blonde and Silent”
There’s a curious pleasure in revisiting Memoirs of a Beatnik and reading it alongside di
Prima’s “real” life writing—Recollections of My Life as a Woman, yes, but also her
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autobiographical poems, and Dinners and Nightmares,15 her first collection of prose
poems. The events recounted in Dinners and Nightmares happened at more or less the
same time as those recalled (roughly ten years later) by di Prima in Memoirs. Looking at
the two texts side-by-side, one finds numerous threads of narrative—in the forms of
characters, places, events—that overlap between the two books; the experience is akin
to reading differing translations of the same folk tale, or finding in an artist’s notebook a
sketch for a famous painting. This kind of mythologizing of the self, this telling and
retelling of stories, is what Charles Olson meant when he used the term muthologos.
Reading slightly-different versions of di Prima’s “beat” existence has the effect of
redoubling the meaning encoded in these stories—meaning that has evolved over
decades, through multiple texts—making the symbols and transformations therein glow
with significance.

One of my longtime favorite parts of Memoirs occurs in Chapter 10, the same chapter
that begins with di Prima sleeping in Washington Square Park, having breakfast at
Rienzi’s, and modeling for Moses and Raphael Soyer. Her stint living on the street
comes to an end when she agrees to manage Quixote Bookstore on MacDougal Street
for a month while the owners go canoeing in Canada. The office at the back of the
bookstore is furnished with a small kitchen and a cot for sleeping; this becomes a
temporary home for di Prima. She discovers that Luke Taylor, a young blues-playing
junkie on whom she’s had a crush for a while, has also been living in the back of the
bookstore. Di Prima learns that she and Luke will be de facto roommates on her first
15
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afternoon working at the bookstore, when Luke shows up, guitar in hand, and proceeds
to “fall out” on the cot in the back office. Di Prima contemplates her strange new
situation as evening falls:
The street got dark, a few people came and bought books. I read the rest of
Vestal Lady on Brattle,16 but all the while my head was in the back room with
Luke, anticipating the night. I felt as if someone had laid a rare gift in my hands.17
The sudden prospect of a long-awaited private space and a lover doesn’t stop di Prima
from some characteristic wandering. I relished the description of di Prima closing the
bookstore, with Luke asleep inside, and heading out:

At last it was midnight and I locked the front door and turned out the lights in the
front of the store. I poked my head in the back and Luke was still sound asleep,
so I decided to go out for a while and ramble. The street was extraordinarily quiet
and, after checking out the scene at Rienzi’s and the Limelight, I realized that I
hadn’t eaten supper and was very hungry, and that Luke would probably be
hungry too when he woke up. There was a deli on Seventh Avenue that was
open all night, and there I bought frozen potato pancakes and jars of applesauce
and cokes for a late meal.18
I wonder how many times in my adolescent and young-adult life I read the remaining six
pages of Chapter 10, where di Prima returns with the potato pancakes and applesauce,
puts them in the refrigerator, and makes love with Luke in the closed bookstore for what
seems like days on end. It was one of the passages I all but memorized, allowing the
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personages of Luke and Diane to take clearer and clearer shape in my mind, their
gestures and exchanges, the textures of the music and books they shared in their
hermetic love-den (Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana, Demian by Herman Hesse, “Django” by
the Modern Jazz Quartet). Their lovemaking is hyperbolic in its profundity: di Prima
recounts that they “moved together through time and eternity, and out, beyond space,
where galaxies exploded and began, and watched the worlds as they slowly,
harmoniously began to move again.”19 It’s as if the close quarters (a cot in the back of a
bookstore) and the brevity of their late-summer relationship compresses it into
something diamond-like, sublime. Almost as soon as di Prima encounters Luke, he
splits for New Orleans, fearing retribution from the local West Village Mafia for dealing
heroin in their designated territory. Luke and (fictional) di Prima share an emotional
goodbye, and Luke vanishes from a hitchhiking spot near the Lincoln Tunnel, gone in a
breath of Beat mythos.

The second chapter of Dinners and Nightmares is titled “What I Ate Where.” The
chapter consists of short prose sections that, as the title implies, describe meals eaten
(by “real” di Prima) in various locations in New York. The meals function as a creative
constraint: they make a formal container for detailed descriptions of who di Prima was
hanging out with, what she was doing for work, what she was studying and paying
attention to at the time the meal was eaten. The relative luxury or paucity of the meals
described aligns with what di Prima was doing for work at the time, or the relative wealth
of who she was hanging out with. The section of this chapter titled “Prevailing Foods at
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Times” lists, in chronological order, a series of dishes that di Prima ate repeatedly. In
this section, the entry titled “summer 1955” reads:
potato pancakes in the back of a bookstore where i worked. the only store open
by the time I remembered to shop being always a delicatessen with frozen potato
pancakes, we thrived on potato pancakes, sour cream and coffee. night after
night. me, and tim who was my lover, and ed who was blonde and silent and who
I have never yet seen enough of.20
I read this passage perhaps 20 years after the corresponding section in Memoirs had
become etched into my memory. Working in the bookstore, rambling about the Village
in the late-night summer heat in 1955: it was an inexplicable delight to know that these
elements of di Prima’s existence had really been true, as the potato pancakes and the
late-night delicatessen had been true (“applesauce and cokes” replacing “sour cream
and coffee” in the fictional telling). The blues-playing junkie Luke Taylor in Memoirs
combines elements of the two men mentioned in “summer 1955”: while Tim is named as
di Prima’s lover, Ed resembles Luke more closely (blonde, silent, the subject of di
Prima’s true or fabricated longing). Perhaps Luke is a composite of the two, or neither of
them. What interests me is the way that these discrete elements—the bookstore, the
potato pancakes, the Village summer night, the lost lover—move like clay in di Prima’s
hands, are formed somewhere in the interstice between real and made-up.
V. Art Teachers
I gradually became aware of my own strangeness, and the strangeness of my family. As
I read Memoirs surreptitiously and found myself identifying with the novel’s heroine, the
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inevitable social pressures of teenage girlhood crept into my world. Various ways of
being a woman were presented to me, and I was quickly given to understand that some
ways were acceptable, some less so, some outright forbidden. My mother was very
conspicuous in our neighborhood, and I began to recognize that she was not the sort of
woman “good” people welcomed: a single mother with a drug-dealer boyfriend, who was
both educated and working-class, an intellectual and an alcoholic. Her bipolar disorder
was unmedicated, and her erratic behavior became harder and harder to conceal.
Then there was the question of the kind of girl I should be. A white adolescent girl living
in my hometown of Woodland, California, should be cheerful, intelligent but pleasant,
possess some condoned talents (volleyball, flute), and wear coordinating outfits
purchased at the mall. She should enjoy Top 40 radio and watch wholesome television
shows. She should not wear old men’s polyester shirts from the Salvation Army, have
frizzy red hair, read subversive poetry, meditate, have same-sex desires, or be overly
imaginative. Some of these mandates of mainstream teenage girlhood came from the
adults in my life—teachers and friends’ parents—but mostly they seemed to come from
other kids. In the eighth grade, as I privately read and reveled in the lesbian sex scenes
in Memoirs, I learned that a girl one grade above me, Angela, was spreading a rumor
that I was a lesbian. I knew that I was attracted to both women and men, but had only
ever confessed mild crushes on boys, and had never spoken about my attraction to
women to anyone. In Woodland, California, in the 1990s, being queer was tantamount
to having three heads; I didn’t know a single “out” queer person in my town. I waited
quietly for the rumor to go away. Like most teenagers, I longed to be accepted by my
peers. It was as if I exuded some energy that I couldn’t control, that radiated my
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strangeness. I had a handful of beloved, brainy, quirky friends, but the “popular” kids
treated me with stinging hostility. Di Prima’s protagonist in Memoirs grew to become a
source of solace, an invisible protector against these oppressive demands to be
ordinary. I stared at the picture on the back cover of the book. Like me, di Prima had
thick curly hair, a feature which seemed to have a mind of its own. I often felt that my
strangeness dwelt in my hair, and it seemed to dwell in hers too.

Di Prima herself faced a social environment in her adolescence that required obedience
to norms, and sought out women whom she could actually admire as models of freedom
and imaginative expression. Mostly, she invented the person she became for herself. In
Recollections of My Life as A Woman, di Prima articulates the various archetypes of
women she encountered early on, and thinks through what these archetypes meant to
her over the course of her life. In the first few pages of Recollections, she departs from
her telling of her childhood to consider certain women, “great pioneers” who refused
conformity to social norms based in fear: women who were openly queer, or who
welcomed their children’s free consorting with lovers and friends. She finds the origins
of her affinity for these women in figures she encountered in childhood:
They were the “art teachers” and music teachers I encountered in school, or the
women of the arts who sometimes found their way into my parents’ home, to be
spoken of unkindly later. They usually wore what my mother considered to be too
much make-up. They mostly had sad eyes, but they were sensitive and alert to—
well, to me among other things. They were single women and that in itself was
considered an anomaly. Single women who had given themselves to the arts—
though in fact none of them had achieved great recognition in her loved field.
They taught, and wore large jewelry, did not hide behind aprons, were
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considered more than slightly non-respectable. They showed me a way, and I
loved the lines under their eyes their make-up accented rather than hid.21

“Single women who had given themselves to the arts” —this phrase could describe the
protagonist of Memoirs, or di Prima herself at various points of her life, or my mother, or
my teenage self. The figure of the woman poet passionately devoted to her work
(regardless of any “mastery” of said work) that I encountered in Memoirs functioned for
me as these “art teachers” did for young di Prima. As with Dinners and Nightmares, it
was years before I had the pleasure of reading Recollections and Memoirs side-by-side,
and noticing the places where di Prima’s autobiographical and fictionalized versions of
her life converge and diverge. The pages of Memoirs notably lack any women role
models for the protagonist—the women who appear in the text are either lover-peers or
hostile parental figures, like Tomi’s mother, trapped in an unhappy marriage in the
suburbs, cold and ineffectual. The protagonist of Memoirs really is on her own as far as
examples of empowered womanhood are concerned. The “real” di Prima, the one who
narrates Recollections, had these sad-eyed, sensitive teachers offering her adolescent
self a way of being. What strikes me now is the quality of freedom that unites these
female figures: the art teacher in too much make-up, the young woman poet living out of
an attaché case, my free-spirit single mother in a small California town. It was that
freedom that I wanted for myself, more than any outfit from the mall.

VII. “A Beautiful Young Boy”
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‘You’re beautiful,’ he said. ‘Your hair.’ He lay down beside me, fully
clothed, and spread it over my face. I lay undecided, half awakened now, and
wanting to get up and start the day, and yet.... He did seem very beautiful and
young, looking at me across the pillow with vague baby-blue eyes.
‘Your hair is beautiful,” he said, bunching it in his hand and pulling it away
from my face, ‘and yet when it goes away, I look across the pillow and see a
beautiful young boy.’
A trip. My old longing to be a pirate, tall and slim and hard, and not a girl at
all. He saw a beautiful young boy, and I lay still to listen.22

Diane’s hair comes into play as part of her erotic explorations quite often in Memoirs of
a Beatnik. In the first twenty pages, her hair is mentioned about ten times; throughout
the book, each sexual encounter is rendered with ample description of her and the other
character’s hair. Her own hair serves a multitude of dramatic purposes. It becomes a
veil between kissing faces; it comes loose and spills over her lovers’ feet, stomachs,
genitals; it’s pulled back and braided when lovemaking is over, to signify a shift into nonerotic activity. When Diane tries earning some money modeling for a “girlie magazine”
photographer, her hair becomes a prop: in one scene, she “step[s] out of the shower
dripping wet, in lace shower cap and scanty towel, one long strand of red hair clinging
wetly to my breast and curling around the nipple.”23 Reading the book now, I find myself
struck by the insistent presence of hair as a signal, a symbol, a site of meaning under
continual transformation.
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Hair plays a primary role in di Prima’s descriptions of friends and lovers. Tomi, the
object of her obsession, has short, dark hair that she keeps meticulously neat; she
“combs her boyish locks back into place” after a tryst with Diane on the floor of a barn.
Another lover, Matilda, surrounds Diane with “cascades of red-gold hair” during an orgy.
Her friend Susan O’Reilly broods in an armchair after that same orgy, her “straight
blonde hair making an aura around her.” Interestingly, only Diane’s women lovers are
the subjects of elaborate hair descriptions. The men she encounters might be noted as
blonde, have a “bristly moustache,” or run their fingers through an obvious toupee, but
men’s hair doesn’t hold the interest of the narrator of Memoirs nearly as much as
women’s, or as her own.

At several points in Memoirs, di Prima mentions her desire to be free from the fetters of
female gender expression, to know the freedom that accompanies the physical
experience of being male; she describes this as “my old longing to be a pirate, tall and
slim and hard, and not a girl at all.” Reading Memoirs as a young girl, I could certainly
relate to di Prima’s longing for freedom from the physical impositions of femininity.
Especially as I began to go through puberty, and navigated the complex workings of
periods, acne, breasts, shaving, deodorant, and bras, I found myself deeply envying the
seemingly-simple phenomenon of boyhood, of having a boy’s body. I took note of the
moments in Memoirs when di Prima articulates her draw toward tomboyish freedom,
and fit them into her complex profile of erotic-poetic personhood. Each time descriptions
of gendered appearance (and corresponding freedom or lack thereof) arises in
Memoirs, hair makes an appearance. Toward the end of the book, for instance, she
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describes her morning ritual of getting dressed to go out and find firewood while living in
her Upper West Side apartment:
I would [...] stomp about putting on Levis and sweatshirt (my eternal costume),
and brushing my crew-cut (I had by then cut my hair). Then I’d pull on my stolen,
black leather, fur-lined gloves, slide into a motorcycle jacket given to me by Little
John (we were the same size), pull on my black Army-surplus boots, and, armed
with the shopping cart, go out for wood.24

The image presented here, like the image of di Prima sleeping in the park, thrilled my
teenage imagination. I treasured the notion that a woman could sport baggy jeans and a
sweatshirt, and moreover have a crew cut, and that these aesthetic decisions could
support her living a fully-realized creative life—not to mention an erotic life. This image
contradicted everything that my culture told me about where the power of femininity
resided.

Hair is mentioned often in Memoirs as a symbol of feminine beauty, and as an erotic
descriptor or prop. But in Recollections of My Life as a Woman, di Prima’s hair is
something like its own character, and plays a pivotal role throughout di Prima’s narrative
that is only vaguely echoed in Memoirs. The way that her hair is seen and handled by
others, the way she experiences it herself, the changes in hair that accompany the
changes in life—all of these emerge again and again in Recollections. Observing the
centrality of hair as a marker of identity in di Prima’s actual autobiography, I begin to
notice hair’s resonance for the protagonist of her fictionalized memoir.
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Di Prima’s awareness of her hair as a site of gendered power begins in childhood.
Emma di Prima, Diane’s mother, was fastidious to the point of being fanatical about her
children’s appearance, and it seems that Diane—as the eldest and the only girl—bore
the brunt of this fanaticism. Bathing, grooming and dressing were closely monitored and
conducted in a way that almost always meant pain and humiliation. Clothing was stiff
with starch, too tight, or not warm enough; the di Prima children were forbidden from
getting their clothes dirty, which severely limited playing or having any kind of contact
with other children in the outside world. The grooming of young Diane’s hair is revealed
to have been a fixation for Emma. In Recollections, she tells of how her hair was
weaponized by her mother, as when
Mom would brag about how many combs she broke on my hair, trying to
get the tangles out. Great heavy combs with “unbreakable” stamped
across the top in gold. She’d pull them straight through my hair, pulling
handfuls out daily. My thick, ultra-curly red hair was my particular torture,
beyond the more common tortures of bath shared by my brothers. They
got to have short hair. Mine was groomed daily into “Shirley Temple curls”
at the cost of exquisite agony. Was my mother’s pride and joy.
I soon couldn’t see how it looked, even when I looked in the mirror. Could
only feel it, the constant pain of hair pulled too tight, held into place with
hairpins, the aching scalp. Headaches, they said, from “the weight of the
hair,” but didn’t offer to cut it. I learned the better it looked the more it hurt.
An equation.25
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It is exactly this type of ongoing, sadistic emphasis on “looking good” that led di Prima,
at a young age, to divorce her physical body from her self. Di Prima worked through this
bifurcation of body and spirit throughout her adolescence; the constant assault at the
hands of her mother in the name of appearance led her to push her awareness of her
body as far away as possible, to become alienated from her physical being and focus
instead on the world inside her mind. Reading poetry (Shelley, Byron, Keats, Dante,
Pound), learning Greek, studying integral calculus, writing poems: these were the
preoccupations of teenage di Prima, alongside the life-defining friendships she nurtured
with Audre Lorde, Susan O’Reilly, and Tomi—all of whom appear in Memoirs in other
forms. All of this time, di Prima’s alienation from her appearance is so total that she
claims to be unable to see herself in the mirror.

It wasn’t until 1953 or ‘54, when she had dropped out of Swarthmore and was living
alone in a two-room apartment in the East Village, that di Prima reckoned with her
physical appearance. There is a particularly beautiful and telling passage in
Recollections that runs somewhat parallel to the description of her “jeans and sweatshirt
and crew cut” description in Memoirs, but reveals the depth of meaning the outfit
signifies. She writes:
It was about this time that I made what I thought of as my decision not to be
beautiful. Actually, I had no idea what I looked like. Too many years of grueling
programming at the hands of [di Prima’s father] Dick, of Emma, that I simply
couldn’t see what was there. But what I did know is that I got a response from
folks, mostly from men, whether I wanted one or not.
I had the requisite large bust and small waist, good hips a bit fuller than the
fashion, flaming red hair, and a symmetrical, if too Italian, face (big nose). I
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decided to make it all less than obvious--downplay it somehow. And never to
trade on it; the price was too high.
And so I began to clunk and barge through the world. My image of “cutting a
swath” gave me the outlook for this. To be flat-out and forthright, no shimmer, no
finesse.26
Di Prima then considers the “burden that beauty was” for women and girls, thinking
through the self-consciousness that she notices in the way women move through the
world when they are concerned about appearing pretty to others. She differentiates this
self-consciousness from being sexually objectified (in the second-wave feminist sense),
delineating instead what she sees as an invisible barrier between beautiful women and
the world, one that numbs them from “the rawness of friendship or love.”27 She even
extends this observation to beautiful men. The burden of maintaining “being beautiful,”
di Prima asserts, prevents a person from ever being truly seen or truly loved. At the age
of 19 or 20, she opts to reject this burden for herself:
And so, standing alone in my Fifth Street apartment one day, I put it to myself
and that simply: that I “chose not to be beautiful.”
Once the choice was made, it was easy enough. I opened the door and let my
rough-and-tumble self out. Let the tomboy out who never had room at home. Let
the forthright, cruel truthsayer out of the shadows—the same one who would
later stride through literary cocktail parties disguised as “witty.” I met halfway the
one who had never given a damn: about clothes, about appearance, walking
gracefully. Who had been told, and told again, she would never dance. Couldn’t
carry a tune. Whose choices in clothing had been laughed at, or beaten out of
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her. “Clumsy as an ox”, I clumped through the streets of the Village in my
sneakers.
I imagined it would be a kind of test. Of the men and women who were my wouldbe lovers. Could they see through the disguise? Were they that acute? Or did
they want something that looked good? (Those ones left fast).
I cut my long red hair down to a crewcut. I took to men’s shirts and jeans as my
disguise. Costume. Liked best the corduroy men’s shirts that were popular at the
time. I preferred dark green. Or plain white cotton dress shirts, extra large.
Hanging outside of my jeans and hiding most of my body. My eyes became the
eyes of some untamed cat: wary and looking sidelong at the street.28
This revelation of di Prima’s, stemming from her decision “not to be beautiful,” manifests
in two opposing ways in this passage. She initially “opens the door and lets [her] roughand-tumble self out,” a gesture of embrace toward her true and unadorned nature. This
nature is one that’s both physically (and joyfully) rough and graceless, and also brutally
honest in terms of her affect: she lets loose the “forthright, cruel truthsayer” that
previously had been suppressed. But in the next paragraphs, this clunky androgyne
persona is characterized as a “disguise” and a “costume.” It’s something to be “seen
through” by friends and lovers, into what I imagine is the actual Diane di Prima, a
person who is neither roughshod or ladylike, but something else, someone else
altogether.

Returning to the image of the beatnik chick from Hairspray, I am struck by how very
different di Prima’s real life experience is from the caricature. The period of di Prima’s
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life that is chronicled in chapters 7, 8 and 9 of Recollections—the early-to-mid 1950s,
when she chose not to be beautiful, and cut off her hair—roughly coincides with the time
period covered in Memoirs. In Recollections, di Prima never describes her life as that of
a “beatnik” during these years. Indeed, the designation of her type of New York
bohemianism as “Beat” was only assigned later, retrospectively, by cultural and
academic imperatives to group the artists and writers of that time into schools and
movements. But significantly, it was di Prima herself who chose to create a fictionalized
retelling of these years under the title Memoirs of a Beatnik, and to publish it under her
real name, thereby framing her own experience of those years as “Beat” (at least for the
purposes of that particular book, publisher, and audience) with the attendant “Beat”
clichés.

In her essay “What You Would Like to Hear,” Beat scholar Mary Pannicea Carden takes
a close look at the intricate interplay between “true” autobiography and fictionalized
narrative in Memoirs, focusing on the experimentation with Beat female identity that di
Prima conducts. Carden describes the book as a text in which “the shifting seam
between autobiography and erotica emerges [as] a site for creative play with identity
construction, where what the reader ‘would like to hear’ allows for experimentation with
the borders of gendered selfhood.”29 Carden uses the often-contradictory assertions of
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sexual agency in the book to trace the “self-conscious manipulation of cultural
assumptions about sex and sexuality” that di Prima creates, making an apt identification
of di Prima’s play with the boundaries of “gendered selfhood.” Returning to the passage
in Recollections about di Prima’s decision “not to be beautiful” —to consciously refute
mainstream paradigms of feminine beauty—it becomes clear that di Prima played with
these boundaries not only in her writing, but in her real life as well. The baggy jeans and
men’s shirts she wore were manifestations of her true self, and a disguise at the same
time. Likewise, her long red hair was something that could be activated for its symbolic
and erotic power, or it could be pulled away, cut off. The same Diane di Prima tells the
story of her lived experience in Recollections and wears the narrative “costume” of the
promiscuous East Village bohemian in Memoirs. Writing, like gendered style, is a site of
constant transformation, of always becoming.

VIII. Braids
Flipping through Michael Duncan and Christine McKenna’s book on Wallace Berman,
Semina Culture, I find a black-and-white picture of di Prima taken in the fall of 1962.
This photograph was taken on the occasion of Diane’s first trip to California, with Alan
Marlowe and her daughters Jeanne and Dominique in tow. The Bermans greeted Diane
and her clan at the Los Angeles airport and brought them back to their home in Beverly
Glen.30 In the picture, Diane is sitting up in what appears to be a soft white bed, looking
straight ahead with a calm and almost meditative expression on her face. Behind her,
Shirley Berman gathers up her hair in both hands. Shirley is braiding Diane’s hair, which
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is thick and heavy as a ship’s rope, and falls to Diane’s waist. Young Tosh Berman, who
was about four years old at the time, sits across from Diane and studies his mother’s
smiling face.

Fig. 15. Di Prima, Shirley Berman, and Tosh Berman, Beverly Glen, CA, 1962. (Photographer unknown;
courtesy the Estate of Wallace Berman.)

There’s something ritualistic about the image: it’s as if Diane’s hair is being braided by a
sister-maiden in anticipation of some kind of sacred rite, the photograph catching them
in a moment of preparation, before the rite begins. On the facing page is a color image
of a bundle of hair, braided and coiled up, bound at one end with a worn rubber band.
The braid is an unmistakable shade of auburn-red. Beneath the braid is a postcard with
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a note in green script: “Wally dear—Here’s my braid you asked for last year—slightly
beat up—Love Diane.”31

Fig. 16. Di Prima’s braid and postcard to Wallace Berman. (Courtesy Wallace Berman Papers.)

The image of Diane’s braid reminds me of my own braid, shorn in the winter of 2001
after a decade or more of growth. I think of the length of a braid as a measure of time,
from the end-tip of the longest strand to the place at the root where the hair was cut
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from its source. In Diane’s case, the braid she sent to Wallace Berman probably began
growing after she cut her hair into a crew-cut in the early 1950s, and ended sometime in
the 60s, after the day that Shirley Berman handled the hair with such obvious joy. The
red braid in the photograph radiates with all that happened to di Prima in those years.
The subtitle of Recollections of My Life as a Woman is The New York Years; as this
subtitle indicates, the years that di Prima was writing, making theatre, publishing books,
having children, and nurturing community form the heart of her autobiography. The
years that she produced her “Beat” writings and lived her “Beat” life are held in this
braid. In the stills taken of Diane in the early 1960s for the Poets Theatre, her hair falls
in epic waves around her small frame; this braid must contain those moments, and all of
the other moments that composed her life in those crucial years.

My mother has kept my eighteen-year-old braid ever since it was cut off, and reminds
me every year that she still has it in her possession. I like imagining it among my
mother’s things, a mute, organic record of my childhood. In the spring that I turned 18,
my paternal grandfather died, leaving me some money in his will that effectively allowed
me to become as independent as I wanted to be. Having been poor my whole life, this
change was a revolutionary one indeed. Weeks later, I graduated from high school. My
hair was still very long in the fall of 2001, when I left home, traveling first to New York
City with my friend Caitlin. We spent a week walking around the magnificently hot,
muggy city, drinking iced coffee or surreptitious cocktails in outdoor cafés. I spent an
ecstatic day inside the Met, dwelling on one painting or sculpture after another as I
wrote furiously in a notebook, feeling for the first time the roving mental and spiritual
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freedom of urban life, like the kind di Prima practices in her early life writings. Of course,
I didn’t know that these were the last weeks of New York City before September 11th,
before the 20th century as we knew it ended for good.

I flew from JFK to Santiago, Chile, in the first days of September. It was my first time
leaving the United States. I stayed with a host family in Las Condes, a wealthy suburb
of Santiago, and spent a couple of weeks exploring the surrounding area and practicing
my Spanish. I visited the museum inside Pablo Neruda’s house, and sat for hours in
public squares beside fountains, writing, drawing, feeling the sensation of South
American springtime air in my lungs. One morning a few days before I was supposed to
leave, Miriam Bravo, the mother of my host family, came in to wake me up. “Iris, ven
aqui, mira,” I can still hear her saying as I followed her into the kitchen. There, on the
small TV on the kitchen table, planes crashed into towers, towers I had stood beside
only a couple of weeks before. I spent the rest of September 11th sitting in the backyard
with Miriam, chain-smoking Marlboros while she told me about the US-backed military
coup responsible for the assassination of democratically-elected president Salvador
Allende, and the installation of a dictator, Augustin Pinochet, on September 11th, 1973.
The terrorist attack left me stranded in Chile, delaying my arrival at UC Santa Cruz,
where I was beginning my freshman year of college. When I made it back to California
after a complicated days-long journey, my mother picked me up in San Francisco and
drove me and a few boxes of my things to my dormitory at UCSC’s Porter College.
Among those things, still tucked secretly away, was my stolen copy of Memoirs of a
Beatnik.
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As I got to know the other young women and men whom I suddenly found myself with in
the redwood forest of the UCSC campus, I offered to read them passages from
Memoirs aloud. By that point, I had many of the book’s pages memorized, and could
probably have recited them by heart. The sharing of such lascivious writing formed an
instant intimacy among my group. Late nights, piled on a twin-sized dorm bed,
surrounded by a haze of bong smoke and incense, I would read my new friends di
Prima’s words: the earthy, frank couplings, the contortionist sex positions, the
unspeakable beauty of orgasms. The people I met that year were nothing like the dull
“male and female stereotypes in cashmere sweaters” di Prima reports meeting during
her two years at Swarthmore in the early 50s.32 Instead, college was a kind of Eden, a
primordial forest populated by beloved, witty, gorgeous, gloriously strange individuals.
Within weeks, I was happier than I had ever been. I knew my soul had found a true
home. I took classes in geology, Indian and African music, astronomy, Indigenous
American history. My roommate, Lauren, brought me to yoga classes in the college’s
airy rec center almost daily, after we’d smoked a joint together in our room, and I began
to get to know my body for the first time. Long nights were spent taking LSD with
Caroline, a breathtakingly beautiful former cheerleader from Pocatello, Idaho, in which
we’d uncover the deepest recesses of wisdom in our teenage consciousness as we
watched the boughs of the redwoods breathe against the dark sky. I fell in love first with
Zane, a dark-haired, blue-eyed rocker who lived in the dorm room next door to me; and
then with Andrew, a tall, brooding jazz freak from New Hampshire; and then with Nick,
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who resembled Robert Plant and lived in a schoolbus painted with psychedelic designs
in the college’s trailer park. My acne faded, along with my baby fat, and I became lean
and energetic. I had wild love affairs and deep, blissful friendships; I rose at dawn to
meditate in the forest; I read Borges and listened to Miles Davis while smoking
American Spirit Blue cigarettes. After letting Mari cut my hair, I pierced my navel, and
then my nose. One day, after a particularly profound session reading Ram Dass’ Be
Here Now, I got a tattoo of a circle in the center of my chest, wanting to keep forever a
souvenir of the present moment. These outwardly-visible changes were indications of a
marvelous, constantly-evolving inner change. The free woman I had longed to be when
I first encountered Memoirs was finally, magically emerging. Blooming. All of my outer
changes in body, appearance, and affinity were accompanied by an inner shift, a
movement in the center of my being. A Romantic awakening was taking place in my
spirit: suddenly, the metaphysical background of the physical world became intensely
present in my life, and it filled me with exuberant curiosity. I worked out this curiosity in
the form of copious writing on an old typewriter I’d found at a flea market, in painting
and drawing, in daily dancing as friends played guitars and drums. The larger my
awareness grew, the more of the world I wanted to know.

In the winter and spring of 2003, I took my first poetry classes at UC Santa Cruz. There
was a poetry-writing workshop taught by the poet Rob Halpern, in which we read texts
that exploded everything I thought I knew about language, thought, sound and meaning:
Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons, Robert Creeley, William Carlos Williams, Charles
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Olson, Amiri Baraka, Alice Notley, Harryette Mullen.33 I then took a literature course
called “Reading Poetry,” taught by not-yet Flarf poet Kasey Silem Mohammad, the
textbook of which was a collection of texts (poems and essays) chosen by various
contemporary poets, all of them women.34 While paging through the reader for
Mohammad’s class one spring afternoon, I stopped at the sudden sight of a familiar
face: Diane di Prima in a half-page black-and-white photograph, her dark hair parted
straight down the middle and falling in two big braids over her shoulders. In the picture
she looks older than she does in the cover images of Memoirs of a Beatnik, and indeed,
she was: the picture of di Prima accompanied her lecture “Light/and Keats,” given at the
Naropa Institute on June 24, 1975. My eyes fell on the first line of the lecture: “It seems
to me more and more as I get more and more deeply into poetry that the actual stuff
that poetry is made out of is light.” Immediately, I found myself in the presence of an old
friend. Even the way she used the word stuff called out to me as both familiar and
exciting (“her blouse was made of some really incredible thin stuff through which you
could see the pert rosebud tips of her small breasts”: di Prima’s description of Susan
O’Reilly’s shirt on page 12 of Memoirs). “Stuff” in di Prima’s voice could be something
as simple as the cloth of a shirt, or the sacred mysterious material that makes up poetry;
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it was such a pleasingly common, comfortable word, “stuff,” a word I could hear a
friendly grandmother using, and yet what it indicated was so endlessly compelling. It
hadn’t occurred to me before to seek out di Prima’s other writings, and suddenly there
she was, linking me to my past and precisely naming what I cared most about in the
present.

In “Light/And Keats,” di Prima wonders aloud about the experience of reading poetry
and finding that “there are poems where the light actually comes through the page, the
same way it comes through the canvas in certain Flemish paintings ... you can really tell
when it’s happening and when it’s not. So I’ve been trying to figure out what makes it
happen. And I think it’s not very different from the light of meditation.35” She reads
numerous letters written by Keats, the subject of her youthful and lifelong passionate
devotion. Using a handful of key moments in Keats’ letters, she makes a convincing
connection between the Romantic poet’s creative principles and an Eastern (Buddhist)
approach to the Self. She draws on Keats’ letter from November 22, 1817, in which he
writes,
Men of Genius are great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of
neutral intellect--but they have not any individuality, any determined
Character— ...
I scarcely remember counting upon any Happiness—I look not for it if it be not in
the present hour, —nothing startles me beyond the moment. The Setting Sun will
always set me to rights, or if a Sparrow come before my Window, I take part in its
existence and pick about the gravel.36
35
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She proceeds to think through the state of egolessness, of unity with the present
moment, that Keats is articulating. “Really, what he’s trying to get at, or describe, seems
to be some kind of real egoless state,” she says. “There wasn’t that vocabulary in
England, thank God, in 1817—thank God because otherwise he might have said, ‘hey
man, I just reached a far out egoless state the other day, watching this sparrow,’ and we
wouldn’t have what we’ve got.” I laughed out loud at di Prima’s sly mockery of the
pretensions of would-be egoless-state achievers. Living as I did in a New-Agey town on
the California coast, I was well familiar with the ridiculousness of the archetype she was
calling out. At the same time, I couldn’t believe my luck: here was a thinker who was
spelling out, in clear terms, a likeness between Keats’ creative method and the lived
experience of meditation, of examining one’s mind so closely that the self vanishes. And
this thinker was Diane di Prima, author of Memoirs of a Beatnik, the book that had
shown me a path away from the small-mindedness of my suburban hometown and
toward a life of intellectual and sensual freedom. Di Prima had been a single, fixed
(although very bright) node in my personal cosmology, and suddenly she expanded,
appeared as numerous other bright points.

I read “Light/And Keats” over and over, often alongside Keats’ poems: “Ode on a
Nightingale,” “On Looking Into Chapman’s Homer,” “Ode on a Grecian Urn.” That
spring, I read and wrote with a joy I hadn’t known before. I began to skip class in favor
of spending days outside in the redwood forest: long mornings sitting at the base of a
giant tree, my back pressed against its ridged, velvety bark. The sun would come out
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gradually, and steam would rise from the ground and from the boughs of the trees when
the strong sunbeams finally fell on them, and I would look up occasionally from the book
I was reading or the notebook I was writing in. I would meditate for longer and longer
stretches of time, feeling for the sense of light that di Prima wrote about, or that I read
about in the writings of Alan Watts or Shunryu Suzuki, di Prima’s former Zen teacher. I
found di Prima’s Loba and her Revolutionary Letters in the bookstore downtown and
devoured the poems greedily. More often than not, one of those books would be in my
backpack on those long beautiful days away from school, along with a sandwich and a
canteen of water. As I read the poems, I picked up on elements of di Prima’s voice—her
disjunctive, compressed descriptions, her focus on surprising small details—that I
recognized from the countless times I’d read Memoirs. I began to get an inkling of how
vast her body of work was, and how vast her mind was as well. It was an experience of
homecoming and one of growing-up all at once: an embrace of the familiar, coupled
with a recognition that there was much, much more to know.

I turned twenty and suddenly found the prescribed track of school and career to be
unbearably claustrophobic. Although I loved my new friends, and the marvelous forests
surrounding Santa Cruz (arguably one of the most beautiful places in North America), I
was overcome with a desire to strike out and experience life “on my own terms.”
(Looking back, I wonder how much my decision to leave school was inspired by di
Prima’s own choice to drop out of Swarthmore after a year and become an autodidact
bohemian poet, a move which she alludes to in the opening pages of Memoirs and
accounts for in much more detail in Recollections.) I left UC Santa Cruz, taking with me
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several of the books by Olson, Williams and Baraka that I’d checked out of the library
and never returned. After some preliminary wandering (to Burning Man; to Portland,
Oregon, to live with a boyfriend; to backpack through the Southwest) I bought a roundthe-world plane ticket and went to work on an organic farm in New Zealand. Before I
left, I cut my hair very short again, wanting to carry as little with me as possible.

IX. An apprenticeship of Another Kind

In the spring of 2014, eleven years later, my hair was short again, having gone through
several cycles of growing out and lopping off. I had been living in New York City, making
a life in poetry and independent publishing, for seven years. On a spring break trip to
San Francisco, I called Diane di Prima on the phone, having gotten her number from
Ammiel Alcalay, whom I was about to begin studying with the coming fall at the CUNY
Graduate Center. I left a message on Diane’s answering machine. As I emerged into
early-evening light from a matinee movie, I was stunned to see that Diane had called
me back. “Hello Iris,” a strong, steady elderly woman’s voice said on my voicemail. “This
is Diane di Prima.” She invited me to come over to her house the next day. “You can
give me a hand with some things, and we can talk and you can tell me what you’re
about.”

The next morning, I bought a bag of pastries at a nice bakery in the Outer Sunset
neighborhood where I was staying, and boarded a MUNI train that took me to a bus
stop, and boarded a bus that took me to a BART station, and then took a BART train to
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a stop about a mile from Diane’s house. I walked as if on an escalator to the heavens
those blocks to 78 Niagara Street. When I arrived at the yellow house with bright-blue
trim on a quiet block, I took a deep breath before ringing the doorbell: 20 years of my life
knowing, studying, reading, rehearsing, dreaming, realizing, and re-reading di Prima’s
work were about to converge with a meeting. I was about to make the shift from reading
di Prima to knowing Diane.

Sheppard welcomed me upstairs to their living room. He led me into the back bedroom
where Diane was sitting up in bed, surrounded by books. Her eyes were huge, bright
and lively; her hair, which was still a natural shade of deep red (with a small bit of gray;
she was 80 years old) was cut short. Immediately, my nervousness dissolved. We dove
into conversation about Buddhism and Sappho, and the time flew. We spent about six
hours together that day, with Diane taking me to see various things in her house: her
paintings, her notebooks, her library spilling over from the house into the garage. She
gave me a group of various formal poems she’d written to photocopy and collate on the
small copier in their living room. She and Sheppard told me about their Tibetan Buddhist
chanting and meditation practices, their grandchildren, adventures they’d had in their
time together. Diane was up and about the house that day; it was the only time I ever
saw her walking around. (Soon thereafter, her Parkinson’s disease caused her to be
more or less bed-bound.) The sky was getting dark by the time I left. I was filled with a
comfortable sense of awe, and the feeling that although I’d been reading Diane’s work
for decades, an apprenticeship of another kind was beginning.
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Two years later, I returned to Diane and Sheppard’s house, this time under the auspices
of the Diane di Prima Fellowship from the Center for the Humanities at the CUNY
Graduate Center. I spent a month of the summer of 2016 going over to Diane’s house
almost every day, sometimes in a friend’s borrowed truck,37 sometimes on a circuitous
series of trains and buses that always struck me as gentler and more wondrous than the
New York City public transit system. That summer, I worked with Diane on retrieving,
organizing and editing her as-yet-unpublished memoir, Grail is a Green Stone, which
begins where Recollections of My Life as a Woman leaves off. I searched through
boxes upon boxes of photos looking for an image for the cover of Spring and Autumn
Annals. And I sat by Diane’s bed and talked with her, sometimes recording our
conversations, sometimes not. Toward the end of my time with Diane that summer, I
decided to talk with her about Memoirs of a Beatnik. I wanted to know how she thought
about the book, having written and created so much other work that seemed, in some
aspects, “more important.” And I wanted to tell her how I felt about the book, what it
meant to me. She knew that I had read it, but it felt crucial to me to communicate to
Diane the huge impact it had had on my life. I was surprised to find that it took some
gathering of courage for me to bring Memoirs up that afternoon.

Sitting there beside Diane’s bed, the strong San Francisco afternoon sunlight coming in
through the window, I told Diane that Memoirs of a Beatnik had impacted my heart and
mind as a young person perhaps more than any other book. I told her of my resistance
to the guffaws and dismissals I heard when I mentioned the book, that I believed it was
37
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a book that needed to be taken seriously. As I spoke to Diane about the book, I found
myself realizing something I hadn’t fully understood earlier; that the reason the book
had so often been dismissed was precisely because it was a work of erotica, and
erotica is a niche genre that by definition can’t be read in the same way “real” literature
is read, especially not when the author is a woman.38 I wanted to know why she had
taken the risk of writing this book, a book which was sure to be misunderstood, and
which would follow her with its aura of notoriety all her life.

It was during this conversation that Diane told me that Maurice Girodias had offered her
some amount of money—she didn’t say how much—beyond the original advance to
publish Memoirs of a Beatnik under her real name, instead of an assumed name, as so
many writers of erotic literature do. She had decided that she was okay with using her
real name because she wanted the money—recall, she was single-handedly supporting
four children and a household of adult ragamuffins—but her choice to use her real name
went beyond money. She knew that something like a short erotic novel would not define
her as a writer. She knew, indeed, had known for a long time already, that the role she
had to play in the world as a writer would far surpass the effect of any raised eyebrows
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in response to her writing about her made-up sex life. She emphasized, repeatedly, that
Memoirs was a work of fiction: there seemed to be something inherently minor about
the book in her estimation because of this. As we spoke, I thought of Diane and Amiri
Baraka in 1961, getting arrested by the FBI on obscenity charges because of poems
and plays they’d published in The Floating Bear. The charges were later dismissed, and
Diane moved on with her work. I thought of Diane beginning her Revolutionary Letters
earlier in the same year she wrote Memoirs, and of the profound research, insight, and
commitment to the truth that she poured into those poems over the course of years. I
thought of Loba, and of Diane’s passionate immersion in the Wolf Goddess archetype.
And I thought of Recollections, the vividness and rawness of her true account of her life.
Viewed against the courage of these works, the “risk” that accompanied writing Memoirs
of a Beatnik seemed small. And if some people read the book and forever thought of
Diane di Prima as a cheap peddler of sexy-beatnik-chick stereotypes, a sellout willing to
fabricate her own sex life in print, she simply didn’t care. She was concerned with bigger
things.

There was one thing, Diane said, that she regretted about Memoirs of a Beatnik. As she
was writing the sex scenes, she said, she always made them as perfect as she could.
With a few exceptions, the bodies were beautiful, the people were generous, and the
lovemaking ranged from simply satisfying to ego-annihilating bliss. “But we all know it’s
not always like that,” she said, sitting up a little straighter in bed. “It’s not always good.
You know, there are the times when it’s bad, when you don’t come.” She wrote the sex
scenes as she did because, as the late-1960s “free love” movement blossomed, she
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wanted to present sex as something to be embraced, celebrated. But after the book was
published—and even as she was writing it—she thought of all the people who might
read it and acquire unrealistic expectations about what sex was really like. She wished,
in retrospect, that she could have presented a more true-to-life account of sex and love.

This revelation startled me, because I realized as she spoke that I was, myself,
someone whose ideas of what to expect from sexual relationships could be directly
traced back to Memoirs of a Beatnik. I flashed back to those nights in eighth grade, after
finishing my algebra homework and putting on my pajamas, when I paged through the
various couplings and group-sex scenarios in the book and dreamed of when it would
be my turn to experience the kinds of heights and depths di Prima wrote of. I wanted to
know how it was to “[come] again in an endless spasm of release which left me hollow,
concave and empty, white light like lightning exploding in my brain”39 or to “[cry] again
and again in a wordless rage of pain and pleasure that was a hymn of praise to the light
of ecstasy.”40 But I realized something else as Diane and I sat there together. Rather
than invite expectations that would lead to later disappointment, Memoirs firmly
established a knowledge in my heart that sex could be a sacred activity. The pleasure
and excitement one experiences when having sex are one thing, but the “holiness of the
imagination,” in Keats’ words, was where the real reward of the erotic lay. Diane’s book
showed this to me. Because my first initiation into what sex was, how it worked, came in
the form of this intellectually and imaginatively-activated text, I always approached sex
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as something magical, transformative, a potential crucible for mystic insight. This
approach seemed to be in stark contrast to the attitudes about sex presented to young
women in my world: having sex was something you did to be popular, or it was
something boys wanted but girls didn’t, or it was a way to get pregnant or catch an STI
and therefore something to fear. The liberating portrayal of sex and sexuality in Memoirs
had superseded all of these attitudes, in my heart and mind, as a girl. I shared this
thought with Diane as I had it, and thanked her for writing the sex scenes in the book
exactly as she had.

Whether or not she cared what anyone thought of the book, there are aspects of
Memoirs—as a story, as a stop on di Prima’s literary journey— that rippled out and
affected the way some of her peers imagined her. The tensions between what people
“would like to hear” and “what really happened” reveal sexism embedded in the way di
Prima’s story is told.

Soon after di Prima’s protagonist in Memoirs discovers Ginsberg’s Howl and realizes
that she and her friends are part of something major, she meets Ginsberg himself. This
(fictional) meeting is among many places in the book where fiction blurs with biography.
“I had been in sporadic correspondence with Allen Ginsberg and some of his friends
ever since I read Howl,” she writes toward the end of the novel. “Now Allen and his
gang were in New York and I was eager to meet them.”41 She makes a plan to meet
with Ginsberg, Kerouac and Peter Orlovsky at the downtown apartment of her friend
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Leslie, a young gay dancer, modeled after her real-life freind Freddie Herko. After
getting stoned and listening to Ginsberg “[rap] down a long, beautiful, high-flown rap
about poetry and high endeavor,” the friends embark on an orgy, with di Prima and
Kerouac coupling while the rest of the gang, all gay men, have sex with each other. As
she’s making love with Kerouac, she feels “a thrill of a different kind, a pleasure that,
starting in my groin, spread outward to the edge of my skin, stirring every follicle on my
body separately.”42 At the end of the encounter, di Prima falls asleep and dreams “that
aether was flesh and human bodies merely cresting waves upon it. I watched them form
and unform all night long.”43 It’s a profound experience, one that brings the literary and
erotic threads of the novel together in a singular way.

In the section of Recollections of My Life as a Woman that covers this same era in her
life—circa 1956—di Prima offers a parallel version of this story that’s quite revealing in
its contrast. In her actual life, di Prima was already a single mother to her first daughter,
Jeanne, by the time she met Allen Ginsberg. Still in her early twenties, she was
grappling with the exigencies of work and childcare while maintaining a practice of
poetry. On one such night when Jeanne was still a baby, she was invited over to
Ginsberg’s apartment in the East Village, around the corner from her own, to spend an
evening with him and Kerouac and Philip Whalen. She asked a friend to babysit while
she was at Ginsberg’s. She notes that she had a wonderful time, and that “it was one of
those nights with lots of important intense talk about writing you don’t remember later.”44
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In the telling, Kerouac was lying on the kitchen floor, drunk, stoned and pontificating
about writing, when di Prima noticed that it was time to go home. Her friends protested,
urging her to stay, but she had a babysitter to relieve, and a baby to care for. As she
was getting ready to leave, Kerouac “raised himself up on one elbow on the linoleum
and announced in a stentorian voice, “DI PRIMA, UNLESS YOU FORGET ABOUT
YOUR BABYSITTER, YOU’RE NEVER GOING TO BE A WRITER.”45 She leaves the
party anyway.

Di Prima recounts this story in order to correct a false rumor told by Robert Creeley (the
same poet who praises di Prima’s “search for human center” in the blurb on the jacket
of Memoirs) in a documentary on the Beats. She writes,
Now, how Bob Creeley tells that story in the movie, is that it was an orgy I was
invited to stay for (mixing it up no doubt with the orgy at the end of Memoirs of a
Beatnik, or the eternal Beat Orgy that will live forever in the minds of all guys who
were around for the second half of the twentieth century) and that I quickly forgot
about the babysitter and stayed for the orgy.
This mis-remembering—intentional or not—on Creeley’s part is symptomatic of a much
larger and more damaging misunderstanding. Di Prima goes on,
Now what I find so destructive, and so telling, about Creeley’s version is: that if I
had, as he put it, so ‘charmingly’ opted to stay for the orgy, there would have
been no poems. That is, the person who would have left a friend hanging who
had done her a favor, also wouldn’t have stuck through thick and thin to the
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business of making poems. It is the same discipline throughout—what Pound
called ‘a ‘man’ [read: ‘woman’] standing by [her] Word.’46
The divergence between these two versions of the same story—one intellectually and
sexually arousing, one fraught with sexism—reveals an essential difference between di
Prima as a real person, and di Prima’s protagonist in Memoirs. Other people conflated
the two, but di Prima herself asserts that the difference matters. The integrity required to
ignore Kerouac’s callous pronouncement and carry on with her life as a poet and single
mother is crucial to di Prima’s legacy as a writer. If Creeley’s version of the story were
true, not only would di Prima have bailed on her daughter, and the friend who was
watching her daughter: she would have submitted to Kerouac’s imperative to “forget
about the babysitter” in order to “be a writer,” or have sex with Kerouac, or both. But
none of those things happened. The Beat Orgy scene that concludes Memoirs is
fictional, even if it glows in people’s imaginations for all eternity, while the gritty business
of life went on, goes on. This gritty business included, along with everything else, the
writing of poems. Di Prima didn’t need Kerouac’s advice, and before Memoirs of a
Beatnik was even a year old, Kerouac was dead.47
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Ibid., 202. Emphasis di Prima’s.
In considering di Prima’s role as a mother, it’s important to acknowledge that the decisions she made
affected her children deeply. Di Prima’s five children—Jeanne, Dominique, Alex, Tara and Rudi—
accompanied her on numerous cross-country moves, through various alternative communities, and
through enormous changes in lifestyle. They were an intimate part of her material precarity, and were
“along for the ride” through all of the transformations that di Prima underwent as an artist, wife, activist
and spiritual seeker. Speaking as someone whose parents led also unconventional lives, I can say that I
imagine di Prima’s choices were not always the best ones for her children’s wellbeing. The life di Prima
offered to her children led to quite mixed outcomes for them as adults.
47
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Memoirs of a Beatnik ends with di Prima’s protagonist back in the arms of Ivan, the
young man she loses her virginity to in the book’s opening chapter. In the undefined
period of time the novel encompasses, di Prima has lived in numerous apartments,
written a collection of poems, had half a dozen intense love affairs and many more
aesthetic and spiritual adventures. Ivan has moved away “into the depths of the South,
into some dull southern college where he was teaching,”48 but he shows up
unexpectedly in di Prima’s pad one afternoon, “grinning his old grin in spite of necktie
and straight overcoat.” The two make love all afternoon, di Prima having lighted on the
idea that Ivan would make a good father (or rather—to put it bluntly—sperm donor) for
the child she had decided to have. During the Kerouac-Ginsberg orgy, di Prima had
been on her period. After her final round of sex with Ivan, she concludes the book by
reflecting:
And when the full moon shone on the fire-escape again, I didn’t get my period as
I should have. And as the moon waned, my breasts grew and became sore, and I
knew I was pregnant. And I began to put my books in boxes, and pack up the
odds and ends of my life, for a whole new adventure was starting, and I had no
idea where it would land me.49

In Recollections, di Prima’s choice to become a mother on her own is much more fully
explicated, a long process of discernment that teaches her a good deal about human
nature and about the meaning of independence. The actual pregnancy, however,
happened in the real-life space of Recollections much in the same way as it does in
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Memoirs. The father in question is a man named Stefan, a “long-time lover, an old friend
who was living out of town. He was long gone by the time I discovered I was pregnant.50

While Memoirs ends on this image of di Prima contemplating how her life is about to
change, Recollections continues, showing us how it all went.

I was stunned by this ending when I first read Memoirs as a teenager. I read the book
perhaps a year before I even started my period, and thus understood pregnancy as
something that I myself could experience; pregnancy seemed alchemical, almost
magical, and also fraught with a whole range of very intense meanings. My stepmother,
Karen, gave birth to my brother Alex right around the same time I read Memoirs, so I
had some insight into the complexity of having a new baby on the scene. Pregnancy
and childbirth were something that should, according to the voices of mainstream
authority in my world, only happen within the safe confines of marriage. I was already
aware that to become pregnant out of wedlock was definitely a disgrace (my
stepfather’s ex-wife, Patty, had borne a child with her boyfriend, much to the derision of
my mother and other adults in my family; looking back on this period, I find that those
adults had zero moral ground upon which to judge Patty). Ordinary fear-mongering
about pregnancy and STIs was also something I’d been subjected to. One memorable
season finale of the show Beverly Hills, 90210 featured a plot which revolved around
Tori Spelling’s character deciding whether or not to have sex on prom night. What if she
got pregnant? In the midst of all of these ideas about pregnancy swirling around me, the
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casual confidence with which di Prima takes on pregnancy thrilled me to the core. As
she had done with her erotic subjectivity, with her daily rituals, with her literary
sensibilities, di Prima was making pregnancy and impending motherhood her own. It
was, for her, another form of poesis.

In October of 2018, I took a trip to San Francisco and stopped by the Center for Jewish
Living, an assisted-living and rehab facility where Diane was recovering from a fall. I
found my way to her room (which bore a plaque with her name on it on the door) and
sat beside her bed, talking with her, for about an hour. She asked me about my life,
what I’d been up to, what I’d like to do in the future. I told her that I was thinking about
having a child, but that I was afraid. The world had become far too horrible—polluted,
overpopulated, politically and spiritually corrupted—for another human life to be of any
benefit. I mused to her that every generation probably felt the same fear that I did, so
maybe I shouldn’t worry about it. But I was both eager and terrified, and I didn’t know
which side to choose. “Well, you’re going to have to change that way of thinking,” she
says. “If your ‘believing system’ tells you that the world is too horrible for a child, then
don’t have a child. If you want to have a child, you must work to turn around that image
of a grim reality. Then you must work to change whatever it is that you find so
unbearable. Work every day, and include your child in the work. We create our own
reality, you know.” As it happens, I became pregnant with my son within a few weeks of
that conversation. This was the last time I saw Diane, who passed away on October 25,
2020.
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When I think of Diane di Prima’s person, there’s a shimmer, an effect like seeing the
moon in the daytime; one sees the moon as it is, sheer white against the blue sky, but
also, somehow, as it is at night, glowing hotly against the darkness. I see her as I knew
her, a bright-eyed elderly woman, hair held back with a cotton headband, lined hands
jotting down notes in the margins of a book of Sappho fragments.51 And contained
within that visage, flickering from its opposite side, I see a longhaired girl, the heroine of
Memoirs, before the trappings of “beatnik” identity formed around her. I see her as she
recalled herself, walking out of her lover’s barn into the early spring light:
The ground was soft, the green moss on the tree trunks shone like jewels. I
picked my way carefully in my old ballet shoes, trying to avoid the really sharp
rocks and soggy places. I was wearing a pair of blue jeans pulled over a black
leotard and bound about with a royal blue sash. My hair was loose and kept
getting caught in the branches and my bare feet in their slippers were chilly.52
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Toward the end of her life, di Prima initiated a mystic correspondence with Sappho, and wrote
response poems to Sappho’s fragments in If Not, Winter: Fragments of Sappho (trans. Anne Carson.
New York: Knopf Doubleday, 2009).
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Fig. 17. Poem I wrote on the bus on my way to meet Diane di Prima for the first time, April 12, 2014.
(Photo by Iris Cushing.)
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